FOR ENG INEER S AND EN GINEERING MANAGERS

Passive microwave components
come in all shapes and sizes.
The most popular transmission
media are waveguide, coax cable
stripline and microstrip. The
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hardest components to specify
are filters, attenuators, couplers,
switches and ferrite isolators and
circulators. To simplify selection,
and trim your VSWR, see p. 58.

The new BOURNS""
HYBRITRON'"' resistance element brings
you the best of both
worlds ... the long life and
infinite resolution of conductive plastic ... plus the
tight linearity and low temperature coefficient of a wirewound ... at a new, low price.
You'll find this new element in
BOURNS® Model 3541 ten-turn
precision potentiometer ... a new
member of BOURNS popular 3540
family of compact (?le" dia., % "deep),
low-cost multi-turn potentiometers.
Significant specifications of the Model
3541: service life of 5,000,000 shaft revolutions; linearity 0.25%; temperature coefficient of ±100 ppm/°C maximum; reliable
SILVERWELD ® direct terminal-to-element
bond; output smoothness of 0.015%; essentially
infinite resolution ; rugged, mechanically locked
construction (no rear lid "pop-off"); special heat
resistant insert around terminals to prevent damage
during soldering.
If a low-cost wirewound satisfies your control requirement
... you can't do better than our Model 3540 ten-turn at $3.97*.
Same quality construction features, same 0.25% linearity .... with
rotational life of 1,000,000 revolutions. A wide range of standard and
custom options are available, including three- and five-turn versions.
FREE SAMPLE:
Write or phone the BOURNS PANEL POWER PEOPLE and tell us about your
application. We'll send you the Model 3540/41 that best suits your needs.

Available off-the-shelf from extensive factory stock and nearly 100 local distributor
inventories. TRIMPOT PRODUCTS DIVISION, BOURNS, INC., 1200 Columbia Avenue,
Riverside, California 92507. Telephone 714 684-1700. TWX 910 332-1252.

*1 ,000 pieces, same R.C., U.S. Dollars, F.O.B . Riverside, California
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We planned to do a hard-hitting,
gutsy comparison ad. Their specs
versus ours. Sort of a "High Noon"
for signal generators.
Then we began checking out the
competition, if you can call it that.
Our new Model 3000 signal generator sells for $2,265.
Among other things, it features
0 001 % accuracy, phase-lock stability,
AM and FM modulation, 20 milliwatts
leveled output power, and pro-

grammable frequency capability
How can we do a comparison
(at no added cost)
ad when we're stuck with a product
There are other signal generators this good? Not possible So we'll just
in the 1 to 520 MHz frequency range have to be content with running nonthat match our accuracy. But the
comparison ads. And taking orders.
cheapest one is $4,300. Hardly
WAVETEK Indiana, Incorporated,
competition.
PO.Box 190, 66 North First Avenue,
And although you can pay up to
Beech Grove, Indiana 46107, Phone
$6.400 for other VHF signal
(317) 783-3221, TWX 810-341-3226.
generators, none of them ~
offers programmable
f A'1.,. 1.E~E
frequency.
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PSC-2

PSC-3

PSC-4

PSC-6, 8

TWO-WAY. THREE-WAY. FOUR-WAY. SIX-WAY
AND EIGHT-WAY POWER SPLITTER/COMBINERS
Model No.

Freq.
range
(MHz)

Isolation
between
outputs
(dB) typical

0.1-400
PSC 2·1
ZSC2-1
ZMSC2-1
PSC 2-2
0.002-60
zsc 2·2
ZMSC 2·2
PSC2-1W
1-650
ZSC 2-1W
ZMSC2-1W

25

<b (deg)

Amp. (dB

Price
(Quantity)

Two·wey o0
0.4 above
3dB split

1

01

s 9.95 (6-49)

40
25

PSC 2·1-75" 0.25-300

25

MSC 2-1

30

0.1-450

Unbalance

Insertion loss
(dB) (typical)

I

0.3 above
3dB split

1

0.5 above
3d B split

3

0.1
0.20

PSCQ 2·90

I

55-90

33

30

$19.95 (6-49)
$34.95 (4-24)
$44.95 (4-24)
$14.95 (6-49)

llt::~~l~::~

~~~~i

1

0.05

$11.95(6-49)

0.4 above
3dB split

1

0.1

$16.95 (6-24)

I I

Two·wey 180"

PSCJ 2-1• • 1 1-200
ZSCJ 2-1

m::u::rn_

2.5

0.6 above
3dB,split

Two·.wey 90"
average of
coupled outputs
less 3dE
0.3

3

.15

I

$19.95 (5-49)
$34.95 (4 -24)

PSC 3-1
ZSC3-1
ZMSC 3·1
PSC 3-2
zsc 3-2
ZMSC 3-2

1.0

1-200

s 19.95 (5-49)
PSC 8-1

40

Unbalance
<b (deg)
2

0.1

I

30

0.002-20

33

0.25-250

30

1-175

I

l l
0.5-175

30

0.25 above

30

Four-wey O"'
0.5 above
6dB split
0.45 above
6dB Sjllit
0.5 above
6dB split

lI

Six·weyO"'
0.75 above
7.8dB split

Elght-wey
0.8 above
9dB split

$19.95 (6-49)
$34.95 (4·24)

$44.95J4·2~
2

0.1

$29.95 (6·49)
$44.95 (4-24)
$54.95 (4-24)

2

0.1

$26.95 (6-49)
$41 .95 (4·24)
$51 .95_i4-2~
$64.95 (4-24)
$74.95 (4·24)
$23.95 (6-49)
$38.95 (4-24)
$48.95 (4-24)

4.8 split

0.1-200

Price
(Quantity)

Amp. (dB)

00

Three-way
0.4 above
4.8 split

30

0.01 -30

PSC 4-1
zsc 4-1
ZMSC 4-1
zsc 4-2
ZMSC 4·2
PSC 4-3
zsc 4.3
ZMSC 4-3
PSC6·1

Isolation
between
outputs
Insertion loss
(dB) typica l (dB) (typical )

Freq.
range
(MHz)

Model No.

2

0.1

2

0.1

4

0.2

I

1l

0.2

e59-95 (1 -5)

I I
0"
3

$59.95 (1-5)

COMMON SPECIFICATIONS FOR ALL MODELS : Impedanc e all ports , 50 ohms . •Except 75 suffix denotes 75 ohms VSWR :1.1 - 1.2 typical Nominal phase
differenc e between output ports , 0° .. Except J suffi x denotes 180° Q denotes 90° Delivery from stock : One week max .

For complete product specifications and U.S. Rep. listing see Microwaves' "Product Data Directory,"
Electronic Designs ' "Gold Book" or Electronic Engineers Master "EEM"
World's largest supplier of double balanced mixers
bMCL
837-843 Utica Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11203
(212) 342-2500 lnt'I Telex 620156 Domestic Telex 125460

. . c· . L
0 Mlnl• lrCUltS a Oratory
A D1v1s1on Sc1ent1f1 c Components Co rp

International Representatives:

n

AUSTRALIA General Electronic Services , 99 Alexander Street. New South Wales , Australia 2065 : 0 ENGLAND
Dale Electronics , Dale House , Wharf Road. Frimley Green, Camberley Surrey : O FRANCE S. C. I.E . · D. I. M. E. S., 31 Rue George • Sand . 91120
Palaiseau , France : 0 GERMANY , AUSTRIA, SWITZERLAND Industrial Electron i cs GMBH . Kluberst rasse 14, 6000 Frankfurt / Main, Germany : 0 fSRAEI
Vectronics, Ltd., 69 Gordon Street, Tel-Aviv, Israel : D JAPAN Densho Kaisha. Ltd , Eguchi Building , 8-1 1 Chome Hamamatsucho Minato-ku . Tokyo :
0 EASTERN CANADA B. D. Hummel . 2224 Maynard Avenue , Utica . NY 13502 (315) 736-7821 : 0 NETHERLANDS, BELGIUM, LUXEMBOURG: Colmex,
Velaweg II , Hattem , Holland . D NORWAY Datamatik AS, Ostensjoveien 62, Oslo 6, Norway

US Distributors:

0

n

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA Cain-White & Co .. Foothill Office Center . 105 Fremont Avenue , Los Alles . CA 94022 (415) 948-6533 :
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA, ARIZONA Crown Electronics. 11440 Collins Street , No . Hollywood, CA 91601 (213) 877-3550
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they improve with age. But Qs must be high for good stability and settability.
Ideas for Design:

Programmable divide-by-n counter provides symmetrical outputs for all divisors.
Digital probe shows voltage, duty cycle and signal quality.
Line drivers made from 555 timers provide inverted or noninverted outputs.
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can do for your bottom line.
Your cost? Probably less
than $200 per interface.

Stack the new ALPHA LSI- 3/05
millicomputer up against any
other low-end computer.
Preferably while you're
sitting down, because on
price alone, you're bound
to be astounded.
Ready? $701 total
packaged price. And that's
complete with 256 words
of MOS RAM , and a CPU
that offers a really powerful
instruction set, Power Fail
Restart, Real-Time Clock
and Autoload capability.
Try to buy an equivalent
computer at twice the price.

The pros know.

Have it your way.
You also get the capability to configure your computer
pretty well the way you want it.
A choice of packaging, of course,
that includes either the Operator's or the Programmer's Console , power supplies and so on.
A choice of two standard
VO options.
And a choice of optional
memory configurations that

Maxi -Bus co mp a tible ALPHA LSI- 3/05
achieves un precedented cost-effective ness
with ComputerAutomation's new Distributed
VO System.

All prices shown are for I

tS of

100 (U.S.A. only).

include RAM/ROM , RAM/
EPROM and RAM-only in sizes
from 256 words all the way up to
32K words. Totally addressable.

Family connections
save you still more money.
So far, what we've been
talking about could easily add
another five or six figures to
the bottom line of your ledger.
But there's more. Really
big savings on off-the-shelf
software, peripheral controllers
and VO interfaces.
The reason is that the
ALPHA LSI-3/05 millicomputer
is a full-fledged member of
ComputerAutomation's LSI
Family . .. Maxi-Bus compatibility
and the whole works. So, every
piece of Family hardware we've
ever developed will work like
it was made for the ALPHA
LSI-3/05 . Including ComputerAutomation's exclusive new
Distributed VO System .. . just
like you see it in the picture.
With this versatile interface system, you can interface
virtually any kind or combination of peripherals. Parallel or
serial.Just by plugging them in.
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 4

Computer-wise OEM's
will tell you that product
requirements sooner or later
get ahead of the hardware.
For instance, the computer
you buy today may not have
enough VO or memory capacity for tomorrow's Mark II
Super Widget.
Then you'll have to scrap
all your software and your
interface designs, because
they're not about to work on
some other machine.
You lose.
Of course, with our LSI
Family of compatible computers
you don't.
You can switch to a different CPU or a different memory
anytime. Faster, slower, bigger,
smaller. The electrical interface
will still be the same; the original
programming will still work.
You win.

From the people who
brought you the NAKED MJNe
And the NAKED™MILLI.
And the Distributed VO System.
And the PICOPROCESSOR.
And now the ALPHA
LSI-3/05 millicomputer.
One cost breakthrough
after another. Breakthroughs
that didn't just happen ... a
lot of profits got plowed back
into R&D.
But then, that's the p~ice
of leadership.

IP&

ComputerAutomation

~ \\ NAKED MINI Division

U.S.A. 18651 Von Karman , Irvine. CA 92664
(714) 833-8830
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Sw-itches-

Reader sharpens
Focus on Displays
In "Focus on Displays" (ED No.
19, Sept. 13, 1975, p. 52), you say
LCDs were "formerly rejected by
many engineers because of early
deficiencies, some of which have
since been cured or modified."
True. But misinformation and
myths have been other reasons for
the rejection, and regrettably your
Focus does little to make the picture clearer.
In several places in the article
you state that multiplexing is difficult-or impossible (you don't
seem sure which )-particularly in
the case of dynamic-scattering
(DS ) displays, because of the slow
responses of LCDs. You then go
on to say that Hitachi has developed a 600-alphanumeric-character panel (dynamic-scattering, incidentally ). So how did Hitachi
do it?
The slow response of LCDs limits the update rate but has nothing
to do with the supposed
difficulty of multiplexing them.
The techniques (of which the Hitachi system is only one of a great
many) are less than obvious because LCDs respond to rms voltages-not peak voltages---of either polarity, and because they
respond to high-frequency signals
in various odd ways that are a
function of the physics of the LC
material rather than of the parallel-plate capacitor nature of the
cell. Full-selected matrix intersections cannot therefore be differentiated from part or nonselected
intersections by voltage or cur-

rent polarity (as can, for example,
LEDs ) , and the Fourier spectra
of the multiplex waveforms must
be matched to the LCD parameters.
I am not certain how that 600character panel is organized, but
Hitachi has demonstrated a 210character panel organized as a 70
x 148 X-Y matrix, which proves
that multiplexing a DS display
with a duty ratio down to 1-in-70
at least is possible. While this
achievement is at the frontier of
the technology, any competent engineer can design a multiplex circuit for, say, 5 to 10 characters.
Indeed one IC manufacturer now
offers an IC that will multiplex
4-1/2 digits onto just 12 lines.
Incidentally, at present. DS displays are easier to multiplex than
are twisted-nematic (TN ) displays
-not, as your Focus states, harder.
As for the statement that
"Schiffs-Base LC (display ) types
are very sensitive to moisture"well, yes and perhaps. The LC
material certainly is; the display
may or may not be-it depends
upon how well the LC material
is sealed in. Some manufacturers
apply MIL-STD-883 leak tests or
similar.
The Focus article says: "Until
now, the fabrication of large-area
LCDs has been unsuccessful because of the long time lag between
the application of voltage and the
change in transparency of the
liquid-crystal material." How's that
again? The long time lag occurs at
turn-off, not at turn-on . Also, a
little earlier you mentioned that

We've got
the1nall

( continued on pag e 12)

Lighten your decisions
contact ...
Electronic Design welcomes the opinions of its readers on the issues raised
in the magazine's editorial columns. Address letters to Managing Editor, Electronic Design, 50 Essex St. Rochelle Park, N.J. 07662. Try to keep letters
under 200 words. Letters must be signed. Names will be withheld on request.

ILLUMINATED PRODUCTS INC.
(formerly MARCO ·OAK)
A $ubs1d1ary of OAK lndustnes Inc

207 S. Helena St., PO. Box 4011
Anaheim. CA 92803
Tel : (714) 535-6037 TWX 910-591-1185
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In RF subsystems
and test equipment
the word gets around.
The fact is, Logimetrics manufactures a greater variety of RF signal generators and TWT amplifiers for the communications market than any
other U.S. company. And our new frequency synthesizers are making
a tremendous impact, too .
The reasons are clear. We 've developed some of the most dramatic
techniques in the industry. Like direct digital calibration for unprecedented accuracy, resolution and reliability in our signal generators.
What's more , all of our products are specifically designed for
the systems application in which they 're used . So there 's
no need to settle for the wrong si ze equipment or less than the right specs,
-- even if cost is a consideration. And
our standard designs offer additional
~
cost advantages, too.
Consider, too , that
we 're very responsive.
Our worldwide organization knows the RF
communications and test
equipment field so well that we
can probably help you solve most
problems. We 'll help you before you
buy to make sure you get exactly w hat
you need . And we're ready to help
after you take delivery, too. So, if J.OU
decide what RF subsystems and test
equipment to buy, don 't do it without
calling Logimetrics.

- · r--;.·
.

Z!0,1,0\0\0
~1

-."1i!i-. . . . .; ;

ACROSS THE DESK

( continued from page 7)

If you don't require all the electrical performance built into SMA
type connectors, why pay for it? Up to 3 GHz for flexible cable
assembly and even beyond 6 GHz for semi-rigid assembly, our new
JCM series gives you the same electrical performance as the far
more expensive SMA types. The series includes connectors for both
panel and PC mounting. All are interchangeable and intermateable
with the standard, expensive SMA connectors. So you can use them
without making any changes . . . and without compromising required
performance. There are JCM connectors to accept virtually any
miniature size cable, so you don't have to stock a big variety.
It's worth looking into, isn't it? All it costs is a stamp.
E. F. JOHNSON COMPANY I Waseca, Minnesota 56093
Please check for technical information or test samples of our
new low-cost series 142-0200-001 JCM connectors.
O Please send technical information .
O I desire test samples. Please call me at _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Dept. ED-1

NA M_;.:£:__ _ _
FIRM

TI TLE

ZIP

l:OMPANY

Transparent Conductors Inc., makes
DS displays up to 8 x 10 in. Actually the company can make custom displays up to at least 14 x 17
in., and the size of that Hitachi
display pictured on the preceding
page is clearly of the same order.
Liquid Crystal Inc. also makes very
large DS displays.
The facts are that apart from
the obvious problem of maintaining plate separation, large DS displays are difficult to fill (dopant
in the LC material tends to concentrate around the fill hole) , and
large TN displays are difficult to
align (the most stable technique
requires vacuum deposition at a
controlled glancing-angle, which is
difficult to do on a large substrate).
Your list at the end of the
Focus contains between 12 and 15
companies that manufacture LCDs,
but three of those are researching
and may or may not yet have products to sell. The worldwide total
is over 45 companies, and your
U.S. selection omitted such important names as Liquid Crystal
Inc., Liquid Xtal Displays (formerly Ilixco), Op tel and Rockwell
International. The LCD industry
and the prospects for these devices
are much greater than your text
suggests.
I can't let the article following
( "Consider LCDs for Your Next
Design") pass wholly unscathed
either. Although it is generally accurate, the curve in Fig. 3a, showing variation of threshold voltage
with temperature, should not be
considered general. Threshold voltage is a function of the dielectric
and the elastic constants of the LC
material. How these vary with
temperature, and the result, are
different from one LC material to
another. Some manufacturers report that their threshold voltages
are more or less unaffected by
temperature.
I'm sorry to be so critical. Till
now, it's been difficult to get accurate and nonpartisan information on LCDs. If your readers
want to find out the details, try the
"International Handbook of Liquid
Crystal Displays" ( Ovum Ltd., 14
(continued on page 16)
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With MINI

f BUS®

Dialight
sees a need:

(Need: The widest choice for your every application .)
It's the PC card bus bar
that saves space on a PCB.
Saves money too. Makes
board design and layout easier.

all these DIPs

...--

~~

~ ~
...:_•
.. , .

How can you put 30 DIPs
on a 30 sq. inch board without
using costly multi-layer PCBs?

Available in red or clear LED packages with or without a
built-in current limiting resistor. Red LED is also made
without resistor. Suitable for circuit status indication,
alpha-numeric displays and visual indicators. Features
long wire-wrappable leads. IC compatible with solid state
reliability. High luminous intensity, low power consumption, low cost.

go on a 5''x 6''
2-sided PCB

.281"
MIN .

Take Voltages
and Grounds off the
board with MINI/BUS.
Use all the board geometry for interconnecting DIPs.

like this

L
LED logic state fault indicators available in 14 models
with voltage ratings from 1.7 to 14. Suitable for dense
packaging on printed circuit boards-up to 10 units to
, the inch-IC compatible. With built-in series resistor.
Polarity identified. Low power consumption.

Dialight, the company with the widest
choice in switches, LEDs, indicator lights
and readouts, looks for needs ... your
needs ... and then they develop solutions
for your every application . No other company offers you one-stop shopping in all
these product areas. And no other com pany has more experience in the visual
display field . Dialight helps you do more
with these products than any other company in the
business, because we are specialists that have done
more with them. Talk to the specialists at Dialight first.
·1

you ' ll save design
and layout time. You'll
save space on the board .
And you'll save money- up
to half the cost of a typical 4-layer PCB.

Rogers Corporation Chandler, Arizona 85224
Phone : (602) 963-4584
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 11
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You won 't have to talk to
anyone else. Send for your
free new copy of Dia li ght's
CUrrent Catalog.

l',/r
I• l JGJUT
r.J .l'1 · _
-,

malight, A North American Philips Company

203 Harrison

~~~~)•4i7~~~0n,

N. Y. 11237

See Dialight.
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Has your$50Q micro ended up costing more

·

than our$2,600 mini?

If you've had to spend a lot of
money on a low priced micro, you may
be in a position to appreciate the cost
advantages of a higher priced computer.
Our $2600 Nova 3~'
When you buy a Nova 3, you don't
have to put as much into it to get it to do
your job.
You don't have to create your own
operating systems. Nova 3 is software
compatible with our other Novas. So
you get to use all the existing Nova
operating systems, language processors
and utilities.
And you don't have to worry about
performance. Nova 3 executes
instructions in 700 nanoseconds using
· MOS memory. And its sophisticated
architecture lets you use up to 128K
Words with the optional Memory
Management Unit.
You don't have to buy more

computer than you need. Nova 3 has
the broadest range of compatible
configurations you can get in an OEM
minicomputer line. There's a 4 slot
Nova 3. A 12 slot Nova 3. (It has an
optional expansion chassis that gives
you 12 more slots of 1/0.)And you can
configure multiple processor Nova 3
systems.
You don't have to worry about
Nova 3 availability. We're manufacturing
virtually every part of the Nova 3.
Including the silicon gate N-channel
MOS RAM memories. (They're coming
from our Sunnyvale, California facility.)
And you don't have to go it alone.
Because when you buy a Nova 3, you
can get all the support Data General
offers an OEM.
Write or call for the Nova 3 brochure.
It may persuade you to buy more and
Spend less. *$2600 is the single unit price for a 4K MOS memory Nova 3.
Before the OEM and quantity discounts get figured in.

Data
General
Nova 3: The biggest thing to ever hit the OEM market.
t . D ata General, Dept. L4. R oute 9, Southboro, Mass. 017 72 ( 617) 485-9100. Data General (Canada) Ltd., Ontario. Data G eneral Europe, IS Rue Le Sueur, Paris 7S116, France.
Data G eneral Australia. Melbourne (03) 82-1361 / Sydney (02) 908- 1366.
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WhySkyCaps
are blue on tlie outside.
So you'll know it's AVX on the
inside. A quality monolithic
capacitor that delivers the exact
capacitance and temperature
characteristics specified. Consistently over large quantity
orders.

AVX is the quality leader in
multi-layer capacitors. Leadership based on innovative design,
careful manufacturing, exhaustive testing. And AVX is the
technology leader. With more
experience in ceramic formulation and precision metallization

than any other capacitor manufacturer.
Sky Caps are immediately available, in volume, from your service-oriented AVX distributor.
They're an easy and economical
way to build AVX quality inside
your products.

/~\Yb:<: The Insiders
AVX Ceramics, P.O. Box 867, Myrtle Beach, SC 29577 (803) 448-3191
Olean, NY (716) 372-6611 TWX: 510-245-2815

TWX: 810-661-2252

Sky Cap dipped
monolithics are available
in the broadest range
of sizes and ratings.
Dimensions
Body: 0.1 square to
0.5 square
Leads: Length 1.25
standard (others
available)
Space 0.1to0.4
standard (others
available)
Capacitance: 1.8pf to
4.7mfd

AVX Distributors:
Cramer Electronics, Inc.
Elmar-Liberty Electronics
Jaco Electronics, Inc.
Newark Electronics
Texas Instrument Supply
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 14
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BETTER
COMMUTATING CAPACITORS
FOR SCRs
(and other non-sine wave voltage applications)

ACROSS THE DESK

( continued from page 12)

Penn Rd., London N7 9RD,
Britain) . This is the first-ever
handbook on these devices. It covers them from every possible
angle, and it contains a worldwide
manufacturer and product directory both for LCDs and for dedicated connectors and integrated
circuits.
Martin Tobias

Omni Science
43 Shakespeare Rd., St. Ives,
Huntingdon, PE17 4TT,
Cambridgeshire, England

Misplaced Caption Dept.

THE CAPACITORS:
Type 355P and 356P, newest members of the
proven Sprague Clorinol ®Capacitor family ...
paper and paper/polypropylene film dielectrics
with non-flammable synthetic askarel impregnant.
"That's the last time I eat in
the company cafeteria."

THE APPLICATIONS:
Chopper circuits such as those in d-c motor
control, inverter circuits for induction heating,
high frequency lighting, high frequency power
supplies, ultrasonic cleaners.

Sorry. That's Pierre-August e
Renoir's "Paul Durand-Ruel," which
hangs in the Durand-Ruel collection in Paris.

Terminal omission

THE ADVANTAGES:
Volt-ampere ratings as much as 250% higher
than those of older designs. Deliver large peak
currents with lowest possible inductance
and dissipation factor.
•SP5108

For complete technical data, write for
Engineering Bulletin 4701 to Technical
Literature Service, Sprague Electric Co.,
347 Marshal/St., North Adams, Mass. 01247.

SPRAGUE
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY

In the list of manufacturers included in "Focus on CRT Terminals," (ED No. 22, Oct. 25, 1975,
pp. 86-93) , we inadvertently omitted Teletype Corp., 5555 Touhy
Ave., Skokie, IL 60076 (312) 9822000. Teletype Corp. is a prominent manufacturer of CRT terminals, as well as the teletypewriters
and teleprinters that everybody
knows about. Like some information?

THE BROAO-UNE PRODUCER OF ELECTRONIC PARTS
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MOTOROLA CMOS
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

NUMBER

MC14000, MC14500, AND MC14400
SERIES COMPLEMENTARY MOS
Add suffix to part number on all orders.
AL: 3 - 18 V, -55 to + 125 • C, ceramic package
CL: 3-18 V, -40 to +85°C, ceramic package
CP: 3 - 18 V, -40 to +85 • C, plastic package
L: Limited voltage range, limited temp. range,
ceramic package
P: Limited voltage range , limited temp. range,
plastic package
EFL: 3 - 18 V, -55 to + 125 • C, ceramic package
FL: 3-18 V, - 40 to +85°C, ceramic package
FP: 3 - 18 V, -40 to +85 • C, plastic package
EVL: 3 - 6 V, -55 to + 125 • C, ceramic package
VL: 3 - 6 V, - 40 to +85 • C, ceramic package
VP: 3 - 6 V, -40 to +85 • C, plastic package
Chips are available for all McMOS types.
Consult your Motorola Sales Office or
Authorized Motorola Distributor .

- - ,"
-~......
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~

161.

P SUFFIX
PLASTIC PACKAGE
CASE 646

1

'• :,.....

P SUFFIX
PLASTIC PACKAGE
CASE 648

Z SUFFIX
LEAD LESS
CERAMIC PACKAGE
CASE 703 6

16 1

L SUFFIX

L SUFFIX

L SUFFIX
CERAMIC PACKAGE
CASE 688

P SUFFIX
PLASTIC PACKAGE
CASE 704
L SUFFIX
CERAMIC PACKAGE
CASE 699

G

FUNCTION

SUFFIX

PINS

MC14000
MC14001
MC14001B
MC14002
MC14002B

Dual 3-lnput NOR Gate / Inverter
Quad 2-lnput NOR Gate
Quad 2-lnput NOR Gate
Dual 4-lnput NOR Gate
Dual 4-lnput NOR Gate

AL,CL,CP
AL,CL ,CP
AL,CL,CP
AL,CL,CP
AL,CL ,CP

14
14
14
14
14

MC14006B
MC14007
MC14008B
MC14011
MC14011B

18-Bit Stati c Shift Regi ster
Dual Pair and Inverter
4-Bit Full Adder
Quad 2-l nput NANO Gate
Quad 2-lnput NANO Gate

AL ,CL ,CP
AL,CL,CP
AL,CL ,CP
AL,CL,CP
AL,CL,CP

14
14
16
14
14

MC14012
MC14012B
MC14013B
MC14014B
MC14015B

Dual 4-lnput NANO Gate
Dua I 4-1nput NAN D Gate
Dual D Flip-Flo p
8-Bit Static Shift Register
Dual 4-Bit Stati c Shift Register

AL,CL,CP
AL,CL,CP
AL,CL,CP
AL ,CL ,CP
AL ,CL,CP

14
14
14
16
16

MC14016
MC14017B
MC14018B*
MC14020B
MC14021B

Quad Analo g Switch/ Quad Multipl exe r
Decade Counter I Divider
Presettable Divide -by-N Counter
14-Bit Binary Counter
8-Bit Static Shift Register

AL,CL,CP
AL ,CL,CP
AL,CL,CP
AL,CL ,CP
AL,CL ,CP

14
16
16
16
16

MC14022B
MC14023
MC14023B
MC14024B

Octal Counter I Divider
Triple 3-lnput NANO Gate
Triple 3-lnput NANO Gate
Seven Stage Ripple Counter
Triple 3-lnput NOR Gate

AL,CL,CP
AL ,CL ,CP
AL,CL,CP
AL ,CL,CP
AL,CL,CP

16
14
14
14
14

MC14027B
MC14028B
MC14032B
MC14034B

Triple 3-lnput NOR Gate
Dual J-K Flip-Flop
BCD-to -Deci mal Decoder
Triple Serial Adder (Positive)
8-Bit Universal Bus Regi ster

AL,CL ,CP
AL ,CL ,CP
AL,CL,CP
AL,CL,CP
AL ,CL,CP

14
16
16
16
24

MC14035B
MC14038B
MC14040B
MC14042B
MC14043B

4-Stage Shift Register
Triple Seri al Adder (Negative)
12-Bit Binary Counter
Quad Latch
Quad NOR R-S Latch

AL,CL,CP
AL,CL ,CP
AL ,CL,CP
AL ,CL,CP
AL ,CL,CP

16
16
16
16
16

MC14044B
MC14046B
MC14049B
MC14050B
MC14051

Quad NANO R-S Latch
Phase-Locked Loop
Hex Inverter I Buffer
Hex Buffer
8-Channel Analog Multipl exer

AL,CL,CP
AL,CL,CP
AL,CL,CP
AL ,CL,CP
AL,CL ,CP

16
16
16
16
16

MC14052
MC14053
MC14066
MC14068B
MC14069B

Dual 4-Channel Analog Multiplexer
Triple 2-Channel Analo g Multiplexer
Quad Bilateral Switch
8-lnput NANO Gate
Hex Inverter

AL,CL ,CP
AL,CL ,CP
AL,CL,CP
AL,CL,CP
AL,CL ,CP

16
16
14
14
14

MC14070B
--. ---·

Quad Exclusive-OR Gate
Quad 2-lnput OR Gate
Quad 2- lnput OR Gate
Dual 4-lnput OR Gate
Triple 3-lnput AND Gate

AL,CL,CP
AL ,CL,CP
AL ,CL,CP
AL ,CL,CP
AL ,CL,CP

14
14
14
14
14

Triple 3-lnput OR Gate
Quad D-Type Register
Quad Excl usive-NOR Gate
8-l nput NOR Gate
Quad 2-lnput AND Gate

AL,CL ,CP
AL ,CL,CP
AL,CL,CP
AL ,CL,CP
AL,CL,CP

14
16
14
14
14

Quad 2- lnput AND Gate
Dual 4-lnput AND Gate
Decade Counter (Asyn chronous Clear)
Binary Counter (Asynchronous Clear)
Decade Counter (Synchronous Clear)

AL ,CL ,CP
AL ,CL ,CP
AL,CL,CP
AL ,CL,CP
AL,CL,CP

14
14
16
16
16

Binary Counter (Synchronous Clear)
Hex D Flip-Flop
Quad D Flip-Flop
4-Bit Universal Shift Register

AL,CL,CP
AL,CL,CP
AL,CL,CP
AL ,CL,CP

16
16
16
16

Binary-to-Phone Pulse Converter
Binary-to-Phone Pulse Converter
2-of-8 Tone Encoder
Bit-Rate Frequ ency Generator
Universal Low-Speed Modem

L,P
L,P
L,P
L,P
FL.VL

16
16
16
24
16

MC14078B
MC14081
MC14081B
MC14082B
MC14160B
MC14161B

MC14174B
MC14175B
MC14194B

NUMBER

""""
""""
""
""""
"".,.""
.,.""
""""
""
"""".,.
""""
.,.""
""""
""
""""
""""
""
""""
.,.""""
"""".,.
.,..,.
.,..,.
""""
""
.,."".,.""
""
.,.""
.,.""""
""""
""""
""
.,..,.""
""

FUNCTION

SUFFIX

I PINS

MC14415

Quad Precision Timer I Driver

MC14419
MC14431 *
MC14433*
MC14435

2-of-8 Keypad -to-Binary Encoder
12-Bit A/ D Converter
3'h Digit A/ D Converter
31/2 Digit A/ D Logic Subsystem

MC14440
MC14450
MC14451
MC14490

LCD Watch / Clock Circuit
Osci llator 2" Divider
Oscil later/ Divider I Buffer
Hex Contact Bounce Eliminator

L,Z
L,P
L,P
EFL ,FL,
FP,EVL,
VL,VP

40 ,36
6
16

MC14501
MC14502B
MC14503B
MCM14505
MC14506B

Triple Gate
Strobed Hex Inverter I Buffer
Hex Bus Driver
64 x 1 Static RAM
Dual Expandable A.0.1. Gate

AL,CL,CP
AL,CL ,CP
AL ,CL ,CP
AL,CL,CP
AL,CL,CP

16
16
16
14
16

MC14507
MC14508B
MC14510B
MC14511B
MC14512
MC14514B
MC14515B
MC14516B
MC14517B
MC14518B

Quad Exclusive-OR Gate
Dual 4-Bit Latch
BCD Up / Down Counter
BCD-to -7 Segment Latch/ Decoder/ Driver
8-Channel Data Selector
4/ 16 Line Deco der (High)
4/ 16 Line Deco der (Low)
Binary Up/ Down Counter
Dual 64 -Bit Static Shift Re gister
Du al BCD Up Counter

AL,CL,CP
AL,CL,CP
AL,CL,CP
AL,CL,CP
AL,CL ,CP
AL,CL,CP
AL ,CL ,CP
AL,CL ,CP
AL,CL ,CP
AL,CL,CP

14
24
16
16
16
24
24
16
16
16

MC14519B
MC14520B
MC14521B
MC14522B
MCM14524

4-Bit AND / OR Selector
Dual Binary Up Counter
24-Stage Frequency Divider
BCD Divide-by-N Counter
256 x 4 Read Only Memory

AL ,CL,CP
AL,CL,CP
AL ,CL,CP
AL ,CL ,CP
AL,CL ,CP

16
16
16
16
16

MC14526B
MC14527B
MC14528B
MC14529
MC14530B

Binary Divide -by-N Counter
BCD Rate Multiplier
Dual Monostable Multivibrator
Dual 4-Channel Multiplexer
Dua l 5-lnput Majority Logic Gate

AL,CL,CP
AL,CL ,CP
AL,CL,CP
AL,CL,CP
AL,CL ,CP

16
16
16
16
16

MC14531B
MC14532B
MC14534B
MC14536B
MCM14537

12-Bit Parity Tree
8-Bit Priority Encoder
Real Time 5-Decade Counter
Program mable Timer
256 x 1 Static RAM

AL ,CL,CP
AL,CL,CP
AL,CL,CP
AL,CL,CP
AL,CL,CP

16
16
24
16
16

MC14538B *
MC14539B
MC14541B
MC14543B
MC14549B

Dual Pre cision Monostable Multivibrator
Dual 4-Channel Digital Mixer
Oscillator-Timer
BCD-to-7 Segment Latch/ Decoder I Driver
Success ive Approximation Register

AL ,CL,CP
AL,CL,CP
AL,CL,CP
AL,CL ,CP
AL,CL,CP

16
16
14
16
16

64 x 4 Static RAM
3-Di~it BCD Counter
2 x 2-Bit Parallel Binary Multiplier
Dual Binary 1-of-4 Decoder
Dual Binary l -of-4 Decoder (Inv)

AL ,CL,CP
AL ,CL,CP
AL,CL,CP
AL,CL,CP
AL,CL,CP

24
16
16
16
16

l -to -64-Bit Shift Register
BCD-to-7 Segment Decoder
Succ essive Approximation Register
NBCD Adder
9's Complementer

AL,CL ,CP
AL ,CL ,CP
AL,CL ,CP
AL,CL,CP
AL,CL,CP

16
16
16
16
14

128-Bit Static Shift Register
Industrial Time Base Generator
Phase Comparator I Programmable Counter
Dual Programmable BCD / Binary Counter
Hex Gate

AL,CL,CP
AL,CL,CP
AL,CL,CP
AL ,CL,CP
AL ,CL,CP

14
16
16
16
16

4 x 4 Multiport Register
4-B it Arithmetic Logic Unit
Look-Ahead Carry Block
Dual Schmitt Trigger
4-Bit Magnitude Comparator

EFL,FL,
FP,EVL,
VL ,VP
L,P
L,P
L,P
EFL,FL,
FP,EVL,
VL,VP

I

16
16
24
24
16

16

McMOS ...

G

THE BROAD LINE CMOS FAMILY

gUff ERED
ou1PUlS

REl\~BlE
31018 "Ol1
oPER~l\ON

The McMOS* family of standard monolithic integrated circuits provides the design engineer with several medium
speed series which approach ihe ideal in performance. The
low power dissipation and flexible power supply requirements simplify supply design , and the high noise immunity
and fanout capability reduce parts counts and streamline
printed circuit board layout.

CMOS
SELECTOR GUIDE

MC14000 AND MC14500 SERIES

OR\\JES
tOV4-POV4ER

sc"oll~~

11t to~os

•
•
•
•

Large compatible B Series
Reliable 3-18 V operation
Largest MSI complement
Fanout > 50
• High noise immunity -

• Low quiescent power
dissipation
• Diode protection-all inputs
45% of supply voltage

MC14400 STANDARD LSI SERIES
•
•
•
•
•

FULL-LINE - NEARLY 100 TYPES
OUTPUT INDEPENDENT OF INPUT
INCREASED NOISE IMMUNITY
PLASTIC PACKAGE RELIABILITY
RATINGS AND SPECS FOR 5, 10,
AND 15 V OPERATION

McMOS B Series is the broad line of buffered output
CMOS, with a big complement of MSI. The line is
broad enough for complete CMOS systems, and
because it's compatible with our non-buffered CMOS
and has the capability to drive low power Schottky
TTL, our B Series also has mix and match versatility.
Operate it at higher voltages with complete confidence. At 18 V, you get the same reliability you
count on with all MCMOS.

ORDER from your Motorola Sales Office or
Authorized Motorola Distributor.

Here's a group of LSI devices whose designs and specifications are tailored for specific subsystem applications. The
MC14400 devices are manufactured with the same high
yield complementary MOS processing techniques as the
familiar MC14000 and MC14500 Series, and they exhibit
the same inherent low power dissipation, high tolerance to
power supply variance, and high noise immunity for industria I/ commercial environments. These subsystem LSI
devices are designed for maximum efficiency in their
intended applications.
Design techniques developed by Motorola permit some
of these LSI subsystems to combine both digital and linear
functions on the same chip , a powerful systems design tool.

CUSTOM CMOS FROM MOTOROLA
The industry's most modern CMOS design and manufacturing facility is at your service in Austin, Texas , to handle
your custom CMOS requirements.
Contact your Motorola Sales Office for details.

MOTOROLA SEMICONDUCTOR PRODUCTS, INC.
TECHNICAL INFORMATION CENTER
P.O. Box 20912, Phoenix, AZ 85036

CMOS FACILITY
3501 Ed Bluestein Blvd., Austin, TX 7872~

G

MOTOROLA McMOS

CMOS reliability at its BEST

IBM.
You rascals.
You've done it again.
We're referring to your new IBM 5100 "Portable Computer".
That's a very neat system.
Compact.
Portable.
Applicable .
Usable .
And at a great price to a great many potential users.
Our personal interest is, of course , prompted by your
use of the 1/4" cartridge . We're sure you know that 3M
makes one. And , that we make a great one.
Ours is certified 100% .
And comes in a protective , reusable box.
It could make quite a difference to someone .
Our whole line of magnetic media is like that.
Like IBM's new 5100. Neat. Applicable.
Usable.
So as we said before :
" IBM.
You rascals .
You've done it again ."
Peace!

~ Information
u U. Terminals
323 Soquel Way
Sunnyvale, Ca. 94086
(408) 245-4400
TWX (910) 339-9381
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''Make a mil· n of these.
Ch~p!"
That's quite a challenge-especially if it can't be done. But at
Coors Porcelain Company, there's always somebody
around who says, " et's do it, anyhow."
The customer want a special, metallized
ceramic art-more than a mo,.....year-to be used in an
electronic as embly. He wanted e fh'sf shipment in 10to12 weeks.
Fu hermore- and he was the real pinch-the
cu tom er was dlctatl a very low cost.
The
lved
the

ls the kin
of c allenge we
like o sink our teeth
intoatC
Porcela
ompany.
Pro~lems that force
us to create n
technology,
new processes for new or
improved ceramic products- at competitive prices.
Go ahead. Give us a challenge. Chances are we'll accept iteven if it's something that
"can't be do1J9."

Coors

Porcelain

Company

600 Ninth Street I Golden, Co lorado 80401 I (303) 279-6565 I Telex 45-593
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Programmable calculator
announce·d for consumers
The first programmable consumer calculator-it lists for $29.95can store and execute a sequence
of 10 program steps. The 2290, developed by Litronix, Cupertino, CA,
simplifies calculations wherever a
repetitive sequence of steps is involved, such as in figuring markups
or discounts on store inventory, or
in calculating the prices and total
of a string of purchases with the
sales tax included. It is also suitable for solving math problems
such as the sum of squares and the
value of a string of parallel resistances.
"The calculator remembers a sequence of function-key operations
up to a total of 10," says George E .
Smith, Litronix vice president of
R & D. "This includes any sequence of plus-equals ( + =);
minus-equals ( =) ; multiply
( x) ; divide ( +) ; percent ( % ) ;
add to memory (M +); subtract
from memory (M - ) ; and recall
memory (RM). Clear memory
(CM) cannot be used in a program,
but this function is programmed
by depressing recall-memory
twice."
Smith points out that the $29.95
calculator ($39.95 in the rechargeable version) does not have exotic
p·r ogramming and branching as the
high-priced programmable scientific machines do. But he notes
that the user can store a program
and repeat it without having to
remember the particular key operations initially required.
To insert a program in the
2290, the display and memory are
first cleared. To instruct the machine to store the program, a
"learn" (L) key is pressed. The
sequence of data and function keys
is then pressed in the proper order until the program sequence is
finished, at which point a "stop"
or S key is pushed. To execute a
program, the numerical data are
entered and an "execute" key (E)
ELECTRONIC DESIGN
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unusually bright because each digit
draws 150 mA instead of the usual
100, Smith says. Battery life with
alkaline dry cells is 18 hours.
The 2290 also has standard fourfunction Litronix consumer-calculator features with a four-key accumulating memory, and the usual
constant K. A significant batterysaving feature of the line is tha.t
the calculator automatically turns
itself off after 12 minutes without
an entry.
CIRCLE NO . 318

Cheap sun power by '85
is Government's aim

Consumer calcu lat·or can store and

execute 10 progra m steps.

is operated in the proper sequence.
For example, the program to
calculate the prices of a number of
items, including a 6 % sales tax
on each, involves the following:
Key pressed Display
Clear display
C/ ON
0.
Clear memory
CM
0.
Enter tax ( % )
6
6
Add to memory
M+
6.
Learn program
L
6.
10
10
Enter item price ($)
Multiply
x
10.
Recall tax frOIJll
memory
RM
6.
Times percent
%
.6
Answer ($)
+= 10.6
Stop program
S
10.6
From this point on sales tax
computations are made simply by
entering any article price and
pressing the execute (E) key,
which then displays the price-p.Jussales~tax total.
"The 2290 is part of a new
Litronix calculator family with
two full memories," says Smith.
"In the 2290 we use one of those
memories to store the 10 pro·g ram
steps."
While no square-root key appears, Smith says the chip has
been designed to giv·e that function in a nonorthodox manner.
For example, to obtain a square
root, the number is entered followed by depressing the divide-by
and plus-equal keys.
The LED display on the 2290 is

By 1985 the Government hopes
to get electrical energy from the
sun nearly as cheaply as the projected cost for electricity from conventional plants at the same time.
Specifically, the Energy Research and Development Administration, which is responsible for
achieving this goal, hopes to establish an industrial capacity that
can produce solar photovoltaic arrays with an annual total output
of 500 MW of electricity at a sales
price for solar panels of less than
$500 per peak kW.
Present photovoltaic systems
using single-crystal silicon cells
produce electricity at a solar cell
array cost of about $20,000 to
$25,000 per peak kW. It takes
about 10 m 2 of cell area to produce
a single kW at peak output.
In addition to bringing cost
down by finding new materials and
production techniqu·es, further cuts
should come from mass production. Today's market for solar cells
is estimated to be about 100 kW
annually. The projected market for
1985, according to an ERDA
spokesman, is 500,000 kW a year.
Sandia Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM, is responsible for systems engineering and analysis and
for developing tracking and concentrator systems for ERDA's National Photovoltaic Conversion
Program.
Jet Propulsion Laboratories,
Pasadena, CA, is overseeeing a
concerted effort to develop a lowcost silicon solar array, and the
NASA-Lewis Research Center,
Cleveland, OH, will carry out tests
and provide standards.
Working competitively on conceptual designs of photovoltaic sys21

terns are General Electric, Westi nghouse and Spectra-Labs. Progress is purposely not publicized in
an attempt to prevent premature
sharing of information.
JPL's pursuit of low-cost solar
cells is being carried out by 16
companies and is divided into four
categories:
• Production of low-cost solar. grade silicon.
• Economical production of silicon in large sheets suitable for use
in solar cells.
• Development of economic encapsulation materials and techniques for array lifetimes greater
than 20 years.
• Development of automated
processes and facilities for the lowcost production arrays.
"Soon," an ERDA spokesman
says, "we expect to sign contracts
for procurement of array modules
which means putting together th~
results of the four efforts of JPL's
supervisory work."
The photovoltaic program will
also offer work in other areas:
systems engineering and analysis,
test and applications, R&D on materials and devices other than
single crystal silicon, concentrator
systems, and storage and power
conditioning.
Particular emphasis will be
placed on further development of
techniques for the continuous
drawing of silicon ribbon .
One of Sandia's tasks is to d~
vclop alternatives to fixed, flatplate photovoltaic arrays that
simply face the sun but neither
track it nor focus the sun's rays
through the use of curved reflectors or other devices-a technique
that increases electrical output.
In this task, a number of optical
systems for concentrating sunlight
into solar cells will be explored, as
well as methods of designing solar
cells to operate efficiently under
high illumination at high temperatures. The heat generated by concentrated sunlight is a particularly
serious problem, since the solar
cells work mosit efficiently at low
temperatures.
"Whether our final results will
indicate that photovoltaic systems
can be used efficiently to generate
electricity for an entire city remains to be seen," says Dr. Morton B. Prince, Chief of ERDA's
Photovoltaic Branch. "We should
know more in three to five
22

months."

Desert laser system
detects earth tremors
Detecting and identifying earth
t:emors caused by nuclear explosions or by earthquakes is possible
using a special mile-long Sandia
Laboratories' laser-interferometer
system, set up in the desert near
Albuquerque, NM.
The system detects seismic
strains in the earth by measuring
the changes in the distance b~
tween two granite piers located at
the opposite ends of an evacuated
pipe through which a helium-neon
laser beam makes a round trip .
This laser-strain seismometer can
measure movements of a few
micro-inches between the granite
piers.
The unusually broad bandwidth
of the laser seismometer-up to 10
Hz-is useful in "fingerprinting"
the differences between the sources
of the seismic tremors. The earth
movement in New Mexico due to
variations in tidal pressures around
the world is easily seen and displayed.
The system can detect movements as small as one-eighth the
wavelength of the 632.8-nm heliumneon laser radiation. The laser uses
a temperature-controlled FabryPerot interferometer cavity to
stabilize its radiation. The laser
system is located in a temperatur~controlled room at one end of
the pipe.
The laser beam is sent through
the pipe to the far end, where a
mirror bounces the beam back
through the pipe to beat against
itself in a separate interferometer
setup.
Vacuum-pumping stations are located at three points along the
pipe to maintain an internal pressure of about 10- 3 Torr. Windows
~n the ends of the pipe are 1-1/ 2mches thick to minimize optical
distortion caused by the difference
in pressure between the vacuum
and the atmosphere.

DEC introduces new
mainframe computer
A large-scale general-purpose
mainframe computer known as the

Decsystem-20 was unveiled thi s
week by Digital Equipment Corp.,
Marlboro, MA.
Ry integrating the central-processing-unit, the core memory, and
the controllers into a single functioning unit, Digital's engineers
have managed to compress the new
computer's entire hardware into a
maximum of only three bays according to a company spokes~an.
This. number is compared with approximately 10 to 20 bays required
by the system's predecessor, Decsystem-10.
Described as a machine that
bridges the gap between the world
of the large-scale computer and
that of the minicomputer, the new
system can be operated from a
single ~onsole or from one of up
to 64 time-shared terminals.
Despite its relatively small size
and low cost (selling price is reported to be in the $300,000 to
$350,000 range ) the system will
provide many of the functions of
a large-scale computer, the DE C
spokesman said. These features include multistream batch process~ng, virtual memory, demand pagmg, data-base management, and a
business instruction set.

Navy builds compact MJ
energy storage system
Scientists at the Naval Research
Laboratory, Washington, DC, have
developed a high-speed flywheel
energy-storage system in which
enough eleotrical energy can be
stored to power lasers, electronbeam generators and high-energydensity plasma generators used in
thermonuclear reactor research.
The system occup,ies a hundredth
the space of a conventional capacitor bank, which normally powers
such equipment.
Electrical energy is extracted
from the flywheel by applying a
magnetic field parallel to the axis
of the wheels. A radial current is
generated which charges a storage
inductor. The electrical energy is
rapidly transferred to a load by
opening the inductive circuit.
Currently operating at a level of
about 1 MJ, the system will eventually be capable of transferring
ab~ut 5 MJs to a load in 500 µ,s ,
which represents a pulsed-power
output of 10 GW.
ELECTRONIC DESIGN
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This display makes oscilloscope
timing measurements easier,
faster and more accurate.
Main sweep has two
intensified zones.

Sweep rates
displayed digitally.

Two intensified zones
on the main sweep
correspond to the two
expanded, delayed
sweeps shown below.
They are quickly and
independently positioned to provide a
visual approximation
of the /:::,. ti me measurement.

Digital crt readout disp I a y s both sweep
rates for measurement
ease and convenient
photographic documentation. To the left
is the main sweep rate
and to the right is the
sweep rate for the two
alternate (or delayed)
sweeps.

Two expanded
sweeps.
Both intensified zones
are expanded at a
faster rate for better
resolution and are
swept alternately with
the main sweep trace
for a complete, powerful measurement display. 6 time accuracy
is enhanced by superimposing one trace
over the other, yet
they can be vertically
separated for independent analysis.

LI
Time difference is computed and
displayed digitally.
The time difference ( /:::,. time) between
each of delayed sweeps (or intensified
zones) is digitally computed and displayed directly on the crt for swift and
convenient measurement. When similar
points on each of the alternate delayed
traces are aligned, the /:::,. time readout
gives you a highly accurate measurement of the time between the points.

CRT display , photographed on a 7904 oscilloscope , shown full size .

Fill out and mail to: Tektronix, Inc., P.O. Box 500, Beaverton, OR 97077
Please send me

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Position _ _ _ _ _ __

D The new 7B80-Series brochure

Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Mail Sta _ __ _ _ __

D !:::,. time measurement application
notes.

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __

D A catalog of 7000-Series oscillo-

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ _ __

scope mainframes and plug-ins.

D Please have a Tektronix Field Engineer

Phone (

contact me about a demonstration.
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Only these new plug-in time bases
make it possible.
Triggering.
Peak-to-peak automatic triggering offers a continuously
triggered display regardless
of changes in signal amplitude or frequency. Trigger
bandwidth is 400 MHz with
trigger sensitivity at least
250 mV.
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Trigger holdoff
adjustable.
Variable trigger holdoff allows you to obtain stable displays on
complex signals like
digital data trains.

,

Controls position both
intensified zones.
DELAY TIME positions
the first intensified
zone. t::. TIME positions the second intensified zone relative
to the ti rst. The t::. de1ay time value - the
time between the two
intensified zones - is
presented digitally on
the crt.

Alternate traces can
be separated.
TRACE SEPARATION
activates the t::. delay
time mode and permits
the two delayed traces
to be vertically positioned with respect to
each other tor your
most convenient display.

7880 sweep rates.
The alternate (delayed) sweeps can be
set to any rate up to
1 ns/division on the
7B80. Naturally, other
7000 Series time bases
with different performance features can be
used with the 7B85 to
make t::. time delay
measurements.

7885 sweep rates.
Sweep rate for the mai n
sweep can be set from 1
ns/division to 5 s/ division.

Optional X-Y mode.
For phase relationship
measurements, an optional X-Y mode routes
the X (horizontal) signa l from an oscilloscope vertical amplifier to the horizontal
sweep unit without
changing input probes.

Here's how to get more information
Your nearby Tektron ix Field Engineer will be happy to show you
how these new time bases combine with a 7000-Series oscilloscope
mainframe and other 7000-Series plug-in instrumentation to fit
your measurement needs. Just call your local Tektronix Field Office
or send the coupon to Tektronix, Inc., P.O. Box 500, Beaverton , OR
97077. In Europe, Tektronix Limited, P.O. Box 36, St. Peter Port,
Guernsey, Channel Islands.

TEKTRONIX@
committed to
technical excellence
-

The 7000 Series... more than an oscilloscope
ELECTRO IC D ESIGN
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FOR TECHNICAL DATA CIRCLE # 241
FOR DEMONSTRATION CIRCLE #242
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Home TV to double as terminal,
information and game center
The home television receiver is
taking on a more important role.
Although intended originally only
to receiv,e broadcasted TV programs, the set is being eyed for
such applications as these:
• An information serv ic P,
whereby up to 100 pages of information are available at the touch
of a button.
• Recreation, with improved
and cheaper electronic games using
the picture tube for a display.
• A home computer terminal,
with the user simply plugging in a
typewriter keyboard that has some
extra electronic circuitry.
The most dramatic new development is a system that can give
headlines, local and national news,
stock market reports, sports scores,
w€ather and a variety of other information in both alphanumeric
and graphic form.
The new system is known both
as CEEF AX ( for seeing facts ) and
ORACLE ( for optional reception of
announcement by coded line electronics ). It was developed in a
joint effort in Britain by the BBC
and the Independent Broadcasting
Authority. Conceived in 1972, the
information service is now part of
BBC's regular TV programming.
Between the lines

Operation of the CEEF AX /
ORACLE system is based on the
fact that several lines in the TV
signal carry no video information.
These are lines that occur during
the field blanking interval.
According to James Redmond,
BBC's director of engineering, in-

Jules Gilder

Cont ri but ing Editor
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Updated information is being entered into the CEEFAX system via computer
terminal (upper left), while a TV monitor shows a weather map that is being
transmitted (lower right) .

formation transmitted as a series
of coded pulses is carried by two
of these normally invisible lines in
each TV field. Two fields are interlaced to form one picture.
Television engineers have for
years used these TV lines to transmit information on picture quality
and to identify the source of a
transmitted program in central
control rooms.
In the CEEF AX system, which
is based on a television picture
composed of 625 lines ( in contrast
with the 525-line system in the
Un ited States ), the extra information is added to the 17th and 18th
lines of the first TV field and the
330th and 331st lines of the second
TV field.
The time it takes to scan one
line in a 625-line system is 64 µs.
Of that, 12 µ,s are used for synchronization and line blanking.

The remaining 52 µs are normally
used to transmit the picture signal.
But instead of sending a picture
signal, engineers at the BBC decided to break this 52-µ,s period up
into 45 equal segments, each of
which would contain one 8-bit word
of data. Only 40 data words are
needed to transmit the information
to be displayed. The remaining
five words are for synchronization
and row identification.
The system uses an NRZ ( nonretu rn to zero ) format to transmit
data. The advantage is that this
minimizes the bandwidth required,
because it also minimizes the number of pulse transitions encountered . For example, if several bits
that have the logic value ONE
are transmitted one after the other,
the voltage si mply stays at the
high level for the required number
of bit periods instead of producing
ELECTRONIC DESIGN
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Tis New TMS 4051
The fully TTL compatible 4K RAM
in the 18-pin space saver package
Available now in the 18-pin spacesaver package: A fully TTL compatible 4K RAM. In addition to the high
board density achievable with the
compact 18-pin package, board space
is also minimized because the TMS
4051 is fully TTL compatible and
fewer parts are necessary. Fewer
parts, less wiring, and a smaller PC
board mean the TMS 4051 will save
you money.
Easiest 4K dynamic RAM to use.
The TMS 4051 is fully compatible
and will plug directly into your
Series 74 TTL system. No longer is a
high voltage clock driver needed to
interface from TTL to MOS. All
TMS 4051 inputs (including the single clock) and output interface directly with TTL.
Reduce parts. Save PC board space.
In addition to eliminating the need

TI'l 11-1'11 41 RAM FAllLY

ACCEllTIME READ DR WRITE
CYCl.E(MIMI
lllAX)
TMS4051
TTL CLOCK
TMS405M TTL CLOCK

300ns
250ns

470ns
430ns

TMS4050 HI-LEVEL CLOCK
TMS 405().1 HI-LEVEL CLOCK
TMS 405().2 HI-LEVEL CLOCK

300ns
250ns
200ns

470ns
430ns
400ns

for clock driver ICs, the TMS 4051
requires no external address multiplexers or address registers. The onchip address registers provide full
direct addressing eliminating system timing headaches. The TMS
4051's common data I/0 eliminates
the need for an external I/0 multiplexer making it ideal for busoriented and microprocessor based
systems. And the space saver package alone yields as much as 30%
board savings over 22-pin 4K RAMs.

Availability is now.
TMS 4051 adds to Tl's pioneering
experience and volume production
of 4K RAMs. TMS 4051 uses the
same proven single transistor cell
design as Tl's popular TMS 4030
and 4060. Result: High density.
High yield . Lower cost to you . The
TMS 4051 is available in 300 mil wide
18-pin plastic and ceramic packages.
Proven reliability.
The TMS 4051 uses Tl's reliable
N-channel silicon gate process, the
same as Tl's other RAMs. And TI
has proven field reliability.
For a 24-page reliability report of
Tl's 4K RAM family or a data sheet,
write on your letterhead to: Texas Instruments Incorporated
P.O. Box 5012, M/S 308,
Dallas, Texas 75222.

TE XA S IN ST R UMENTS
(!)1975 Texas Instruments Incorporated

INCORPORATED

83090

a pulse for each bit.
The reduction in bandwidth,
however, comes at a price. The receiving system must provide its
own clock, because with the NRZ
coding, there is no bui lt-in clock
in the signal when several bits with
the same state follow one another.
The frequency of the receiving system clock is 444 times the line scan
frequency, or 6.9375 MHz. This is
also the bit rate of the data
received.
In operation, a subscriber to the
CEEF AX/ORACLE system pushes
one of two buttons on a hand-held,
calculator-like keyboard to select
either normal viewing or CEEF AX. If the CEEF AX viewing is
chosen, the picture that would
normally been seen on the channel
the set is tuned to is blanked out
and the CEEF AX data are displayed instead.
To choose a particular page, a
user me1iely punches in the number
of the page he is interested in.
Different pages are used for different sub.i·e cts.
A page of information on the
CEEF AX/ORACLE system consists of 24 lines of information,
each containing 40 characters.
Since there are only two lines
available per field, and there are
50 fields per second (with a 625line system), i1t takes 0.24 s to
transmit a full page of 24 lines.
Once a pa~e has been selected,
the 960 words of digital data that
make up the 40-by-24 character
array are entered into a random
access memory. The RAM allows
the page of data selected to stay
on the TV screen until a new page
is selected, or the Normal Viewing
button is pushed.
BBC's Redmond notes that a
100-page magazine, containing between 150 and 200 words on each
page, can be serially transmitted in
about 25 s. Thus the average access time to any particular page
is 12.5 s. Each television channel
is capable of carrying up to eight
magazines.
Special decoder needed

The major obstacle preventing
widespread adoption and use of the
CEEFAX/ORACLE system at
present is a lack of decoders to
process the received signal. There
are only about 200 TV receivers in
Britain equipped to receive the
28

special signal. But British TV
manufacturers are busy developing
decoders for their top-of-the-line
sets, while other manufacturers
are looking at the add-on market
for already existing sets.
Texas Instruments Ltd. of Bedford, England, has developed a decoding module that it calls Tifax.
The decoder, which should be going into production by the first
quarter of 1976, will initially cost
TV makers about $100 each. A TI
spokesman notes, however, that as
production increases, the price of
the decoder could drop to about
$20. The company sees this coming
sometime in 1978.
The Tifax decoder is on a 4-by6-in. PC board and is designed for
use in new TV sets. It requires
only a composite video signal, a
line pulse feed for synchronization
and a 5-V power supply. The signal
and blanking outputs it provides
can be easily connected to a cascode video output stage.
An external adapter that could
be connected to already existing
sets would cost considerably more,
because it would need a separate
tuner, i-f strip modulator.
New interest in TV games

Ever since Magnavox introduced
its Odyssey TV game in 1972,
consumers have been interested in
add-on devices for their TVs. But
at a cost of around $100 for these
games, there has been no widespread acceptance.
However with the potential low
price of large-volume LSI circuits,
game prices are now dropping and
with manufacturers looking for
new consumer markets as large as
the calculator one, much design
effort is underway on TV games.
One result is a new game under
the trade name "N ovus," from
National Semiconductor's Consumer Products Division, Santa Clara,
CA. This unit provides three
games not only with sound, but in
color, and is reported to use an
LSI chip with metal-gate p-channel MOS. The game, which can also
be used on black and white sets,
attaches to the antenna terminals
of the television receiver.
National's unit is expected to sell
at from $75 to $100. It will be introduced at this year's summer
Consumer Electronics Show.
Atari Inc. of Los Gatos, CA, one

of the earliest entrants into the
electronic-game competition, is currently marketing "Pong," a homeTV table-tennis game. "Pong" uses
a MOS chip in place of hardwired circuitry.
Other developments for the TV
sportsman come from Magnavox.
The original Odyssey 100 featured
two games, hockey and tennis . Current versions allow the players to
vary the speed of the ball and to
apply "English" to it. In addition,
the sound of the ball or puck's rebound is heard.
The newer Odyssey 200 adds
handball to the original two games
and includes a switch so that either
two or four individuals can play.
Electronic scoring, displayed on
the screen, is also provided in the
newer model.
TV becom es termina l

By hooking up a TV typewriter
to a television set, the user can
convert it to a computer terminal.
TV typewriters come as assembled
units, but they are also available in
kit form. An example is the CT1024 from Southwest Technical
Products Corp., San Antonio, TX.
The CT-1024 has a ROM that
generates ASCII characters and 1
k of memory to store information
for display on the TV screen. The
input is an ASCII keyboard, and
the output is connected to the TV's
amplifier by a 75-!1 coaxial cable.
Some TV typewriters are connected to the television receiver
through the antenna terminal.
According to Dan Meyer, president of Southwest, the CT-1024 can
display a page of information, consisting of 16 lines of 32 characters
each. The unit's memory can store
up to two pages of information, or
1024 characters.
The CT-1024 also comes with an
optional cassette recorder adaptor,
so that information can be entered
on or retrieved from standard
cassette tapes, thereby providing
virtually unlimited storage.
Like the electronic games, the
CT-1024 is designed to be used on
an unoccupied TV channel. However, it is possible to hook it up
for titling on standard TV pictures.
The complete computer unit
ranges in price from $200 to $300,
depending on options. • •
ELECTRONIC DESIGN
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Amphenol wants to
break up your marriage.

You and your
SMA suppliermaybe you've
been a twosome
long enough.

Now there's an alternative-Amphenol. You can't get better SMA
connectors than Amphenol's. Ours operate at all microwave frequencies
up to 25 GHz. RF performance and mechan ica l integrity comply with
MIL-C-39012. They're easy to assemble with either crimp or solder
connections. And our quality will give you a change of heart: al l shel l
and body parts are gold-p lated stainless steel. The center contact is go ldplated beryllium-copper. The dielectric is so lid TFE, making Amphenol
SMA's completely interchangeable with your present source.
Our price will make you want to change partners. When you hear our

price, you' ll know our SMA's are the best va lue arou nd . So ask
for a quote.
There's a big selection of popular types. Including styles for cable

mounting, flange and bulkhead mounting, and stripline mounting. We
also offer between-series adapters.
And our SMA's are available. Wherever you are. Your Amphenol

Industrial Distributor can fix you up with the SMA connectors you need,
by giving you fast off-the-shelf service. He's close to you (there are over
sixty Amphenol Industrial Distributors-nationwide). Give him a ring
(on the phone, not the finger). Or for more information, write or call us:
Amphenol RF Division, 33 East Franklin Street, Danbury, Connecticut
06810. (203) 743-9272.

I I When you can connect it
I I and forget it... thats quality
BUNKER

RAMO

AMPHENOL
l"-!Cf\DMA_Tlnf\J
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Cathodochromic CRT stores image
indefinitely, erases easily
A major advance in both direct
view and projection cathodochromic
CRT technology has been announced by MIT. It holds two patentsand has filed for three more--on
cathodochromic cathode ray tubes
( CORTs ) , whose advantages are
said to surpass all other CCRT
devices.
The tubes were invented at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technoly by Dr. Lee T. Todd, Jr.
with the assistance of Eugene F.
Farrell and Dr. Arthur Linz. Todd
says that once a message is written on a CCRT, it is almost permanent. Erasure is accomplished by
heating the material to approximately 300 C.
Since World War II, engineers
have sought to develop a CRT that
would store or retain its display
indefinitely, have sufficiently high
resolution to allow printed matter
to be shown, have enough brightness and contrast to operate in high
ambient light (such as sunlight)and yet not require continuous
power.
According to Todd, now on the
faculty of the University of Kentucky, the new CCRT achieves
these goals by use of a material
that can be easily erased-an oxidized variation of bromine-sodalite and an overlapping electronbeam erase technique.
The MIT direct-view tube is
built with only one electron gun
and with screen material settled
directly on the inside faceplate of
the CRT envelope. Information is
written by exposing the image
screen with a 500 µ,A, 20-kV electron beam that provides an energy
density of about 0.3 joule/ sq. cm.

John F. Mason
Associate Editor
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TRANSPARENT CONDUCTING COATING
CATHODOCHROMIC SCREEN

/

GLASS ENVELOPE
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'

AQUADAG COATING
'---- CIRCULAR LAMP

MIT's transmission cathodochromic CRT stores indefinitely an image inscribed
by electron beam. Heating the material on the screen erases it in one second.

The excitatie>n changes the color of
the material from white to purple.
Coloration results from the formation of F centers, which cause
an absorption band at approximately 5550 A. While a portion of the
induced coloration may be erased
by irradiation with visible light,
the remaining coloration can be
erased only by heating the material
to approximately 300 C. In this
tube, erasure is obtained by increasing the electron beam exposure to about 1 joule/ sq. cm. To
give complete erasure, overlapping
horizontal lines are raster scanned.
Airport displays waste power

Phosphor television screens used
in home TV units, and at airports
to display departures and arrivals,
require continuous power; the electron beam must scan the image 30
times a second, which represents a
tremendous power waste for displays such as those at airports that
may not change for 10 minutes or

more at a stretch.
Cathodochromic CRTs employing
electron-beam erase and operating
in the thermal-erase mode offer a
number of advantages over the
usual phosphor displays, according
to Todd:
• They provide flicker-free display, with inherent memory that
doesn't need refreshing.
• Selective erase--a small portion of a display can be erased.
• The screen accepts rewriting
immediately after erasures.
• The high resolution capability
(100 to 200 lines/ inch ) allows the
viewing of typed documents with
fine print, on a screen, 9 inches by
12 inches or smaller.
• Hard copies of the displayed
information can be obtained easily
using normal photocopying techniques because the image doesn't
fade in bright light.
• The gray-scale capability permits viewing of many types of information not possible on bistable
displays.
ELECTRONIC DESIGN
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The first data logger with full
"microprocessor power" ... As the
leading manufacturer of digital
voltmeters, Fluke is the industry's
greatest expert on low level
analog measurements.
Because Fluke is an innovator
in the use of microprocessors in
instrumentation, our new Summa II
Series data loggers offer maximum
" microprocessor power'.'
Top of the line is the Summa II
Model 2240A. Scan 1 to 1,000
inputs, up to 60 in the mainframe
with resolution to 1 microvolt
and0.1°.
Wide dynamic range (40 ,000
counts) and high resolution allow
the user to scan faster and more
economically over a greater variety
of inputs.
Keyboard entry allows the user
to program range , function , skip,
alarm limits, time interval and
fixed data from the front panel.
Skip an open channel or an unused
channel without disabling the
entire block of channels. The data
logger has several alarm scan
modes which make it ideally suited
to process monitoring .
Scan intervals are keyboard
selectable from 1 second to 24
hours-that's 86,400 possible
intervals in all. And the first interval
can be different from the remaining

&l! Cfil::J

zz•••

Standard features on the Summa 11
2240A include 6 digits of fixed
data, complete program printout,
and program storage good for more
than five years.
An Outstanding Value
At $4295 ~ the Summa 11 2240A
is the most complete data logger in
a single box on the market. And it's
backed by the Fluke reputation for
quality and dependability that is
recognized throughout the world .
Other models in Fluke 's Summa 11
Series start at $2865:*
For data out today, dial our
toll-free number, 800-426-0361 .

intervals. Program the Summa II
2240A to begin automatically
scanning any time you like . The
keyboard programmable 9-digit
calendar clock has resolution to
1 second.
Better Specs Across-the-Board
Because we didn't simply
update an old product, but made the
microprocessor the basis for an
integral design, Summa II data
loggers are many ways better. The
Summa 11 Series reads all common
thermocouple types better and
more accurately. The LSI microprocessor lets us drastically reduce
the number of IC's, lowering
power consumption , thus eliminating the need for fans and
vastly improving reliability.
Wide Choice of Options
Options include alarms,
program memory expansion , mag
and paper tape , teletype and
RS232C interfaces , digital input
and thermocouple conditioning .

I

John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc.
P.O. Box 43210
Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043
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• The display is generally a dark
image on a white background
rather than the light-on-dark of
most phosphor-storage scopes.
Both writing and erasing rates
are slower than those of standard
phosphor displays, but there are a
number of applications that can
tolerate these slower speeds-document retrieval, airport flight schedule displays, signature verification,
electronic mail, and numerous
medical applications, Todd says.
Slower data rates are also compatible with transmission over telephone and radio communications
channels, and make possible remote terminals in homes, offices,
and motor vehicles without extensive transmission and receiving
systems.
A cathodochromic CRT developed and abandoned by RCA, Princeton, NJ, used resistive heating to
erase. With this technique, sodalite powder is settled on a thin
mica substrate coated with a transparent conductive layer and supported slightly behind the faceplate. Information is written on
the screen with the electron beam
and erased by passing a current
through the transparent heater.
Erasure takes about two seconds
for a 3-inch by 3-inch substrate.
A storage tube being produced
by Thomas Electronics, Wayne,
NJ, uses potassium chloride for an
image screen deposited on a thin
mica sheet or other substrate suspended slightly behind the faceplate.
Writing is achieved by directly
exposing the image-screen material
with a low-current electron beam.
Erasure is accomplished by heating the screen structure with a
heating element located near the
screen, within the CCRT envelope.
Todd studied two types of directview CCRTs, reflective and transmission tubes, before deciding
which design to develop further.
Reflective tubes use a thin layer
of aluminum on the back of the
image screen that serves as a portion of the anode. The image is
read using light reflected from the
screen. Transmission CCRTs employ a transparent conductive layer
on the faceplate that allows the
image to be read by passing light
through the screen. The light is
modulated by the information on
the screen.
32

Dr. Lee T. Todd., Jr., inventor of
MIT's CCRT tube, shows the selec-

tive erase capability of a projection
tube display.
Todd found the electron beam
erase technique was severely limited in reflective CCRTs due to the
evaporation of the aluminum anode
caused by the heat of the electron
beam during erase. However, with
a transmission CCRT, over 5000
write-erase cycles were performed
with no deterioration.
There are pros and cons for all
CCRT tubes considered, Todd says.
The RCA CCRT offered two advantages over the direct-view MIT
transmission CCRT. First, the
erase time per frame was approximately three times faster than for
the MIT tube with the same viewing area. This advantage was diminished, however, because the
substrate had to cool slightly before rewriting. Second, a display
system using the RCA tube could
provide high resolution images
without off-axis focus-correction
circuity. ( Off-axis focus is necessary in the MIT tube for the erase
technique to work properly. )
On the other hand, the RCA
tube was more fragile, more difficult to produce and thus more expensive, Todd says. It did not provide selective erase, and its screen
size was difficult to increase because of the thinness of the substrate.
He says the MIT tube is the
most inexpensive direct view CCRT
operating in the thermal-erase
mode: the cost of parts to fabricate a five-inch-diameter tube is
less than $50, even when the parts
are bought as single items rather
than in quantity.
Additional applications are envisioned due to a new class of
luminescent display materials that
are cathodochromic and can be

viewed in both bright ambient
light and in low ambient light
when exposed to ultraviolet excitation. These materials are germanium-doped bromine-sodalite
powders.
Writing on the luminescent
CCRTs is done with an electron
beam. In high ambient light the
image appears in purple on white,
as with usual CCRT displays. In
low ambient li ght the entire screen
is exposed to ultraviolet light,
which causes the uncolored portion
to luminesce while the colored areas
do not; the image appears as black
on green.
Luminescent CCRTs are ideal
for applications in which high
resolution and high contrast are
desirable, or when storage displays
are needed for both high and low
ambient light, such as in aircraft,
in motor vehicles and on board
ships, Todd says.
The erase time for Todd's direct
view CCRT is approximately six
seconds for a 3-inch by 3-inch image screen. For larger screens the
erase time takes somewhat longer.
Projection model on the way

Todd is now developing a projection CCRT that will permit the
use of a 1-inch by 1-1/ 2-inch image
screen that can be enlarged to an
8-1 / 2-inch by 11-inch display while
providing high resolution and high
contrast at a distance of about
one foot.
Since the size of the image
screen is reduced, a much shorter
erase time is possible.
The projection system, which is
based on a variation of a projection tube made by the Advent
Corp. of Cambridge, MA, uses a
mirror to reflect and project the
image from the interior face of the
CCRT screen. The image is written in a low-current, high-resolution
mode and erased in a high-current,
large, beamwidth mode.
With the system an 8-1 / 2-inch
by 11-inch printed document, for
example, can be presented in about
five seconds and erased in one second. Hard copy can be easily obtained by allowing the projected
image to fall on a piece of photosensitive copying paper.
Large displays for use in command and control and business
presentations can be made by using
larger projection CCRTs. ••
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a
gooil turn
forpur
eireuit.
Dale's new 3/8"
single turn is
competitive ... and then some!
It will pay you to compare Dale's new 100
Series with the 3/s " single turn cermet you 're
now using. By any standard: performance,
price or delivery, you ' ll find Dale equal or
better than the .m odel you're now using.
Dale's 100 Series gives you a fully-sealed,
immersion-proof model that adjusts quickly
and stays there. Solid, positive stops prevent damage. Higher full-power operating
temperature gives you more room to derate
for extra stability.
Compare. We 're willing to be your second source ... but we 're ready to be No.1.

COMPARE ...
• 1% CRV • 0.5 Watt at 85° C
• 10% tolerance on all values (10n to 2 Meg)
• 100 PPM Max. Temperature Coefficient
• Adjustability: Voltage ratio -+- .05%
Resistance
.10%
• Choice of 8 styles:

=

5 top adjust • • •
models
3 side adjust . . . . . .
models

•

Contact your Dale Representative or call Dwain Carr at 402-564-3131 today.
DALE ELECTRONICS, INC.
1300 28th Avenue, Columbus, Nebraska 68601
A subsidiary of the Lionel Corporation
In Canada : Dale Electronics Canada Ltd.
In Europe : Dale Electronics GmbH
8 Munchen 60, Falkweg 51, West Germany
OUR COMPLETE PRODUCT LINE CAN BE FOUND IN ELECTRONIC DESIGN'S GOLD BOOK.
--------~--------'-'-'
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NEWS

First flight tests planned
of full fiber-optic interface

... A SECOND
SOURCE FOR

BW's
Molded
Wire-Wound Resistors

.. .AS LOW AS

5¢ EACH!

"SPECIALS" AVAILABLE

L. VALUES AS LOW
AS .01 OHMS!

6 TCs AS LOW AS
10 PPM!

L. TOLERANCES AS
LOW AS 1%!

Sometime this month the Navy
will begin flight testing the first
complete fiber-optic system-an interface for data communications.
Previous airborne tests of fiber
optics were restricted to small
subsystems.
Developed by IBM Federal Systems in Owego, NY, the optical
cabling system will be installed at
the Naval Weapons Center, China
Lake, CA, in a tactical computer
aboard an A-7 attack aircraft. The
IBM interface will allow data signals to be transmitted to the computer peripherals through fiberoptic cables rather than copper
conductors.
The advantages of converting
were described by Commander
John Ellis, project manager of the
ALOFT (airborne light optical
fiber technology ) program at the
aval Electronics Laboratory Center, San Diego. These include a
reduction of 21 to 1 in the weight
of point-to-point cabling, as well as
increased immunity to electromagnetic pulse interference.
The weight reduction was actually developed in two steps. Initially in the design program, 115
selected computer signals were
time-division-multiplexed into 13
serial-data channels. At this stage
coaxial cables could have been used
to transmit the high-data-rate signals ( 10 Mbits/ sec). This would
have achieved an immediate weight
reduction of 8 to 1 over point-topoint connections.

Send For New '76 Catalog Or
Call our Hotline For Name
Of Your Local Representative
Or Stocking Distributor.

(603) 627-3831

RCL Electronics
195 McGregor Street
Manchester, N.H. 03102

coupling interface for
Naval aircraft offers significant size
and weight reduction over point-topoint wire cabling.
Fiber-optic

The Navy, however, went directly to the IBM fiber-optic configuration to improve the weight reduction ratio 21 to 1.
Few difficulties arose in the
fiber-optic design, Ellis reports.
The design of the high-speed multiplexer, however, required special
care to minimize cross-talk caused
by stray electrical couplings.
More than just feasibility information is expected from the combined 50 to 100 hours of scheduled
flight tests plus ground-based environmental tests now under way.
Also anticipated are sufficient data
from which to write future MIL
specifications on airborne fiberoptic systems.
Although the program was not
intended to develop new components, Ellis points out that significant new devices did emerge from
the design effort. One was a fiberoptic rack and panel multichannel
connector developed by ITT Cannon. Another was a pressure bulkh ead optical penetration dPYice .
This provides an optical path into
a pressurized enclosure from the
outside.
The next goal of the ALOFT
program, Ellis believes, will be the
development of a fiber-optic data
bus-a single optical connector
that can carry all the infomation
between the computer and the
peripherals. This must await completion of current work on fiberoptic access couplers-devices that
transfer the signals on and off the
data bus.
Another aspect of the test program, according to Ellis, 1s the
availability of a fiber-optic field
repair kit. This will permit Navy
technicians to make ground repairs, should a break occur in the
fiber cables. Each splice would introduce a signal loss of 2.8 to 3 dB,
but Ellis says, this is well within
the allowed margin in the ALOFT
configuration.
The Navy commander predicts
that by the early 1980s fiber-optic
and coaxial-cable data links will be
cost-competitive. • •
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Stripline Wideband
Microwave
Signal-Processing
Components and
Subassemblies
D30to18GHz
Couplers

Balanced Mixers/DSB Modulators

90° and 1go• 3dB hybrid, octave and wider bandwidths from 0.030 to 18.0
GHz. Standard and miniature cases with SMA connectors. Low cost ultraminiature models with tab connectors .
Typical specifications are:
Amplitude Phase
Isolation
Freq.
(dB)
Balance (dB) Balance
Model
(GHz)
Type
go•
± 1.5°
±0.5
10016-3
2.0- 4.0
28
±0.5
±3.0°
7.0-11 .0
1J0568-3 go• .
22
miniature
±0.5
± 1.5°
go•. ultra10260-3
0.22525
miniature
0.400
±0.5
±8.0"
30057-3
4.0-8.0
20
180°

Double-balanced mixers. 7 models from 1 to 12.4 GHz. go• biased and unbiased balanced mixers. octave and wider bandwidths from 0.5 to 18.0 GHz,
with broadband IF outputs. Also, models using 180° hybrids (for good LO/RF
isolation and 10 dB typical carrier suppression as DSB modulators). Plus.
OrthcrQuad® models using a unique patented design (for guaranteed
VSWR, NF. and LO/RF isolation).
Typical specifications are:
LO/RF
Freq.
Conversion Isolation
LO Power
(GHz)
Model Type
Loss(dB)
Isolation VSWR (dBm)
(dB)

We make H-style and in-line directional couplers. in 6, 10, 20 & 30 coupling
values. from .06 to 18 GHz.

Model

Type

10616-10
1F062810

10dB
10dB,
miniature

Freq.
(GHz)

Coupling
Variation
(dB)

Coupling
Frequency
Sensitivity
(dB)

2.0- 4.0
8.0-12.4

±0.5
±0.5

±0.75
±0.6

Minimum
Directivity
(dB)

20
18

Power Dividers/Combiner· Dividers
In-phase. octave and wider bandwidths from 0.06 to 18.0 GHz. 2n outputs. or
n, if you don't need equal phase division. Standard cases with SMA connectors.
Low cost ultra-miniature combiner/dividers with tab connectors from 0.115
to 3.365 GHz.
Two typical models:
Amplitude
Isolation Insertion Balance
Freq.
Model
Type
(dB)
Loss(dB) (dB)
(GHz)
40266
40110

In-phase,
2-way
Combinerdivider, ultraminiature, 4:
way, tab
connectors

72340
70117

Dbl. Bal.
go•
Unbiased
go•
70060
Biased
70057
180°
7A0127 Ort hoQuad®

2.6-5.2
4.0-8.0

7.0
6.5

25
10

1.8
1.4

1.3-2.6

6.5

18

1.5

4.0-8.0
4.0-8.0

7.0
7.0

18
25

1.8
1.25

-3

Pin Diode Switches, Attenuators, and Modulators
Attenuator/SPST switch (reflective), 6 models from 0.5 to 18.0 GHz. 7 digital
attenuator models (absorptive), from 1.0 to 18.0 GHz, with 63 dB attenuation
in 1 dB steps. Plus analog attenuators (absorptive), current controlled or
voltage controlled. the latter with or without separate linearizing unit for
response of 5.5 dBN ± 3.0 dB ( ± 1 dB with custom alignment).
Typical specifications are:
Switching
Speed, Max Insertion
Freq.
Isolation
(ns)
Loss (dB) VSWR
Model Type
(GHz)
(dB)
80627

SPST

4.0-8.0

2.0-4.0

25

0.3

±0.2

Model

Type

Freq.
(GHz)

1.5
1.8
5
Attenuation
Attentuatlon Flatness
Insertion
Range(dB) (dB)
Loss(dB) VSWR

0.2250.400

20

0.5

±o.g

60657
61017

analog
digital

4.0-8.0
4.0-8.0

0-55
0.63

60

± 1.0
±0.5

2.0
4.5

1.6
2.0

Phase and Frequency Discriminators
1O phase discriminator (correlator) models in octave bandwidths from 1 to 18
GHz, Series 20750, 2A0750, the latter with an AC coupled , low noise, video
amplifier. 10 frequency discriminator models from 1 to 18 GHz. Series 120755,
12A0755. the latter with video amplifier. 2, 3, and 4 channel instantaneous
frequency discriminator subassemblies (I FDs) also available.

Anaren
We Stock What You Need.

... And Much More,
including SSB modulators. image rejection mixers. mixer-preamplifiers.
quadrature IF mixers, and four-phase modulators. Plus selected couplers.
power dividers. and balanced mixers for telecommunication applications.
Plus wideband front-end receiver subassemblies, and new digital frequency
discriminator (D FD) line combining a 4 channel IFD with analog comparator
and digital coding network.

What are your component or subassembly needs? Ask your Anaren sales
representative. or write/call us for the 1g75 full-line catalog . Anaren Microwave.
Inc., 185 Ainsley Drive, Syracuse. N.Y. 13205, U.SA Phone (Area Code 315)
476-7go1 . TWX : 710-541-1507, Telex: g37351
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The eo111plete solution to the micro madness:
PDP-n software for the LSl-n.
The most expensive part of
using micros isn't paying for
the hardware. It's developing
the software. With every kind
of micro device except one:
The LSI-11. Digital's powerful 16-bitmicrocomputeronan
81/2 11 x 10" board.
Because thanks to our RXVll
Dual Floppy Disc Drive, you
can use the proven software
from our famous PDP-11 minicomputers. To get your applications going. Fast.
You can program in easy-touse BASIC, FORTRAN, or
FOCAL, in addition to the
assembly-level language other
micros force you to use from
the start.
You get utilities for editing,

compiling, assembling, loading, linking, and de-bugging
your programs. Our RTll operating system for real time
task-oriented control. Even
a pp lica tions programs, through
our DECUS customer network.
The RXVll also helps you
develop programs right on the
LSI-11, without using timesharing facilities or development machines, although if
you want, we have those too.
And we haven't forgotten
the hardware either. In addition to the basic CPU and 4K of
RAM, we also offer CORE,
ROM, and PROM memories;
additional modules for system
expansion; plus the PDP-11/03
- the LSI-11 in a nice neat box,

ready to be plugged in.
And it's priced at just $634 in
100' s for the CPU and 4K of RAM.
LSI-11. Powerful software for
the micro market.
For details, call 800-225-9480
(MA617-481-7400, ext. 6410).
Components Group, Digital
Equipment Corp., One Iron
Way, Marlborough, Mass.
01752. Canada: Digital
Equipment of Canada, Ltd.
Europe: 81 Route de l' Aire, 1211
Geneva 26, Tel. 42 79 50.
Prices apply to USA only.

~n~nomo

COMPONENTS
GROUP

Washington Report
A year of labor contracts coming up
Although the big electrical firms don't expect unusual turmoil, the possibility of strikes is intensified this year according to informed observers
in Washington. More than two thirds of the International Union of Electrical, Radio and Machine Workers' (AFL-CIO) 250,000 members will
be involved in contract negotiations this year.
The union leadership argues that workers will need wage increases of
around 20 % "just to be maide whole" and management is indicating that
half of that might be reasonable.
IUE's national contract with General Electric expires in June, the
Westinghouse contract in July. The Union will also be negotiating this
year with TRW, Wagner Electric, Rockwell International, Sprague Electric, ESB, Honeywell, Ingersoll-Rand, Louis Allis, White Consolidated,
Monsanto, Warwick, General Motors, Sperry-Rand, ITT, General Signal,
American Safety Razor, Chrysler Airtemp, Sylvania, RCA, and National
Electric Coil.

Congress cuts President's defense budget $8.6 billion
Congress finally settled on the FY 1976 Defense Dept. appropriations
bill late last month after hectic bargaining between House and Senate
conferees. They agreed to a $90.467-biHion funding level for the year ending June 30, plus $21.86 billion to cover the period to Sept. 30, when
future fiscal years start under the new budget system. This was $8.647
billion below the Administration's amended request for money to cover
Pentagon operations, salaries, weapons procurement and research and
development for 15 months.
As a result of the cG>mpromise, the AW A Cs program was cut from six
to four aircraft and the Condor missile program kept alive but in doubt,
pending test evaluation. The B-1 bomber program received funds for advance procurement of parts, but not for a firm go-ahead. Funds were also
voted for 108 T/ TF-15 fighters instead of 96.
Meanwhile, the furor was building on the next fiscal year budget even
before its details were announced. Indications at year's end were that the
President's $7-billion reduction in the DOD budget request for FY 1977
was firming up. Probable casualties are manpower, a few facilities, a new
nuclear-powered aircraft carrier, Minuteman III productio•n and the Lance
and Condor missiles.

Aerospace prospects look bleak for '76
The aerospace industry has fallen victim to Congressional power, says
Karl G. Harr, Jr., president of the Aerospace Industries Association, who
reports that total dollar sales for 1975 will be around $29 billion, with
ELECTRONIC DESIGN
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only a slight rise expected in 1976.
Sales in 1968 were also $29 billion but, he points out, $29 billion then
represented $10 billion more than the same amount today.
For 1976, Harr sees sales rising to $29.2 billion, up $800 million over
1975. The industry expoots rises in all categories except civil aircraft,
which may decline as much as $2 billion. Exports are expected to be $7.6
billion, down $200 million. Last year's employment was an estimated
921,000, but Harr expects a decline to 900,000 by year's end.
Although DOD sales increased by $700 million in 1975, the aerospace
share continued to decline.
Another cause for industry concern, Harr says, is the sharp drop in the
number of commercial transport aircraft being sold. In 1975 there were
282 shipped, and for 1976 215 are on order, compared with 702 in 1968, and
514 in 1969.

NASA distributes new standard-parts list
The first standard-parts list compiled by the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration is being distributed this month to NASA centers
and contractors to limit the use of electronic parts to those parts with adequate reliability and lowest over-all cost.
Included on the list are capacitors, resistors, transistors, diodes and
microcircuits, all with a prerequisite of having seen actual use, according
to NASA officials.
In the past, correcting a problem caused by parts failure has sometimes
cost a hundred times more than the part itself. An Army study carried
out by Boeing underlines the importance of quality control. The study
found that after eight years of storage, three out of 10,000 missile components had failed ; 24 others showed sufficient aging to be considered
near failures. All 27 had below-average performance records when they
were first tested in 1967.

Capital Capsules:

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration has issued a
request for proposals for a Space Station Systems Analysis Study. The two
winning contractors will study low and synchronous-orbit space-station
facilities; modular construction could begin in the mid-1980s .... Congress
has stalled temporarily on revising the Renegotiation Act, but the revision
expected by Spring will likely require negotiation by product line rather
than on the present aggregate basis, raise the commercial exemption base
from 55 to 75 percent, and put the burden on the contractor rather than the
Government to prove or disprove ex~ess profits . . . .The President is expected to sign the new metric conver.sion bill early this year. House and
Senate conferees agreed the program will be voluntary and have no time
limit. It will be up to individual industries to set their own schedules ....
The Navy's continued efforts to obtain a communications network for talking with its submerged submarines around the globe continue to run into
trouble. Sanguine, the ELF network that was to be built underground in
Michigan, then in Wisconsin and finally in Texas, was scrubbed because of
its dal,lgers to the environment. And now Seafarer, a proposed above-ground
network, is being examined by Congress because it is rumored to elevate
the level in human beings of triglyceride, a lipid substance found in human
blood and related to heart disease.
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Tektronix

Logic Analyzer.
Acquires 16 channels

Here's how the new TEKTRONIX LA
501 Logic Analyzer acquires more data
than other analyzers in its price range;
does it with a higher sampling rate; and
provides improved ways of displaying
that information.
Acquires up to 16 data channels
simultaneously. In fact, you can select
storage formats of 16 channels x 256
bits, 8 channels x 512 bits, or 4 channels
x 1024 bits to best suit your appication.
Stores 4096 data bits on a single pass
for display and study of large blocks of
nonrepetitive information.
Displays data before a trigger in the
pre-trigger mode. Two other modes provide for display of data centered around
the trigger or after the trigger.

Provides timing analysis with 15 ns
resolution in the asynchronous (internal clock) mode. For logic state analysis,
the LA 501 accepts external synchronous clocks with rates up to 50 MHz.
Compares timing betWeen channels
easily using the unique capability of
selecting any one of the displayed
channels and positioning it vertically.
Assures detailed views of logic timing with the unmatched capability of
zooming in on any segment of the 4096
bits of data for full screen display. For
maximum visual resolution display units
with up to 6W' screens are available.
Offers selection of the data window to
be stored and displayed. This is accomplished by delaying the store trigger with
a DD 501 Digital Delay.
With all of this outstanding capability, the
LA 501 is priced at only $3,250 and plugs

into any of four TEKTRONIX TM 500
mainframes priced from $150. It works
with virtually any x-y display.
For a demonstration of how the LA 501
provides solutions to your logic analysis
problems, contact your Tektronix Field
Engineer. Or for a descriptive brochure,
including specifications, write:
Tektronix, Inc., P.O. Box 500, Beaverton,
Oregon 97077. In Europe , write:
Tektronix Limited, P.O. Box 36, St. Peter
Port, Guernsey, Channel Islands.
U.S. Sales Prices FOB Beaverton . Oregon

TEKTRONIX®
committed to
technical excellence

FOR
TECHNICAL DATA CIRCLE #271
FOR DEMONSTRATION CIRCLE #272

10X Magnified View
of 16 Channel Display

- --

/

1:2,000,000 dyna1nic RAM.Ai
The AMI 16 and 22 pin 4K RAMs were worth waiting for.
But you don't have to wait any longer.
We have 22 pin parts on hand right now. And we're geared
up for large-scale orders.
Both RAMs are compatible with existing 4096-bit memories.
Our S4021 with Texas Instrument's TMS 4060 and Intel's 2107B.
And our S4096 with Mostek's 16 pin MK.4096.
Being a bit later also let us be a bit better. For instance, our
S4021 has a unique se~ amplifier that cuts down on power
while providing high noise immunity. And we offer three different
speeds: 200 ns, 250 ns and 300 ns maximum access times. All
three versions have low power dissipation due to typical current
of 30 mA (40 mA maximum).
Using an N-Channel silicon gate process and single
transistor cell design, we've managed to produce the smallest
22 pin 4K RAM yet.
And its 17 ,931 square mils give you the best speed-to-power

ratio of any single transistor cell 4096-bit dynamic RAM.
Coming right along is the 16 pin S4096, with the same
memory cell structure and process as our S4021. It has an access
time of 250 ns maximum, a read or write cycle time of 375 ns
minimum. Other versions offer access times of 300 ns and 350 ns.
Samples are available now.
So here you have them: the most cost-effective 4K RAMs for
all major applications-mainframes, minicomputers, terminals
and peripherals. And you can get them now from the company
that in the past four years has shipped more than twelve million
dynamic RAMs like the 1103 and 1103A. e
"
Call your nearest AMI sales office or
distributor for price and delivery
information. Or contact us at
AMI, 3800 Homestead Road,
~ -

It S

Qtandard

Santa Clara, CA 95051.
Phone: (408) 246-0330.

at AIM i

AM ER ICAN MICROSYSTEMS.. INC.
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4K.
Specifications

54021

540%

~

Part Number
Access time
(maximum)

~

1 -4 J -3 -2 -3 J -2 J -1
200ns 250ns 300ns 250ns 300ns 350ns

Read or write cycle time

400 ns minimum

375 ns minimum

Read modify write
cycle time
Power dissipation

510 ns minimum

520 ns minimum

30 mA(typical)
40 mA maximum

30 mA typical
40 mA maximum

Thrre-state; Tn
compatible
2ms

Three-state; rn
compatible
2ms

22-pin, plastic
orCer-DIP
1MS4060,2107B

16-pin, plastic
orCer-DIP

Technology

N-Channel silicon
gate

N-Channel silicon
gate

Cell design

Single transistor

Single transistor

Output
Refresh period
Package
Pin compatibility

Size

-

129 X 139 mils

MK40%

---

c__

125X 148mils

Our4KRAMs are here!
SALES OFFICES
Ma nhattan Beach CA • (213) 379-2452
Sa n Jose CA • (408) 249-4550
Alta m onte Springs FL• (305) 830-8889
E lk Grove Village IL• (312) 437-6496
Norwood MA • (617) 762-0726
Livonia M I • (313) 4 78-9339
Min n eapolis MN • (612) 559-9004
Monsay NY • (914) 352-5333
Cleveland OH • (216) 292-6850
A mbler PA • (215) 643-0217
Richardson TX • (214) 231-5721
DISTRIBUTORS
ALTA ELECTRONICS:
Utah-Salt Lake City (801) 486-7227
ARROW ELECTRONICS :
Minnesota- Bloomington
(612) 888-5522
CENTURY ELECTRONICS :
New Mexico-Albuquerque
(505) 292-2700
Utah-Salt Lake City (801) 487-8551
INTERMARK ELECTRONICS :
Washington - Seattle {206 ) 767-3160
SCHWEBER ELECTRONICS:
California - Costa Mesa (213) 924-5594
and (7 14) 556-3880

Connecticut-Danbury
(203) 792-3500
Florida-Hollywood
(305) 927-0511
Georgia-Atlanta (404) 449-9170
Illinois-Elk Grove Village
(312) 593-2740
Iowa-Cedar Rapids " Lorenz Sales"
(319) 393-0100
Maryland-Rockville
(301) 881-3300
Massachusetts-Waltham
(617) 890-8484
Michigan-Troy (31 3 ) 583-9242
Minnesota-Edina (612 ) 941-5280
New Jersey-Somerset
(201) 469-6008
New York- Rochester
(716) 461-4000
Westbury
(516)334-7474
Ohio- Beachwood (2 16) 464-2970
Texas - Austin (512) 837-2890
Dallas (2 14) 661-5010
Houston (713) 784-3600
Canada-Mississauga, Ont .
(416) 678-9050
SEMICOMP CORP. :
California- Newport Beach
(213) 971-5253 and
(714 ) 833-3070

STERLING ELECTRONICS :
Arizona-Phoenix (602 ) 258-4531
Louisiana-Metairie (504) 887-7610
Massachusetts-Watertown
(617) 926-9720
New Jersey-Perth Amboy
(201 ) 442-8000
New Mexico-Albuquerque
(505 ) 345-6601
Texas-Dallas (214) 357-9131
Houston (713) 627-9800
Virginia-Richmond " Meridian"
(804) 335-6521
R.V. WEATHERFORD CO :
Arizona-Phoenix (602} 272-7144
California-Anaheim
(714) 547-0891
Glendale
(213) 849-3451
Palo Alto (415 ) 493-5373
Pomona (714) 623-1261
San Diego
( 714) 278-7400
Colorado-Englewood
(303) 761-5432
New Mex ic o-Albuquerque
(505) 842-0888
Texas-Dallas (214) 243-1571
Houston (713) 688-7406
Washington-Seattle
(206) 243-6340
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First name in frequency control.
We didn't invent this motto - the electronics industry gave it to us.
Only Bliley manufactures its own crystals, grows and sweeps (for radiation hardening)
its own quartz. That means only Bliley can totally control its product quality from raw
material to finished unit.
We have never been too interested in making Citizen Ba.nd or watch crystals.
What does interest us is the design and production of units whose specifications mandate a level of precision that's difficult - if not impossible-to find elsewhere. It's this
emphatic commitment to quality that makes Bliley the preferred supplier at the more
sophisticated levels of electronics .
Bliley components were selected for these critical aerospace and defense programs:
• Surveyor and Apollo space flights.
• Poseidon/Trident, Phoenix. Maverick and
Minuteman missiles.
• F-14 and F-15 Guidance Systems.

Request our new Catalog CIA for complete product information.
BULEY ELECTRIC COMPANY 2545 West Grandview Boulevard,
P.O. Box 3428, Erie, PA 16508
Tel. (814) 838-3571 TWX 510-696-6886
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 28
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16-bit, single-chip microcomputer
will duplicate many multi-chip tasks
"By 1980, we will see a 16-bit, single-chip
microcomputer having sufficient memory on the
chip to perform most of the tasks now
performed by the multi-chip systems of today."
The prediction was made by Dr. C. Morris
Chang, group vice president, Texas Instruments,
Dallas, at the recent Morgan Stanley
Semiconductor Forum in New York.
The trend to integrate more and more
functions, such as RAMs, ROMs, PROMs,
processor logic and peripherals, will result in
continued learning-curve cost reductions and
improved reliability, Chang says. These gains,
he points out, will in turn expand the
usefulness of ,µ.Ps and open new markets.
( continued on page 44)

Dr. C. Morris Chang, Group Vice President, Texas lnstru·
ments, Dallas.

Hardware multiply/divide module made for 8080-based system
The GNAT 8005 hardware multiply divide module operates at either 2.3 or 5 µ.s, compared
with the usual 250 to 400 µ.s with software multiply / divide. The module, made by GNAT
Computers (8869 Ba'boa Ave., Suite C, San Diego, CA 92123. 714-560-0433), is designed
for the 8080 µ.C system. Other versions are available for the Altair and Intel MDS systems.
Price for the 8005 Module is $225 for 5-µ,s operation and $275 for the 2.3-µ.s option.
Delivery is 45 days.
CIRCLE NO. 570

µ C board simplifies hardware development
An 8 x 8-1 / 2..,in. wire-wrapped board contains the
Micromite, a microcomputer from Data Numerics (141-A
Central Ave., Farmingdale, NY 11735. 516-293-6600).
The compact system allows designers to shorten hardware
development time. Any 14-to-40-pin configuration can be
accommodated, and the system can be upgraded for
newer, higher-density elements.
Costs depend on the config-uration selected. For example, a unit price of $925 covers
the following: an 8080 microprocessor, 2-k words of RAM, 1-k words of PROM, 8-bit
input and output ports, UART char ·el and a TTL or RS-232 interface. Delivery time is
30 days.
CIRCLE NO. 571
ELECTRON IC DESIGN
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WORLDWIDE MARKET
MICROCOMPUTER COMPONENTS

( continued from p(},ge 43 )

600

Tl's current integration effort is its
TMSlOOO single-chip microcomputer, which
offers a 4-bit processor, 1024 8-bit words of
instruction storage and 64 4-bit words of data
storage-all on one chip.
The trend in digital circuitry is clearly
toward low power and high density rather than
higher speed, Chang says. Demand for the
standard TTL family is consequently expected
to drop from 50 % of the total market to 25 7t.
by the end of this decade, while the low-power
Schottky of SSI and MSI complexity grows to
almost 25 % .
TTL-compatible circuitry, such as µ,Ps and
high-speed Schottky TTL, will account for
almost 80 % of the market, Chang predicts.
For these reasons, he continues, the time
for low-power Schottky TTL has arrived. As
larger portions of digital signal processing are
accomplished by low-power LSI units, designers
are using low-power Schottky TTL for the
peripheral SSI and MSI circuits. In other
cases, the cost of power supplies, which have
become an increasingly more significant portion
of equipment cost, have been offset by low-power
Schottky TTL.
Schottky TTL is attractive for military
applications that require low power, as well as
for serially organized logic that demands faster
speed than that afforded by µ,Ps or whose
organization just doesn't lend itself to the highly
structured logic of µ,Ps, Chang says.
Based on the very heavy new design effort
for Schottky TTL over the past year, Chang
says, it should enjoy strong growth for the
remainder of the decade.
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Trend to low-power bipolar logic
!Standard Low-powe
TIL
Schottky

12 L

Gate delay (ns)

10

10

~o@ 150 µ,A

Power drain (mW)

10

2

~.07

Current range

2 mA

0.4 mA

10 nA to
150 µ,A

Speed -power (pJ)

100

20

2

Supply voltage (V)

5

5

5 to 1

Gate area (sq. mil)

53

20

5

In the µ,P area, there are two emergent
families-Schottky TTL processors (which use
a variation of low-power Schottky for their
internal gates) and IIL processors. The latter
are designed with TTL inputs and outputs, so
that they behave essentially as TTL parts but
with a considerably higher density and
lower-power drain. Thus the applications for
( continued on pag e 46 )

The MIKE 3 is a good example of the flexibility of the modular micro approach . An optimal
small system - yet fully expandable. A three-board version , the AT813, includes the Model
·.· 471 CPU board (with 8080A) ; memory board with 8080 Monitor PROM, 512 bytes RAM
(expandable to 2K PROM, lK RAM); console board with keyboard , six LED digits; connectors;
and Manual ... only $395. (Manual alone, $35.) Priced at $149. in quantities of one, with
8080A, the 471 CPU features:
•

3 interrupt levels (8-level priority interrupt
board optional)

•

Automatic hardware exit from masked
interrupt after set interval
~::: ~ ~ ~ _
Controls for one OMA channel (8-level
prioritized OMA control optional)
8 ft
f8588 fCh
Power bus drivers for system expansion
3336 Commercial Ave.
8080,6800,80081/0addressmodes Northbrook. IL 60062 (312) 498-5060

•
•
•

IrM!A;; J

m

in
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From General Electric
New Transient Protection Manual
New 112 page manual combines in one
publication theory, knowledge and experience
relating to transient cause, detection and
protection accumulated by General Electric
scientists and engineers.. .includes a
comprehensive selection guide and product
specification sheets for determining the
optimum GE-MOV9 Varistor.

ELECTRONIC DESIGN
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Copies are available from any authorized GE
distributor, GE OEM Electronic Components
Sales Office, or by sending $2.50 plus
applicable tax to General Electric,
Semiconductor Products Department,
Electronics Park, Bldg. 7-49, Syracuse, New
York 13201 .
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the IIL µP promise to be just as widespread and
varied-from military to consumer-as in the
basic TTL family, Chang predicts.
A unique advantage of IIL is that its speed
and current drain are not fixed to operate only
at one point, as with TTL gates, Chang points
out. The IIL gate will operate over a current
range of four orders of magnitude, with the
speed varying accordingly.
One of the more exciting aspects of the IIL
structure, Chang suggests, is that it's still in
an early stage of development. "We believe that
order-of-magnitude improvements in its speedpower product are potentially possible over the
remainder of the decade," Chang says.
As this occurs, he predicts, a new measure of
performance for high-density logic parts will
be provided.
The IIL gate is considerably smaller than any
bipolar gate, and it compares favorably with p
and n-channel MOS. However, silicon gate
n-channel MOS has a distinct density advantage
when interconnected; its polysilicon layers
provide dense interconnections, whereas bipolar
devices must provide area for multiple levels
of metal interconnections.
One significant feature of IIL is relative
simplicity of structure and fewer processing
steps, compared with other logic structures.
IIL has two fewer masks and diffusion steps
than TTL and one less mask step than NMOS.
Currently, though, the control of the IIL

process is more demanding than TTL. However,
these fewer steps do suggest a potential for an
economical logic form,. and IIL should become
a strong competitor for complex logic
requirements, Chang says.
Tl's IIL µP, the SP 0400, is approximately
180 mils square and contains about 800 logic
gates. The initial engineering parts introduced
last fall are currently being upgraded with
parts having instruction times of 750 ns, Chang
reports.
For the remainder of the decade, for the
design needing the speed of bipolar logic, there
are these options in an essentially TTL
performance:
• IIL µP with TTL I/ 0 for high-density,
moderate performance logic that meets the
rigors of full military temperature environment.
• Schottky µPs for faster, less dense
processors.
• Low-power Schottky TTL of SSI, MSI and
LSI complexity for peripheral units to the above
processors, or for those applications where
either the architecture or speed range of the
processors is just not appropriate.
The main trend in semiconductor memories
for the remainder of the decade will be a
steady progression of increased density for both
bipolar and MOS structures, Chang says.
Not too far down the pike are 16-kbit MOS
and 4-kbit bipolar random-access memories.
And by the end of the decade these products
should advance to the next level-64-kbit MOS
devices and a 16-k bipolar RAM. Concurrent
with these advances in density, there will also be
advances in performance.

Power supplies for micros end noise and drift problems
Supply problems for µPs can be overcome with the Series 4500/ 4600 from Dynamic
Measurements Corp. ( 6 Lowell Ave., Winchester, MA 01890. 617-729-7870). The new
supplies deliver virtually noise-free power-total noise plus ripple are 100 µ V maximumand they have output-voltage temperature drift of less than 100 ppm/° C, with waveforms
specifically shaped for existing µPs. The 4500 I 4600 has a 30-W rating, and it includes
triple, dual and single-output models.
Available in ac input-voltage ranges of 105 to 125 V at 50 to 420 Hz, the family features
input isolation of 50 Mn at 60 Hz, up to 500 V, across the entire operating temperature
range of - 25 to 85 C. The supplies cost $120 to $145.
CIRCLE NO. s12

Pin-for-pin replacement for 8080 offers some extras
The 9080A-a pin-for-pin replacement for the Intel 8080A µ,P-has been officially
announced by Advanced Micro Devices (901 Thompson Pl., Sunnyvale, CA 94086.
408-732-2400). There are three speed versions of the 9080A available-a 2-µ,s, 1.5-µs
( continued on page 48 )
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116 reasons why only
Buchanan®PC Board Connectors
provide Lowest Total Applied Cost!
1 Models available with
.156" or .200" (.508
cm) centerlines

2

UL Component Recognition
for field wiring - - - - - - - -

'i\l
3

Available for surface or
through-the-panel mounting - -

And here are 110 morethe 110 connections you eliminate!
Here's how to achieve significant Lower Total
Applied Cost when building control panels or other
equipment using printed circuit boards.
Simply specify the new Buchanan Connector that
eliminates hybrid interfaces between electronic
circuitry and electrical connections. It replaces
multiple terminal strips and costly interwiring; actually saves up to 5 separate connection pointspotential trouble spots-per circuit!
Models are available for just about every standard
requirement. For complete engineering and ordering information, use the Reader Service Card. Or,
call one of our Factory Regional Offices shown
below. They'll also be happy to talk to you about
special configurations.

Replace
these
with
this

Just one Buchanan Printed Circuit Board Connector {A)
replaces the two terminal strips {B) , the edge card connector
{C) , the double wiring {D), and the 110 costly terminations {E)
shown at left. Result: LTAC {Lower Total Applied Cost)!

CONTROL PRODUCTS
DIVISION

Models available for surface or through-the-panel mounting,
with or without card guides and keys.

Amerace Corporation
Control Products Division
Union, New Jersey

21

Atlanta-(404) 261-1224 • Cleveland-(216) 333-8540 • Chicago-(312) 437-8354 • New York Metro.-(201) 355-7770 • Los Angeles-(213) 863-5753
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 31
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(MIL version) and 1.3-µ,s unit. (Speeds refer to instruction cycle time.)
The Am9080A, although plug-compatible with the 8080, offers the following advantages:
Three-byte interrupt capability compared with one for the 8080, on-chip hold control
synchronization, which previously was unavailable, and a 9-V input high-clock level
compared with 11 V for the 8080.
The 9080A (2-fLS version) costs $29.95 in 100-unit lots and delivery is.from stock.
CIRCLE NO. 573

2

x 3-in. PC-board modules form

basis of 8-bit µ C

PC-board modules measuring just 2 x 3-in. constitute
the building blocks of an 8080A-based microcomputer
from Information Control Corp. (9610 Bellanca Ave.,
Los Angeles, CA 90045. 213-641-9520). The complete
system comes in preassembled kit form or as a fully
assembled and tested unit. Prices start at about $1000,
and delivery is 30 to 45 days.
The µ,C development system includes the following: assembler, editor and monitor; highspeed magnetic-tape cassette 1/ 0; alphanumeric display; and optional line printer. Also, a
special debug package allows a complete test of the microcomputer prior to program
storing in PROMs.
CIRCLE NO. 574

µ C family seeks work in industrial equipment
A family of desk-top, rack-mounted and NEMA-enclosed microcomputers aims for
industrial-control and instrumentation applications. The M-800 Series from Control Logic
(9 Tech Circle, Natick, MA 01760. 617-655-1170) can aocommodate up to 256 inputs and
256 outputs, and it can complete a control cycle in less than 10 µ,s. Typical M-800 systems
have 4-k to 8-k words of memory, expandable to 64-k.
Inputs and outputs can accommodate both digital and analog signals. They handle
common relay voltages-like 24, 120 and 220 V-and 5 V for instrumentation and
various digital devices. Options include opto-isolated signal conditioning for noisy
environments, brownout protection and power-line filtering. Unit prices start at $995.
CIRCLE NO. 575

8-bit µ C on three cards features OMA
Three cards hold an 8-bit microcomputer featuring direct memory access with priority.
Priced at $1500 in quantities of 100, the module set (SIA-3000) offered by System Integration
Associates (RD 1, Box 126, Glenmoore, PA 19343. 215-286-5136) includes an 8080-µ,P
board, RAM board, utility board, and a card cage that can hold up to five boards. Power
supplies are also available.
The special DMA/ priority feature eliminates memory-access delays often found in
other microprocessor systems. Other features include 16-k bytes of PROM, 16-k bytes of
RAM, direct test monitoring and debugging facilities, and microcode-development software.
The processor board's clock cycle is 540 ns, and the utility board allows for wire-wrapping
a mix of 40, 24, 16 and 14-pin packages. Delivery is 60 days.
CIRCLE NO. 5 16
( continued on page 50 i
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One million of the best 4K RAM's
money can buy. Now. First c01ne,
first served.
They're terrific.
If you'd rather not start with

the whole million, we'd be happy to
break the set. $8,000 for a thousand
(AM9050CPC). The best offer over
$60,000 for ten thousand.
Like the story? Wait till you read
the book. Write for it and it's yours.

The Am9050's.
A 150ns to 200ns improvement in your system
cycle time compared with equivalent-speed 16-pin
parts. If you don't need the speed , enjoy the
safety margin .
One less clock than the 16-pin . Less noise and
error in your system .
100% hot testing - functional , parametric and
refresh - at worst case temperatures.
They're plug-in replacements for the
TMS4050's. And then some!
Processed to MI L-STD-883. For free .
Purely capacitive inputs that are easier to drive,
eliminating extraneous current surges.
Static input circuitry for simpler timing , easier
operation and better margins.
Note: For you 22-pin users, the Am9060 is a
plug-in replacement for the TMS4060 .

Advanced MOS/LSI

~
Advanced Micro Devices • 901 Thomp son Place, Sunnyvale, California 94086 • Telephone (408) 732-2400 •
Distributed nati onally by Hamilto n/ Avnet, Crame r an d Schweber Electronics.
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Disc-based µ C extends PDP-11 line
The PDP-11 family now includes a disc-based,
packaged microcomputer with operating system and
high-level-language capability. And the complete
PDP-11 V03 from Digital Equipment Corp. (Marlborough,
MA 01752. 617-481-7400) costs $9950.
For this price, the standard model includes the
following: a dual floppy-disc drive, choice of either
LA36 keyboard-terminal printer or a VT52 DECscope
video terminal and the RTll real-time operating system.
The RT-11 operating system can be used to develop
a~d operate application programs written in either a high-level or machine language.
RT-11 includes program modules for software debugging, editing, file maintenance and
utility-program operations.
The system's floppy disc, the RXVll, has total storage capacity exceeding one-half
megabyte. It has an average access time of 483 µ,s and can transfer data between disc
and µC at the rate of 10,000 bits per second.
A 14 x 19 x 17-in. unit houses both the microcomputer, with its 8-k words of RAM,
and the floppy disc. In units of 100, the complete PDP-11 V03 costs $3500. Delivery begins
in January.
CIRCLE NO. 577

High level programming language written for Motorola µ P
The PL/ M6800 compiler from Intermetrics, Inc. (701 Concord Ave., Cambridge, MA
02138. 617-661-1840) is available on the General Electric Information Services computer
network. It can also be purchased directly from Intermetrics for in-house installation
on IBM 360 or 370 computers.
According to Intermetrics, PL/ M6800 is an effective microprocessor software
development aid. It brings the benefits of high-level language programming to the field
of microprocessor programming. PL/ M6800 can cut programming time and effort to a
fraction of that required for assembly language.
PL/ M6800 has a one-pass compiler which produces optimized object code in a format
directly usable by the Motorola MINIBUG/ MIKBUG and EXbug Loader Function. The
compiler includes a number of user-controlled features such as: source program listing,
object code listing, assembler code listing and symbol table dumps.
The cost for PL/ M6800 is $1000 when purchased for in-house installation.
CIRCLE NO. 578

Microprogram sequencer handles up to four subroutine levels
The Am2909, an expandable 4-bit microprogram sequencer, can perform up to four
levels of subroutine. This low-power Schottky LSI element made by Advanced Micro
Devices (901 Thompson Pl., Sunnyvale, CA 94086. 408-732-2400) can generate, increment
and store addresses. It is applicable in any microprogrammed situation, but was specifically
designed for operation with the Am2901 microprocessor element. The Am2909 is a 45-ns
circuit designed for high-speed and pipelined microprogrammed systems. The commercial
version of the sequencer costs $21.06 in 100-up quantities and is available from stock.
A MIL version is also available and costs $84.64.
CIRCLE NO. 579
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It wasn't eas~ to design TWO NEW
SCOPES, EACH HAVING SUCH A UNIQUE
COMBINATION OF FEATURES as our
dual beain has ...... we atinost succeeded !
TWO NEW COMPACTS !
THE NEW PHILIPS PM3225
SINGLE TRACE OSCILLOSCOPE

THE NEW PHILIPS PM3226
DUAL TRACE OSCILLOSCOPE

Only 8 pounds, 2 ounces
Only 9 pounds, 10 ounces
5.4" H x 10.1" W x 12.4" D
5.4" H x 11.9" W x 12.4" D
Sensitivity 2mV/div at 15 MHz bandwidth
8 x 10 division screen
Complete triggering facilities : Auto, Line, Ext., TV line or frame
Automatic DC balancing and drift control
Logical layout of operating controls for quick error-free setup

THE POPULAR AND PROVEN PHILIPS PM3232 and PM3233
DUAL BEAM OSCILLOSCOPES
True dual beam display
2mV/cm at 10 MHz
10KV brilliant display
Comprehensive triggering facilities : Auto, AC, DC and TV
Logical layout of operating controls for quick error-free
setup

Act now and find out how you get more from Philips. For complete price and technical data, call our toll free HOT LINE number 800 645-3043.
New Yor k State residents, call (516) 921-8880 collect. Philips Test & Measuring Instruments, Inc.
In the United States:
400 Crossways Park Drive
Woodbury, New York 11797
(516) 921-8880

FOR DEMONSTRATION CIRCLE

#

251

In Canada:
6 Leswy n Road
Toronto, Ontario M6A 1 K2
(416) 789-7188

PHILIPS

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CIRCLE

#

252

International Rectifier.
New 10 Amp device
makes one-stop sliop'-ing ea~ for
fast-switching power transistors.
Now, IR is your source for a wide variety of 3 , 5 and 10 Amp
JEDEC fast-switching power transistors, to simplify your
buying. These hard -glass passivated devices are the ones
to use for better reliability and lower costs in line operated
power supplies, whether you're chopping line voltages at
20 KHz or inverting and stepping down at high frequency.
Fast Switching Speed-Cooler Operation ... the oscillographs show
typical fall times in the one-microsecond and lower range . Gives
extremely low switching losses for
cooler operation and higher
reliability.
Lower Leakage - High Temperature
Stability .. . with ICEO in the microamp range , IR devices are about
one -tenth the accepted leakage
rates of others. Provides the higher
stability important for high perform ance at elevated temperatures .

2N6307

300

16

15/ 75

2N6308

350

16

12/60

2N6542

10

2N6543

300
400

2N6544

300

10
16

7/ 35
7/35

High Second Breakdown - High Reliability . .. high second
breakdown helps provide a broad safe-operating area for an
extra margin of safety.
Glass Passivation - Long Term Reliability ... high reliability
and long term stability is achieved by hard glass passiva tion . Also , if you're using chips to make your own circuits ,
IR 's glass passivation gives you the
most stable, easy to assemble chips
you can start with , making your
@ 'ICE (sat) @
Pd
Ir/ It
yields higher.
lei A) (Mu V) lc< Al (W)
If you are paralleling devices, the
3.0 0.8 3.0 125 .6/.4 tight gain , switching time and satu3.0 1.0 3.0 125 .6/.4 ration voltage control of these tran3.0 1.5 3.0 125 .6/.4 sistors make the job easier. And
through 100% testing of key par3.0 1.0 3.0 100 .7 /.8 ameters we can provide even closer
3.0 1.0 3.0 100 .7 /.8 matching if necessary.

7/35

5.0

1.5

2N6545

16
30

7/ 35
10/ 50

5.0
10.0

1.5 . 5.0 125
1.5 10.0 175

l/l

2N6249

400
200

2N6250

275

30

8/ 50

10.0

1.5

2/1

2N6251

350

30

6/ 50

10.0

IR
Part No

2N6306

VCEO(sus) le Peak
hf[
(Mu V)
IA) (min / mul

250

16

15/75

,,,,,

5.0 125

10.0 175
1.5 10.0 175

1/ 1
2/1
2/1

INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER

the innovative power people

JEDEC types listed are immediately
available , so contact your local IR
salesman , rep or distributor today .
International Rectifier, 233 Kansas
Street, El Segundo, California 90245.
(213) 678-8261.

II~~RI
.. r

SEMICONDUCTOR DIVISION . 233 KANSAS STREET . EL SEGUNDO. CALIFORNIA 90245 , PHONE (213) 678-6281
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 35
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060A
i"
OFF

•

•

ALL MODELS U.L. RECOGNIZED

NOMINAL
OUTPUT
VOLTAGE

OUTPUT
CURRENT
AMPS

5
5
5
12
12
15
15
15

OPTIONS
Overvoltage protection-Add
prefix "V" to model number
and $25.00 to price of models
with output current rating of
20 amps or less, $75.00 to
price of other models.

20
32
60
20
45
10
19
40

PRICE

MODEL

$280
330
525
330
550
280
330
590

5PT20
5PT32
5PT60
12PT20
12PT45
15PT10
15PT19
15PT40

DIMENSIONS
(INCHES)
HEIGHT
DEPTH

3X
5X
5X
5X
5X
3X
5X
5X

Ammeter-Add suffix "A" to
model number, $15.00 to
price.
Voltmeter-Add suffix " F" to
model number, $15.00 to
price.
Handles-Add suffix " H" to

11
12
17
12
17
11
12
17

model number, $10.00 to
price.
Regulation, +0.05% or better.
Ripple, 1 mv rms or better.
Many other models from 1 to
50 volts. Write for complete
cat.qlog.

Corp. , Easton, Pa. 18042. Telephone: (215) 258-5441 .
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Now you can build
ahigher current
switcliing regulator
in half the time.
Our PI C-600 Series power switching circuits are now
available in a T0-3 with positive and negative
outputs, in current ranges up to 20 amps peak
and voltage capabilities up to 100 volts.
You know that a switching
regulator can quadruple the efficiency of your power supply. It'll
save power, cut heat loss, simplify
your design, save board space,
weigh less, and maybe cost less
than a linear regulator.
But until now, if you wanted
a switching regulator, you had to
start from scratch. It took a lot of
time and a lot of effort.
Our power switching circuit
is the breakthrough you've been
waiting for.

The power circuit is the
trickiest part of the switching regulator to design, since it involves
choosing the commutating diode
and switching transistors, then
fiddling with the circuit to get the
best drive and bias conditions.
We've taken care of all that.
And the power circuit is the one
that can contribute most in terms
of improving the regulator's performance. We've taken care of
that, too. Thanks to our special
design and packaging, you can

expect faster response time and
lower noise than you could design
in yourself. And because of the
faster switching time, you can
reduce the size and cost of other
components and operate at
frequencies up to lOOKHz.
To make your life even
easier, we've got a 24-page booklet that'll tell you everything you
need to know about designing a
switching regulator. It's the only
booklet of its kind available, and
it's free. To get yours, along with
detailed specs for our power
switching circuits, circle our number on the reader service card.
Unitrode Corporation,
580 Pleasant St., Watertown,
Mass. 02172.

OJJJ UNITRODE
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 37
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Naughty words
I did it. I really did it. Chatting with a genuine native of San Francisco, I referred to his
city as Frisco. When I heard myself blurt it
out, I bit my tongue and waited, fully expecting the world to fall down or, at the very
least, that I should be struck by a bolt from the
blue. And what happened? Nothing.
That puzzled me because, for as long as 1
could remember, people from the best circles
had warned me that one must never call that
city anything but San Francisco, and never,
never refer to it as Frisco. The word is used
only by boors-the type of men who would
use dirty words in mixed company in the days when women were different
from men.
San Franciscans, I was told by San Franciscans, feel shamefully
insulted, if not mortally wounded, when they hear that word. Now I never
met a San Franciscan who was bothered by it, but everybody in San
Francisco knows others who can't stand the word. So my behavior was
always guided by those who were guided by what they felt guided others.
I wonder if I'm alone. I wonder how many of us make engineering and
business decisions on the basis of opinions that other people may hold
regarding the opinions of others:. How many of us fail to make a judgment on the merits of an issue and, instead, judge on the basis of what
somebody else might think?
Worrying about what others might think may not be so terrible in
itself. But it often leads us into mental sfraightjackets, and that's not
suitable attire for engineers. We start by worrying about what others will
think. Then we worry that we, ourselves, might be departing from conventional thinking. Then we slip into the easiest mental adjustment; we
stop thinking.
I wonder if that doesn't show in many of our designs. Sure we see
scores of brilliant new designs every year. But we see hundreds of new
products that are drab, warmed-over versions of last year's model. We
see new designs that are born tired. Can this be the result of tired thinking? Of worried thinking? Of thinking too much about what others might
think?

GEORGE ROSTKY

Editor-in-Chief
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ELf'CTRONIC DESIGN'S
BICENTENNIAL ISSUE
-- FEBRUARY 16th -Unquestionably this issue is the most significant publishing effort ever undertaken by
any electronics magazine anywhere in the world.
In a message from the White House to be published in the Bicentennial issue , President
Ford commends this issue as a very special part of America's 200th Anniversary.
The Bicentennial issue traces the electronics industry. from experiments in the Colonial
period to today's large-scale integrated circuits. It shows how the industry has been
shaped and re-shaped, not only by technological breakthroughs, but by the socio-economic,
political and even the artistic climate of the times. It is informed, thought-provoking
and authoritative.
This is an issue that everyone will want to read.

Cole9 {~

Peter D
Publisher & Senior Vice President
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THE ONLY
16KRDM
YOU CAN USE
If you want to operate your 8080 or M6800 at peak speed.
If you want 6 weeks or less turnaround time.
If you want the fastest single +sv supply 16K ROM 450ns access time.

You're not getting the most out of your microprocessor. Not without General Instrument's R0-3-83168 static 16K
ROM. With 450ns access time, it 's the fastest single +5V supply 16K ROM around . It's almost twice as fast as
Intel 's 8316A which it replaces , pin-for-pin .
And you get a sizzling 6 week or less prototype turnaround that puts your programs on-line in record-breaking time.
That 's why we say, if you want these unique advantages, General Instrument's R0-3-83168 is the only 16K ROM
you can use.
For complete information call toll free 800-645-9247 (in N.Y. State: 516-733-3107) or write, General Instrument
Corporation, Micror .ectronics, Dept. R 23, 600 W. John St , Hicksville, N.Y. 11802.

single +5V supply
450ns access time

TTL compatible

16,384 bits

6 week or less prototyping
turnaround time

2K x 8 organization
pin-for-pin replacement for
Intel 's 8316A and 231 6A

8 week delivery on any quantity

GENERAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
MICROELECTRONICS

r=1

L!!J
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The w or 1 d
above 1 GHz is
a strange one. Unseen (distributed) circuit elements make it difficult to specify even the
simplest of passive microwave components. The
components are packaged for various signaltransmission media, and the spec sheets don't
begin to describe the problems you will run into
if you make the wrong choices.
Of the plethora of competing transmission
media, the most common are waveguide, coaxial,
stripline and microstrip. Of the various passive
microwave components around, the most difficult to specify are filters, ferrite devices, couplers,
attenuators and switches.
What is the transmission line?

Microwave engineers have long lived with the
nickname "plumbers." For years, the main transmission medium used was waveguide; and what
are waveguides but metal tubes or pipes? Waveguide is still popular. But at frequencies below
18 GHz, its use is waning. It is still best when
the situation calls for high power and low loss.
But it leaves something to be desired when you
need small size.
Coaxial transmission is a step towards small
size. But coaxial components have long been
limited by poor connectors, and coaxial systems
tend to handle much lower power levels than
waveguide. For these and other reasons, coaxial
component design is not too good above 4 GHz.
Further size reductions have resulted from
system integration. One solution has been to modify the coaxial transmission media into a center
conductor between a pair of flat ground planesrather than surrounded by a cylindrical ground

David N. Kaye
Senior Western Editor
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Rock-stable miniature attenuators are produced by
Engelmann Microwave. They are good up to 18 GHz,
have SMA connectors and use a pyrolytic deposition
process to put down carbon film resistors on heatconductive ceramic cores.

Both measurement and system directional couplers are
produced by Narda Microwave in coaxial configurations up to 26.5 GHz.
ELECTRONIC DESIGN
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plane. And by use of high dielec.tric constant
materials around the center conductor, the size
of the resulting stripline components has been
considerably decreased.
To achieve true miniaturization, engineers
have recently taken the next logical step and have
reduced stripline to microstrip. This is an asymmetrical transmission medium in which the conductor pattern is etched on a good dielectric
material, such as alumina or sapphire. A single
metal ground plane covers the other side of the
dielectric. Microstrip circuits, therefore, are
hybrid circuits-commonly called microwave
integrated circuits (MICs). Many passive components are now designed with microstrip techniques. Many others are designed to be incorporated as parts of a large microstrip system.
Most types of microwave passive components
can be obtained in various forms, designed to
work with each of the different transmission
media.

filter skirts that are 3 dB down from the peak
of the response in the center of the band. For a
Chebyshev or equal-ripple filter, the magnitude
of the ripple must first be defined. The bandwidth is then defined as the ripple bandwidththat is, the points on the skirts where the attenuation is the same as the maximum ripple attenuation. For the other types of filters, make
sure that the definition of the bandwidth is
given.
Check the characteristic impedance

Although most microwave systems are designed with transmission media that have a
characteristic impedance of 50 n, some systems
use 75 fl or other values. Make sure th.at the

Filtering out the noise

Filters are probably the most difficult type of
passive microwave component to specify satisfactorily. Perhaps it is time to filter some of the
noise out of filter data sheets. The first problem
with filters is that there are so many different
kinds. They are referred to by such terms as
bandpass, bandstop, notch, elliptic function,
Chebyshev, Butterworth, maximally flat and
many others. Each name either refers to what
the filter does (bandpass, etc.) or the shape of
the response (maximally flat, equal ripple, etc.).
In specifying filters, the type of filter is only
the beginning. Other important electrical specs
are the band-edge frequencies, insertion loss, ripple, VSWR, impedance, phase, average and peak
powers. In the microwave frequency range, mechanical specs are also important. What does the
filter assembly look like? And what kinds of
connectors and flanges does it have? Finally,
microwave components tend to be very sensitive
to the environment. So be careful if you need a
wide temperature range or have unusual specs
on humidity, shock, vibration, altitude or salt
spray.
Everyone writes electrical specs differently.
Even a spec as important as the passband of a
bandpass filter can be misconstrued. Generally
it's called "bandwidth." But is it the 3-dB, 1-dB
or ripple bandwidth? Make sure that the manufacturer clearly defines the points on the filter
response. As a general rule, the bandwidth of a
Butterworth or maximally flat filter is defined
as the bandwidth measured at the points on the
ELECTRONIC DESIGN
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Resilient microwave terminations from KDI Pyrofilm fit
stripline circuits at frequencies through X band. They
typically handle 1 or 3 W with a max VSWR of 1.35.

filter impedance in the passband matches the
system impedance. Often 50 .n is assumed and
not stated on the data sheet. Ideally a bandpass
filter should look invisible in the passband. Unfortunately, real filters do not maintain a constant impedance acros·s the band, and they have
a finite amount of dissipation and reflective
losses called "insertion loss" when lumped together. They also introduce a varying phase shift
across the band.
Furthermore these characteristics all vary
with temperature. And rarely does the manufacturer tell how parameters vary with temperature. In fact, specs are often given only at a few
frequencies or as maximums for the entire band.
Almost never is a curve given that shows how
they vary-even at a single temperature.
Power-handling capability in the passband is
59

Edge-line transmission line flippers are used in Hewlett·
Packard's 8495H Programmable Step Attenuator to
switch in 10-20-40 dB pads. The attenuator response
is very flat from de to 18 GHz.
A connector with a built-i n line stretcher is the Phase
Adjustable SMA from Amphenol. The connector comes
either as an individual component or as a cable terminator. VSWR is better than 1.28:1 up through 18 GHz,
and the phase can be adjusted by 10° times the frequency in GHz. Thus , at 10 GHz, the phase can be adjusted up to 100°
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Passive microwave components are produced in six
waveguide bands from 26.5 to 110 GHz by Hughes '
Electron Dynamics Division. Shown here are some of the
company's ferrite devices, couplers, twists, a waveguide
run and a magic tee.

often called just "power." Rarely is it defined
as peak power or av·e rage power, nor is the capability described as temperature-dependent.
Even when the passband of the filter is welldefined, you are rarely told what happens if you
operate near the band edges. In fact, the phase
response of the filter, along with its VSWR,
usually varies all over the place near the· band
edges. Better ask how fast and how far the
skirts of the filter decline.
Finally, it is often important to know the
characteristics of the filter in the stopband. If
the filter is of the elliptic-function type, there
will be large glitches in the out-of-band rejection
region. Microstrip low-pass filters tend to have
large resonances in the stopband. Other filters
60

have equally disturbing responses-usually in the
most embarrassing places. Manufacturers virtually never specify out-of-band characteristics.
Sometimes they don't want to tell you even when
you ask.
Tunable filters are in a class by themselves.
The most common type has a dial and a calibration curve. The curve tells the center frequency
corresponding to the dial setting. What you are
not told is that the calibration curve is accurate
only when you turn it in one direction-backlash is rampant in these dials-and that the dial
is only meant to be an approximate indicatoir.
These filters should always be tuned with a frequency meter and a scope.
Finally, the bandwidth of these filters is usually given as a fixed number with a large tolerance on it. In fact, no filter can be tuned to keep
a constant bandwidth. What can be kept fairly
constant is the percentage bandwidth. But, for
some reason, percentage bandwidth is rarely
specified.
Circulate and isolate

After filters, ferrite devices are usually considered the hardest passive microwave components to specify. The most common ferrite
devices are junction circulators and isolato•r s.
They are nonreciprocal devices that will pass a
signal in one direction only, presenting a very
large insertion loss in the opposite direction. As
two-port devices, they are known as isolators ; as
three-port devices, they are called circulators. A
signal in a circulator. can go from port 1 to port
ELECTRONIC DESIGN
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2 ; also from 2 to 3, and from 3 back to 1. But
signals cannot pass in any other way.
The major problems in specifying ferrite devices are temperature, phase shift and glitches
in the band. Most ferrite materials change properties radically as the temperature varies widely.
Some even change for narrow variations. The
characteristics that suffer most with temperature are VSWR, isolation and phase shift. Care
is needed in soldering to stripline tabs on a ferrite device, since the heat can cause damage.
The properties of ferrite devices can also
change if they're operated at too high a power
level. The internal di,s sipation will cause a temperature rise.
It is hard to design a predictable phase shift
into a ferrite device; therefore phase is difficult
to specify. If the unit is a broadband device, it
has probably been individually tuned over the
band. Since the units are all hand trimmed, they
are all a little bit different-with different phase
characteristics. Therefore, most manufacturers
say nothing about phase on their data sheets.
Virtually every · characteristic of a ferrite device changes radically as the band edges are
neared. So it's important to work well within the
design bandwidth.
Ferrite devices are notorious. for narrow
glitches in the band. These gHtches often don't
show up when the device is tested at just a few
frequencies. So swept measurements must be
made on these devices. It would be nice if manufacturers supplied Smith Chart plots automatically with ferrite devices to show the swept impedance-vs-freq1:1ency characteristics, but few
manufacturers do. Curves of insertion loss and
isolation vs frequency woura also be welcome.
Finally, S-parameters are never given for ferrite devices.
Coupling has direction

Couplers and dividers suffer some of the same
problems as ferrite devices, though less severely.
Couplers come in two classes and two types. The
classes are measurement devices and system
components. The types are directional and otherwise.
Directional couplers for systems are specified
very loosely and usuall)'. are just sampling devices. But power dividers for systems are often
very tightly specified. Precision couplers and
dividers intended for lab measurements are, of
course, always tightly specified.
Among the many specs for couplers, the most
important are usually coupling, isolation and
directivity.
Depending upon the construction technique
ELECTRONIC D ESIGN
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used, coupling can be very temperature-sensitive. The worst offenders are stripline and microstrip couplers. This .s ensitivity is rarely alluded
to in data sheets. In directional couplers the problems are even worse. The most important characteristic, directivity, varies all over the lot and
is extremely unpredictable. A directional coupler
has a straight-through arm and a coupled arm.
Directivity is defined as the ratio of the output
signals in the coupled arm for reverse and forward propagation in the main arm. Most manufacturers specify a minimum directivity without
giving information about how it varies-which
is sufficient for most applications. Good directivity would be - 40 dB or better.
In the case of directivity and c01,ipling, it is
even hard to check the performance. The meas-

..

This X-band· triplexer is a combination of filters with an
8-section elliptic-function filter in channel 1, a 12-section
arbitrary time delay network in channel 2, and a 4-section dual-mode elliptic function filter in channel 3.

urements must be made with all unused ports
terminated in a perfect match. Also, the source
match must be excellent. Since no match is perfect, your measurements will vary from what the
manufacturer says. Hopefully, you will at least
be close.
Find out what happens to coupling and directivity when the match varies on some of the
ports. The manufacturer usually won't be able to
tell you. But if it's important, write it into the
specifications.
If the coupler is a four-port tracking coupler
for use in a reflectometer, does, the manufac.turer tell you how the coupling tracks on the two
output ports?
If the coupler is a multiport combiner or divider, have you been told about the phase and
isolation variation from port to port? How about
61

power balance vs temperature?
With all couplers you are never told the
effects on coupling and isolation caused by spurious out-of-band signals fed simultaneously into
the coupler along with the desired ·s ignal.
And though they are never provided, two specs
that would help system designers in many applications are phase variation with temperature
and power-handling capability vs frequency.
Too often the system designer picks an off-theshelf coupler for a system prototype. Generally
he has an ultimate environmental requirement in
mind. Remember that the characteristics of the
off-the-shelf unit still might not be valid for a
unit that meets your environmental spec.
Fix the loss

A prescribed amount of loss can be introduced
with microwave attenuators. These come in three
forms. The cheapest are fixed attenuators, also
known as pads. Then there are continuously variable attenuators and step attenuators.
Fixed attenuators are well-specified in most
catalogs. The only spec that is sometimes suspect
is variation of attenuation with frequency.
Continuously variable attenuators suffer many
ills. As with tunable filters, these often have
backlash problems in the dial. Also, phase shift
through the attenuator varies as a function of
attenuation as well as of frequency. And often
the dial gets loose or sloppy after only a little
use.
Rarely is a spec given that shows how the
power-handling capability of the attenuator var-

Miniature cavity filters from K&L offer low insertion
loss and extremely small size. The filters use small
helical resonators and comb line coupling.
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PSC-2 splitter/combiner by Mini-Circuits is made to plug
into a printed-circuit board. Because of a unique design,
there is no phase shift between the outputs, and isolation is at least 25 dB. These hermetically sealed units
come in frequency bands up to 1 GHz.

Delta-configuration X-band mechanical waveguide switch
from Microlab/ FXR is one of a series produced by the
company to cover full waveguide bands up through 18
GHz.
ELECTRONIC DESIGN
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ies as a function of attenuation.
Step attenuators suffer most of the same ills
as variable attenuators, with a few notable additions. A step attenuator is often used as a relative indicator. Thus the difference in attenuation from one step to the next is often more
important than the absolute attenuation of any
given step. Unfortunately, you are almost never
given a curve of attenuation vs frequency for
each step. Sometimes a spec is given for the
incremental attenuation accuracy of the device.
But this spec does not take into account the cumulative errors that build up if you move more
than one step.
Furthermore, when accuracy is quoted on the
spec sheet, it is often difficult to decide whether
the manufacturer is talking about variation with
frequency, de accuracy or incremental attenuation accuracy.
There are two basic types of passive micror
wave switches-coaxial and waveguide. Both are
very easy to specify. However, switches suffer
from reliability problems. The specs. that held
yesterday might not hold today. Coaxial switches
develop partial loss of contact, and waveguide
switches start to go out of mechanical alignment.
The results of both these problems are discontinuities leading to reflective losses in the switch.
Sometimes the mechanical problems get so bad
that the switch won't switch.
A major improvement in coaxial switches has
just been announced by Hewlett-Packard. This
switch uses an edge line structure. Only the
center conductor switches, leaving the outer conductor always in the same place. HP reports that
this structure increases at least a tenfold the
reliability of passive coaxial switches.
Into the millimeter waves

Up above _30 GHz, in the millimeter-wave
region, all passive microwave components use
waveguide structures. The most serious problem
in this frequency range is flange misalignment.
Mismatches due to flange misalignment can
negate the performance of almost any device.
Once extreme care is taken to avoid this p·roblem,
specifying mm-wave components reverts to the
same problems encountered at lower frequencies.
And here's a final suggestion. Much grief can
be avoided if manufacturers define the test procedures used in measuring the various characteristics of passive microwave devices. Too often,
the manufacturer measures the device one way
and the customer another way, yielding different results. Some measurement techniques tend
to ignore factors that other measurement techniques consider important.
1•
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Need more information?
Passive microwave components have been discussed in this report only in general terms. We
haven't attempted to describe specific units. For
additional information on specific product lines,
circle the appropriate information retrieval
numbers. For data sheets on many passive
microwave components, consult ELECTRONIC
DESIGN's GOLD BOOK.
A&A Ramco Engineering, Inc., 9811 Independence Ave.,
Chatsworth, CA 91311. (213) 882·4700.
Circle No. 401
Aerodyne Inc., 21 Commerce Dr., Montgomeryville, PA 18936.
(215) 368-2600. (J. R. Nagy) .
Circle No. 402
Adams Russell Co., Inc .. Antenna & Microwave Div., Haverhill Rd., Amesbury, MA 01913. (617) 388-5210. (C. M.
Jones) .
Circle No. 403
AD Data Sys. , Inc ., 830 Linden Ave., Rochester, NY 14625.
(716) 381 -7362. (H. Turner).
Circle No. 404
Addington Labs, Inc., Microwave Components Div., 1043
Di Giulio Ave., Santa Clara, CA 95050. (408) 248-5511.
(J. Vance) .
Circle No. 405
AEL, P.O. Box 552, Lansdale, PA 19446. (215) 822-2929.
(B. Bernard).
Circle No. 406
Aerolite Elecs. Corp., 2207 Summit Ave., Union City, NJ
07087. (201) 863-2955.
Circle No. 407
AIL, Walt Whitman Rd., Melville, NY 11746. (516) 595-5000.
(R. Domchick) .
Circle No. 408
Airborne Instrument Labs, Comae Rd .. Deer Park , NY 11729.
(516) 595-3094 . (J. W. Kearney) .
Circle No. 409
Aircom Inc ., Route 16 B, Union, NH 03887. (603) 473-2323.
Circle No. 410
Alan Ind .. Inc .. P.O. Box 1203 A, Columbus, IN 47201. (812)
372-8869.
Circle No. 411
Alford Manufacturing Co., 120 Cross St., Winchester, MA
01890. (617) 729-8050.
Circle No. 412
Alpha Ind., Sylvan Rd ., Woburn, MA 01801. (617) 935-5150.
Circle No. 413
Aluminum Design Corp .. 9301 W. 47 St. , Brookfield, IL
60513. (312) 485-6290. (0. J. Zamazal).
Circle No. 414
American Microwave Inc., 140 Fourth Ave., Waltham, MA
02154. (617) 891 -5230.
Circle No. 415
Amperex Elec. Corp., 230 Duffy Ave., Hicksville , NY 11802.
(516) 931-6200. (M. Smoller).
Circle No. 416
Amphenol RF Div., Bunker-Ramo Corp., 33 E. Franklin St ..
Danbury, CT 06810. (203) 743-9272. (L. E. Eichenseer).
Circle No. 417
Anaren Microwave Inc., 185 Ainsley Dr., Syracuse, NY 13205.
(315) 476-7909. (R. A. Worden).
Circle No. 418
Anzac Electronics Div., Adams-Russell, 39 Green St .. Waltham, MA 02154. (617) 899-1900. (A. Le Mat/~cle No.
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Applied Microwave Div ., Epsco Inc., 411 Providence Hwy ..
Westwood, MA 02090. (617) 329·1500. (E. R. Barton).
Circle No. 420
Applied Research Inc., 76 S. Bayles Ave., Port Washington ,
NY 11050. (516) 883-5700.
Circle No. 421
Arra Inc., 15 Harold Ct., Bay Shore, NY 11706. (516) 231 8400. (P. L. Bleifer).
Circle No. 422
Artech Corp .. 2816 Fallfax Dr., Falls Church, VA 22042 . (703)
560-3292.
Circle No. 423
Arwood Corp., Rockleigh Industrial Park, Rockleigh, NJ
07647 . (201) 767-0600. (N. Silverberg).
Circle No. 424
Astrolab Inc., 1600 Essex St .. Rahway, NJ 07065. (201) 3828204 . (J. R. Toma) .
Circle No. 425
Atlantic Microwave Corp .. Route 117, Boston, MA 01740.
(617) 779-5525 . (R. Dalton).
Circle No. 426
AVA Electronic Corp _, 242 Pembroke Ave .. P. 0. Box 338,
Lansdowne, PA 19050. (215) 284-2500. (A. Jackson).
Circle No. 427
Bendix Corp., Electrical Components Div., Sherman Ave ..
Sidney, NY 13838. (607) 563-9511. (J. C. Youmans).
Circle No. 428
Bird Elec . Corp., 30303 Aurora Rd., Cleveland, OH 44139.
(216) 248·1200. (H. H. Heller).
Circle No. 429
Bunker Ramo Corp., Micromega Div., 31717 La Tienda Dr.,
Westlake Village, CA 90066. (213) 889-2211. (D. C. Wright) .
Circle No. 430
B&W Assoc., 21 B St.. Burlington, MA 01803. (617) 2724420. (R. A. Bellefeuille) .
Circle No. 431
California Microwave, 445 W. Maude Ave., Sunnyvale, CA
94086. (408) 732-4000. (A. F. Kenrick).
Circle No. 432
Cardwell Condenser Corp. , Belz Ind . Div., 80 E. Montauk
Highway , Lindenhurst, NY 11757. (516) 884-4300.
Circle No. 433
Cerro Com . Prods .. Halls Mill Rd .. Freehold, NJ 07728. (201)
462-8700. (H. Macintosh ).
Circle No. 434
Chomerics Inc.. 77 Dragon Ct., Woburn , MA 01801. (617)
935-4850. (J. N. White).
Circle No. 435
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CirQtel Inc., 10504 Wheatley St., Kensington, MD 20795.
(301) 946-1800. (D. E. Claycomb).
Circle No. 436
Co-Ax Devices In., P. 0 . Box 234, Chelsea, MA 02150. (617)
884-6983.
Circle No. 437
Coaxial Dynamics Inc., 13110 Enterprise Ave., Cleveland ,
OH 44135. (216) 267-2233. (R. J . Scott).
Circle No. 438
Coil-Craft Inc., 340 Bronxville Rd., Bronxville, NY 10708.
(914) 337-4775.
· Circle No. 439
Comtech Labs, Inc., 135 Engineers Rd., Smithtown , NY
11787. (516) 231-5454. (J. Rosenbloom).
Circle No. 440
Connecticut Microwave Corp., Route 44, New Hartford, CT
06057. (203) 693-4247 . (S. T. Unbank).
Circle No. 441
Continental Leasing Co., Inc., 175 Middlesex Turnpike, Bedford, MA 01730. (617) 275-0850.
Circle No. 442
Corry Micronics Inc., P. 0 . Box 31, Corry, PA 16407. (814)
664-7728.
Circle No. 443
Crown Microwave, Inc., 6 Executive Park Dr., North Billerica,
MA 01862. (617) 667-4165. (J . J. Powell) .
Circle No. 444
Custom Components Div., Lauriat Corp., 21 Passaic Ave.,
Circle No. 445
Fairfield, NJ 07006. (201) 227-5340.
Decibel Products Inc., 3184 Quebec St., Dallas, TX 75247 .
(214) 631-0310. (E. 0. Rinehart).
Circle No. 446
Delta Microwave, 790 Hampshire Rd., Suite D, Westlake
Village, CA 91361. (213) 889-6582 .
Circle No. 447
Detoronics Corp., 10660 E. Rush St., South El Monte, CA
91733 . (213) 579-7130. (D. Baroda) .
Circle No. 448
Diamond Antenna & Microwave Corp., 35 River St ., Winchester, MA 01890. (617) 729-5500. (C. Theophile).
Circle No. 449
Dielectric Corns., Meadow Rd., Raymond, ME 04071. (207)
655-4555. (S. 0 . Thomas) .
Circle No. 450
Domain Systems, 215M Central Ave., East Farmingdale, NY
11735. (516) 293-6505. (l. C. Weiner).
Circle No. 451
Eastern Microwave Corp., 4 Gill St., Woburn, MA 01801.
(617) 935-8600. (M. E. Devane).
Circle No. 452
Elcom Systems, Inc., 127 Brook Ave., Deer Park, NY 11729.
(516) 667-5800.
Circle No. 453
Electromagnetic Sciences, Inc., 125 Technology Park, Atlanta Norcross, GA 30071. (404) 448-5770. (W. K . Alverson).
Circle No. 454
Electronic Research Labs, Inc., 1423 Ferry Ave., Camden , NJ
08104. (609) 541-4200.
Circle No. 455
EMC Tech., Inc., 1971 Old Cuthbert, Cherry Hill, NJ 08034.
(609) 429-7800. (M. Steidlitz) .
Circle No. 456
Emerson & Cuming, Inc., 60 Walpole St., Canton, MA 02021.
(617) 828-3300. (W. R. Cuming).
Circle No. 457
Emerson Electric Co., Rantec Div., 24003 Ventura Blvd. ,
Calabasas, CA 91302. (213) 347-5446. (l. E. Roby) .
Circle No. 458
E & M Labs., Inc., 5388 Sterling Center Dr., Westlake Village,
CA 91361. (910) 494-1953. (W. R. Reed) .
Circle No. 459
Engelmann Microwave Co., Skyline Dr., Montville, NJ 07045 .
(201) 334-5700.
Circle No. 460
Ercona Corp., 2492 Merrick Rd ., Bellmore, NY 11710. (516)
781-2770.
Circle No. 461
Erie Tech. Prods., 644 W. 12th St., Erie, PA 16512. (814)
453-5611. (P. E. Snyder) .
Circle No. 462
Frequency Elecs., Inc., 3 Delaware Dr. , New Hyde Park, NY
11040. (516) 828-0100. (A. Lazar).
Circle No. 463
Frequency Engineering Labs, P. 0. Box 527, Farmingdale, NJ
07727 . (201) 938-9221. (R. V. Snyder) .
Circle No. 464
Frequency West Inc., 3140 Alfred St., Santa Clara, CA 95050.
(408) 249-2850. (S. B. Rupp).
Circle No. 465
Gamma-F Corp., 145 Sheldon St., El Segundo, CA 90245.
(213) 322-8250. (C. B. Goss).
Circle No. 466
General Electric, Elec. Components, Electronics Park Blvd.,
Liverpool, NY 13088.
Circle No. 467
General Microwave Corp., 155 Marine, Farmingdale, NY
11735. (516) 694-3600. (M. Wind).
Circle No. 468
GHZ Devices, 16 Maple Rd ., South Chelmsford, MA 01824.
(617) 256-8101. (R. Tremblay) .
Circle No. 469
Herley Ind., Inc., 160 Eileen Way, Syosset, NY 11791. (516)
364-0100 (G . Sacks).
Circle No. 470
Hewlett-Packard, 1501 Page Mill Rd., Palo Alto, CA 94304 .
(415) 493-1501. (R. Snyder).
Circle No. 471
Hope Elecs., Box 773, Clifton , NJ 07013. (201) 777-3522 .
Circle No. 472
HRB Singer Inc., P. 0. Box 60, Science Pk., State College,
PA 16801. (814) 238-4311. (R. R. Goldsborough).
Circle No. 473
Hughes Aircraft Co., Electron Dynamics Div., 3100 W . Lomita
Blvd., Torrance , CA 90509. (213) 534-2121. (L. Hill) .
Circle No. 474
ITT Jennings, 970 Mclaughlin Ave., San Jose, CA 95116.
(408) 292-4025. (E. Valehrach).
Circle No. 475
Junction Devices, 790 Hampshire Rd., Westlake, CA 91361.
(213) 889-6528.
Circle No. 476
K & L Microwave , Inc., 408 Coles Circle, Salisbury, MD
21801. (301) 749-2424 . (C. Schaub).
Circle No. 477
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Lark Engineering Co., Inc., 866 W. 16th St., Newport Beach ,
CA 92660. (714) 642-9200. (F. J. Baier).
Circle No. 478
Lasermation Inc ., 2629 N . 15th St., Philadelphia , PA 19132.
(215) 842-3030.
Circle No. 479
Litton Industries, Airtron Div., 200 E. Hanover Ave., Morris
Plains, NJ 07950. (201) 539-5500 . (D. Ryan). Circle No. 480
Locus Inc., 1517 Science St., State College, PA 16801. (814)
237-0301. (J. E. Hess).
Circle No. 481
Logus Manufacturing Corp. , 57 Verdi St., Farmingdale, NY
11762. (516) 242-5970.
Circle No. 482
LRC Inc., 101 Digital Dr., Hudson, NH 03051. (710) 2281377. (F. Solla) .
Circle No. 483
Lundy Electronics & Systems, Inc., Robert Lane, Glen Head,
NY 0 11545. (516) 671 -9000 . (D. Casadonte) .
Circle No. 484
Maury Microwave Corp., 8610 Helms Ave. , Cucamonga , CA
91730. (714) 987-4715.
Circle No. 485
MCL Inc., 12 N. Beach, La Grange, IL 60525 . (3 12) 3544350.
Circle No. 486
MCS Corp., 1307 S. Myrtle Ave., Monrovia, CA 91016 . (213)
357-3285 . (G. Churchouse).
Circle No. 487
Mepco/Electra Substrate Div ., 10439 Roselle, San Diego, CA
92121. (714) 453-4733 . (R. J . Gebhard).
Circle No. 488
Merrimac Ind., Inc., 41 Fairfield Pl. , West Caldwell , NJ 07006 .
(201) 228-3890. (F. J . Weber) .
Circle No. 489
Metavac Inc., 45-68 162 St., Flushing, NY 11358. (212) 4450400.
Circle No. 490
Microwave Research Corp., 1429 Osgood St., North Andover,
MA 01845 . (617) 687-3141. (J. M. Herrmann) .
Circle No. 491
MicroComs Inc., Grenier Field, RFD 3, Manchester, NH
03103. (603) 624-4351.
Circle No. 492
Micro-Dynamics, Inc., 10A Sonar Dr., Woburn, MA 01801.
(617) 729-9450. (R. D. Ranta).
Circle No. 493
Microlab/FRX, 10 Microlab Rd ., Livingston , NJ 07039 . (201)
992-7700. (R. Vincent).
Circle No. 494
Micro Mode Prods Inc ., 8400 N. Magnolia Ave., Santee, CA
92071. (714) 449-3844 .
Circle No. 495
Microphase Corp., 35B River Rd., Cos Cob, CT 06807 . (203)
661-6200. (G. P. Vrattos).
Circle No. 496
Microwave Assoc., Inc., South Avenue, NW Industrial Pk.,
Burlington, MA 01803 . (617) 272-3000. (J. F. Bunker) .
Circle No. 497
Microwave Control Co. , 1105 Industrial Parkway, Bricktown,
NJ 08723 . (201) 458-3000.
Circle No. 498
Microwave Development Labs, Inc., 87 Crescent Rd ., Needham Heights, MA 02194. (617) 449-0700.
Circle No. 499
Microwave/Sys. Inc., 1 Adler Dr., East Syracuse, NY 13057.
(315) 437-9951.
Circle No. 500
Midwest Microwave In, 3801 Packard Rd ., Ann Arbor, Ml
48104. (313) 971-1992. (J. D. Kistner).
Circle No. 501
Mini-Circuits Laboratory, 837-843 Utica Ave., Brooklyn, NY
11203. (212) 342-2500.
Circle No. 502
Narda Microwave Corp., 75 Commercial , Plainview, NY 11803.
(516) 433-9000. (J. F. Schindler) .
Circle No. 503
Neico Microwave Co., 211 Second Ave ., Waltham MA 02154.
(617) 890-3535.
Circle No. 504
Norsal Ind. Inc., 34 Grand Blvd ., Brentwood , NY 11717.
(516) 231-4040.
Circle No. 505
North Hills Elecs . Inc., Alexander Pl., Glen Cove , NY 11542.
(516) 671-5700.
Circle No. 506
Nytek Elecs., 800 San Antonio Rd ., Palo Alto, CA 94303 .
(415) 321-4191.
Circle No. 507
Omega Labs, Inc., 408 Haverhill St., Rowley, MA 01969 .
(617) 948-7757 .
Circle No. 508
Omni Spectra Inc., 24600 Hallwood Ct., Farmington, Ml
48024. (313) 477-1234.
Circle No. 509
Phelps Dodge Corns. Co., 441 Saw Mill River Rd ., Yonkers.
NY 10701. (914) 963-8200. (J. F. Jennings) .
Circle No. 510
P&H Labs, 20940 Knapp St., Chatsworth, CA 91311. (2 13)
882-5616.
Circle No. 511
Power Hybrids Inc., 1742 Crenshaw Blvd., Torrance, CA
90501. (213) 320-6160. (W. E. Schaub) .
Circle No. 512
Power Waves, Inc., 810 4th Ave .. Asbury Park, NJ 07712 .
(201) 774-8322. (I. Ulman) .
Circle No. 513
PRD Electronics Inc., Subsidiary of Harris Corp ., 1200 Prospect Ave ., Westbury, NY 11590. (516) 334-7810. (R. R.
Uhrich) .
Circle No. 514
Premier Microwave Corp., 33 New Broad St ., Port Chester,
NY 10573. (710) 569-1609.
Circle No. 515
QCI Corp ., P. 0. Box 606, Farmingdale, NJ 07727 . (201) 681·
5100. (J. R. Karr).
Circle No. 516
Radiation Devices Co., P. 0. Box 8450, Baltimore, MD 21234.
(301) 665-2764.
Circle No. 517
Raytheon Corp. , 141 Spring St., Lexington , MA 02173. (617)
862-6600.
Circle No. 518
RCA Elec. Ind., Engineering Div. , 7355 Fulton Ave ., North
Hollywood, CA 91605. (213) 674-2411. (W. Hansen).
Circle No. 519
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Reaction Instruments, Inc., 1757 Old Meadow Rd ., Mclean ,
VA 22101. (703) 471 -6060. (T. Light) .
Circle No. 520
Reeve Electronics, Inc .. 609 W. Lake St .. Chicago, IL 60606.
(3 12) 726-9755. (M . A. Boaz).
Circle No. 521
RFD Inc., 5024 Nassau St., Tampa , FL 33607. (813) 8721502.
Circle No. 522
RF Systems, Inc.. 155 King St., Cohasset, MA 02025. (6 17)
383-1200. (J. E. Hayes).
Circle No. 523
RGA Research & Development Co., Inc., P. 0 . Box 53, Syracuse, NY 13215. (315) 469-8593.
Circle No. 524
RHG Electronics Lab, Inc., 161 E. Industry Court, Deer Park,
NY 11729. (516) 242-1100. (S. Wolin).
Circle No. 525
RMS Electronics, Inc., 50 Antin Pl., Bronx, NY 10462. (212)
892-6700. (A. Goldstein) .
Circle No. 526
Ross Engineering Corp., 559 Westchester Dr .. Campbell , CA
95008. (408) 377-4621. T . Hostek) .
Circle No. 527
Sage Labs Inc .. 3 Huron Dr., Natick, MA 01760. (6 17) 6530844. (W. J . Kennedy) .
Circle No. 528
Sanders Assoc. , Daniel Webster Highway s.. Nashua, NH
03060. (603) 885-2817. (R. Hall) .
Circle No. 529
Scientific Research Corp., Subsidiary of TRAK Microwave
Corp .. 4724 Eisenhower Blvd., Tampa , FL 33614. (813)
884-1411. (T. L. Roberts).
Circle No. 530
Sealectro Corp., 225 Hoyt St., Mamaroneck, NY 10543. (914)
698-5600. (S. A. Lescarboura).
Circle No. 531
Siemens Corp .. 186 Wood Ave. s .. lselin , NJ 08830. (201)
494-1000. (B. Mayer).
Circle No. 532
Sierra Elec. Op.. Philco-Ford Corp.. 3885 Bohannon Dr ..
Menlo Park, CA 94025. (415) 322-7222 . (H. E. Corey).
Circle No. 533
Silverslab USA, P. 0. Box 747, Corona Del Mar, CA 92625 .
(714) 673-3787 . (P. Fredholm).
Circle No. 535
Singer Co., 3176 Porter Dr .. Palo Alto, CA 94304. (41 5) 4933231 . (P. N. Fulton).
Circle No. 534
Solid State Tech ., 3650 Charles, Santa Clara, CA 95050.
(408) 247-8620. (C. M . Cheffer).
Circle No. 536
Solitron Microwave, P. 0 . Box 278, Port Salerno, FL 33492.
(305) 287-5000.
Circle No. 537
Sperry Microwave Components, Waldo Rd ., Gainesville, FL
32601. (904) 372-0411. (M. J. Drach).
Circle No. 538
Struthers Electronics Corp.. 4 Dubon Court, Farmingdale ,
NY 11735. (516) 420-9000.
Circle No. 539
Systron-Donner Corp. , Microwave Div., 14844 Oxnard St.,
Van Nuys, CA 91409. (213) 786-1760. (T. Anderson).
Circle No. 540

Tek-Wave, Inc., 71 Old Camplain Rd ., Somerville, NJ 08876.
(201 ) 526-1150. (M. Lehrfeld ).
Circle No. 541
Teledyne Microwave, 1290 Terra Bella, Mountain View, CA
94043. (4 15) 968-2211. (K. W . Mills) .
Circle No. 542
TRAK Microwave Corp., 4726 Eisenhower Blvd., Tampa, FL
33614. (813) 884-1411 .
Circle No. 543
Transco Products, Inc., 4241 Glencoe Ave .. Venice, CA 90291.
(213) 821-7911. (W. Hoover) .
Circle No. 544
Transm issio n Lines, Inc .. P. 0. Box 292, Ipswich, MA 01939 .
(617) 356-4378.
Circle No. 545
TRG Div. Alpha Ind., 20 Sylvan Rd., Woburn , MA 01801.
(617) 935-5150.
Circle No. 546
Trompeter Electronics, 8936 Comanche, Chatsworth, CA
91311. (213) 882-1 020. (E. Trompeter) .
Circle No. 547
·united Technology Labs, Inc .. 1755 Jefferson Davis Highway,
Suite 505, Arlington , VA 22202. (703) 920-1444. (H. Alsop).
Circle No. 548
UTE Microwave, Inc .. 3500 Sunset Ave., Asbury Park , NJ
07712. (201 ) 922-1009 . (l. Nilson) .
Circle No. 549
Varian Assoc .. 611 Hansen Way, Palo Alto , CA 94303 . (415)
493-4000. (J. Heldack).
Circle No. 550
Vectronics Microwave Corp., 276 Lincoln Blvd., Middlesex,
NJ 08846. (201) 356-2377 .
Circle No. 551
Victor Microwave Inc., 38 W . Water St., Wakefield, MA 01880.
(617) 245-4472 .
Circle No. 552
Watkins-Johnson Co ., 3333 Hillview Ave., Palo Alto, CA
94304. (415) 493-4141.
Circle No. 553
Wavecom Inc .. 9036 Winnetka Ave .. Northridge, CA 91324.
(213) 882-3010. (E. S. Hensperger).
Circle No. 554
Waveline Inc .. P. 0 . Box 718, Caldwell, NJ 07006. (201) 2269100. (J. A. McGregor).
Circle No. 555
Wavetek, 9045 Balboa Ave .. San Diego, CA 92123. (714) 2792200.
Circle No. 556
Weinschel Engineering, 1 Weinschel Lane, Gaithersburg, MD
20760. (301) 948-3434. (W. Ronis).
Circle No. 557
Werlatone Inc ., P. 0. Box 258, Brewster, NY 10509. (914)
279-6187.
Circle No. 558
Western Microwave Labs, 1260 Birchwood, Sunnyvale, CA
94086. (408) 734-1631. (R. G. Sanders) .
Circle No. 559
Wide Bank Engineering Co., Inc.. P. 0. Box 21652, Phoenix,
AZ 85036. (602) 254-1570.
Circle No. 560
Vig-Tee Corp., 1725 De La Cruz Blvd., Santa Clara, CA
95050. (408) 244-3240. (R . J. Bell).
Circle No. 561

If you need a few custom ICs
and can1 afford them, call us.
When others quote you high prices for a few custom ICs, it's because they
treat them as a sideline. At Silicon Systems, custom ICs are our bread and
butter. Especially low quantity orders-even under 5000. Priced to compete
with catalogue ICs.
· One reason for our low prices is our proprietary design system . Developed
in our own computer lab, this system helps us solve design problems in any
technology-TTL, Schottky, ECL, Linear, PMOS, NMOS, CMOS, 12 L-whatever
is best for you. Designs that are fully protected because they can 't be copied .
Over the years , we've become expert at satisfying all kinds of special design
requirements. With ICs that replace entire groups of catalogue ICs, saving you
board area, power, cooling, testing, spares- money and grief.
So when you think you can 't afford custom ICs, write us . Silicon Systems ,
Inc. , 2913 Daimler Street, Santa Ana, CA 92705. Better yet, call:

(714) 979-0941

Silicon Systems
The One-ol-a-Kind IC Company
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 40
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High Power
Microwave Devices
From Transco
WAVEGUIDE SWITCH ... double ridge,
5 kW average power features the unique
Transco Transactor actuator which combines
the actuator rotor and switch R. F. rotor in
a single integrated assembly. Inquire about
other WG types.

ANTENNAS (blade, horn, spiral, slot)• HYBRIDS
WAVEGUIDE SWITCHES• COAXIAL SWITCHES
FILTERS• COUPLERS• POWER 'olVIDERS
SPIRAL ANTENNA ... high power,
high performance spiral antenna specially designed for EW applications.
Operates continuously at 100 W average, 4 kW peak power in environments
which meet or exceed MIL -E-5400.

HORN ANTENNA ... l/J Band, circularly polarized, octave bandwidth,
tan beam, 500 W CW, WRD750 WG
input and a sampling probe. ECM
application . Part shown with a pressure
window and flexible WG.

FILTERS ... coaxial, low pass, cut oft 350
to 1000 MHz are computer designed with a
power handling capability of 400 W CW tor
the filters with LT connectors. Other high
power tilters, hybrids and power dividers
are available.

HCI ... Heat Conducting Dielectric, a Transco proprietary material, increases
the average power handling capability . Test results on a large number of
components employing HCI have consistently indicated a CW power rating
2% times greater than conventional low-loss dielectric materials.

PRODUCTS TO DIRECT RF ENERGY
Shown: small representative sample of the many
Transco high power microwave components for
ECM, radar, communication systems, high power
test sets. Circle our number on the publication postcard to receive our Short- Form
Catalog. Call or write for a prompt reply.
COAXIAL SWITCHES, Type· DX, MX and
HX are designed for high average power up
to 6.5 GHz; example: 1500 watts at 1 GHz
All actuators are 28 Vdc, fail-sate for S PDT
and Transfer, selective for multi-throw. All
have type SC connectors.

NEW! TRANSPAC PORTABLE
ANECHOIC CHAMBER . . .
Request Data Sheet No. 422.

TRANSCO PRODUCTS, INC., 4241 GLENCOE AVENUE, VENICE, CALIFORNIA 90291
TELEPHONE: Area Code 213 I 821-7911 • TELEX 65 - 2448 • TWX 910 - 343 - 6569
PRODUCTS TO DIRECT RF ENERGY... Switches Coaxial/Waveguide • Front Ends • Filters
• Antennas-Communications, Guidance, ECM • Couplers • Multiplexers • Power Dividers •
Hybrids • RF and Antenna Subsystems. Quality Products Since 1942. Equal Opportunity Employer.
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 41
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Precision can't depend
on typical specs.
PMis got your number!

PMI decided long ago to provide circuit designers
with the precision they need. And to quote key specs in
meaningful MAX. (or MIN.) numbers .
For example: Our OP-05, a direct replacement for
725's, 108A's, and un-nulled 741's, has a MAX. noise
spec of 0.6µV p-p, 0.1 to lOHz. And the data sheet
shows that you can depend on the device not to drift
more than O.SµV/°C (the MAX. spec).
-Long term drift is guaranteed at 8µV/month. MAX.
- Vos is O.lSm V. MAX.
- Bias current is 2.0 nA. MAX.
-And CMRR, PSRR, GAIN and RinDIFF are all
quoted MIN.
The point is, we know the designer's op amp
problems: accuracy and repeatability. That's why we
specify exactly what they'll do, MAX.
To check out our precision op amp numbers and
ponder the intrinsic simplicity of our monolithics, circle
the bingo card or contact us.
Precision Monolithics, Incorporated ~
1500 Space Park Drive, Santa Clara, CA 95050
(408) 246-9222. TWX 910-338-0528.
Cable MONO.

~MI

I.
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Consider low-cost lasers for your light-source
application. The coherent sources offer minimal spot size
and high spectral purity. Here are tips in selecting them.
Though not as inexpensive or reliable as tungsten lamps or light-emitting diodes, small lowcost lasers offer several advantages over incoherent light sources.
The major laser benefits result from outstanding collimation and focusing characteristics. A
laser's beam divergence and focused spot size are
determined by light diffraction. Hence they are
the smallest that can be achieved. Small spot size
or small beam divergence can be obtained with
incoherent light sources, but with a sacrifice in
light intensity.
Another important advantage is a laser's spectral purity, or narrow wavelength spread. This
spread ranges from one part in 104 for some
semiconductor units to one part in 109 for some
gas lasers. The very narrow spread means that
narrowband interference filters can be used to
suppress unwanted background light.
For these reasons and more, low-co·s t lasers
are turning up' in a wide range of applications.
These lasers can be found in facsimile equipment, video discs and high-speed printers. Also,
they are being used for precision-distance measuring, fiber-optics communication, and alignment
and leveling in the construction industry.
However, the selection of the right laser requires a knowledge of both the tradeoffs in performance and specification limitations. Low-cost
lasers encompass various semiconductor and gas
types, and they have a wide1 price range--from
less than $100 to a few thousand dollars. The
important laser characteristics to check are
these:
• No·ise.
• Longitudinal modes.
• Polarization effects.
• Transverse-mode structures.
• Operating wavelengths.
• Lifetimes.
• Power requirements.
Numerous sources of noise can contribute 'to
fluctuations in the output of a laser. These sources
Robert Montgomery, Ph.D., Director of Custom Products
and Devices, Harris Corp., Electronic Systems Div., P.O.
Box 37, Melbourne, FL 32901.
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include microphonic types of noise caused by vibrations due to coolant flow or acoustic pickup,
as well as noise due to discharge fluctuations,
competition between modes of oscillation or air
currents within the laser cavity. Before selecting
a laser, carefully check the laser noise against
that required by your system in an environment
as close to the operating one as possible.
Most manufacturers specify a laser's amplitude fluctuation for frequencies in the kilohertz
to low megahertz range. But for very broadband
systems, you must deal with the very strong discrete spectrum of noise lines that occur at integral
multiples of the cavity-mode spacing frequency,
f = c/ 2L. In this expression c is the velocity of
light, and L is the cavity length (Fig. 1). For
example, a small laser of 30-cm length usually
possesses strong internal intensity modulations at
500 MHz. This fluctuation could cause severe
problems in a broadband system, although it
would pass completely unnoticed in systems with
bandwidths up to a few tens of megahertz.
Lasers with a low-frequency noise problem can
be stabilized by a feedback loop (Fig. 2). This
circuit has additional benefits; it linearizes the
modulator and eliminates drift in the power output.
Many longitudinal modes are possible

In essence, a laser consists of a gain medium
contained between two mirrors, which pro·v ide
the feedback for oscillation. The mirrors form a
cavity with many resonant modes. The laser may
oscillate in any of these modes when the cavity
Q is high enough and the frequency matches that
at which the medium has gain.
As previously mentioned, the longitudinal
modes are located at frequencies that are integral
multiples of the velocity of light, c, divided by
twice the cavity length, L. For example, a
helium-neon laser with a 2-m cavity length has
a spacing between modes of c/ 2L = 75 MHz.
The He-Ne medium has appreciable gain over a
band of approximately 1000 MHz centered on
4.74 x 10"' Hz (corresponding to a wavelength
of 0.632 µ). Therefore this laser can oscillate
ELECTRONIC DESIGN
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1. A laser is actually a resonant cavity that can suppo rt
oscillations at light frequencies . The cavity' s lasing
medium provides 'gain, wh ile the mirrors at each end
provide feedback . A slightly transparent mirror serves
as the cavity's output.

BEAM SPLITTER
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2. A feedback modulation scheme cancels low-frequency
noise, elim inates drift and linearizes the modulator.
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3. Slight variations in the length of short laser ca vit ies
can cause more than one longitud inal mode to propagate, t hereby affecti ng power and pol arization.

simultaneously in about 1000/ 75 = 15 longitudinal modes. The distribution of energy in these
modes fluctuates randomly, leading to a low-frequency noise (less than 50 kHz), referred to as
mode-competition noise.
For a smaller laser, such as the 30-cm unit,
the mode spacing is about 500 MHz, and only one
or two modes oscillate simultaneously. Whether
the laser oscillates in a single mode or two modes
depends on the exact cavity . frequency (Fig. 3) .
With cavity length f1 , only a single mode of
oscillation is possible. However, with a cavity
length of £., the laser oscillates in two modes. The
difference - between the lengths f, and £2 for
the 30-cm laser is only 1 ppm of the cavity length.
This minute difference leads to a situation in
which the oscillation changes from single to
double mode and back again as the cavity length
0hanges with temperature. The phenomenon is
especially evident when the laser is turned on
f:mm a cold start. Power-output fluctuations of
3 to 10 % can be expected each time the laser
hops from single to double-mode oscillation.
Perhaps more significant than the level change
with mode hopping are the associated polarization effects. In a nominalily "unpolarized" laser,
the light from single-mode operation will usually
be strongly polarized (Fig. 4). When the laser
oscillates in two modes, the light from one mode
is polarized orthogonally to that from the other.
Thus as the oscillating modes "walk through"
the laser warmup period, the laser's polarization
changes drastically every few seconds. The.se
polarization shifts can be converted to undesired
amplitude fluctuations by modulators or mirrors
in the optical system.
The problem can be avoided by the use of a
polarized laser, but at a slight increase in cost.
Or the polariz~tion shifts can be tolerated if the
system is not sensitive to polarization. Of course,
this means that all mirrors, windows, etc., must
be designed to be insensitive to polarization.
Specify transverse modes

4. Output-power concentration
polarized and unpolarized lasers.
laser (left), power concentrates
unpola rized unit distributes most
two . orthogonal planes.
ELECTRONIC DESIGN
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Like a microwave cavity, the laser cavity can
sustain several modes that have transverse structures. Usually, though, only the lowest order,
or TEMoo transverse mode, is allowed to oscillate.
Oscillations in higher-order modes correspond
roughly to the generation of several beams simultaneously, or some loss of spatial coherence.
Most gas lasers are designed for TEMoo oscillation, although slightly higher efficiency and
power output ·c an be obtained with multimode
oscillation.
In solid-state lasers, such as Nd :YAG (neodymium-doped yttrium-aluminum garnet) and
Nd :glass, it is difficult to maintain TEM 0 0-mode
oscillation because of irregularities in the lasing
69

material in the cavity. Especially when considering these lasers, be aware of the possible transverse modes that can oscillate and be sure to
specify the type of operation desired.
The operating wavelength is usually dictated
by the wavelength sensitivity ()If detectors, the
sensitivity of the material on which information
is to be written, visibility and scattering effects
of the transmission medium. Most recording materials that don't require wet, chemical techniques operate in the UV-t0-blue reg.ion of the
spectrum. Detectors are adequate in the UV-tonear-IR (0.3 to 1 ,µ,) region, but they don't work
well in the long-wave IR region.
Laser reliability has imp,r oved markedly in the
last five years, and lifetimes for almost all commercial units now range from about 2000
to 30,000 hours. The most highly developed and
dooumented units-in terms of lifetime dataare the He-Ne (helium-neon), Argon, Nd:YAG
and He-Cd (helium-cadmium) lasers. Continuouswave GaAs (gallium arsenide) lasers are still
being developed, and promising results have
been obtained from laboratory units.
Most small low-cost lasers have efficiencies of
0.01 to 0.2 % . With power output levels in the
milliwatt range, power requirements are modest
-in the range of tens of watts. Usually some
moderately high voltages, in the 500-to-3000-V
range, are required. The notable exception to
the general rule is the GaAs injection laser.
This device has efficiencies of 1 to 50 % and
therefore typically requires only a fraction of
a watt of input power. The pulsed GaAs laser
usually requires current pulses of 10 to 100 A
with a duty factor of less than 1 % .
1

The most frequently used lasers

The He-Ne laser tops the list of most frequently used lasers. It is available in low-cost
OEM versions at the 1-to-2-mW level. Larger

units-up to 50 mW-are also available, although
you soon go outside the low-cost area as power
level increases. As a very rough rule, these lasers
increase in cost at the rate of $100 per additional
milliwatt.
In the 1-to-2-mW range several manufacturers
offer a TEM 0 0 unpolarized unit in quantity for
$100 to $150 apiece. Typically these units come
with a one-year warranty, and they provide a
very stable, reliable source of red light (wavelength of 0.6328 ,µ,). Noise levels are typically
below 1 %, but you must guard against mode
hopping and polarization effects.
The He-Cd laser provides a coherent source of
light in deep blue (0.4416 µ,) and in UV, but with
somewhat reduced power-about 1 mW at 0.3250
µ,. Less developed than the He-Ne laser, He-Cd
units have lower lifetimes of 1000 to 2000 hours
typically, and they cost more: $1500 to $3000 for
a 10-mW unit operating at a blue wavelength.
This type of laser has been plagued by noise
problems created by vapor turbulence in the discharge region. However, several manufacturers
now claim to have units with less than 1 % rms
noise.
Among larger and more expensive units, the
Argon laser constitutes one of the most versatile,
reliable and stable. Several wavelengths ranging
from green to deep blue are available from large
water-cooled units costing from $6000 to $10,000.
In the lower-cost range of $2000 to $4000, wavelengths are no shorter than 0.4880 µ,, with power
levels at about 10 mW. Stability and lifetime are
better than the He-Cd laser, but considerably
worse than He-Ne.
The Nd:YAG laser operates at 1.06 µ, in the
near IR. It is typically more efficient than visible-wavelength gas lasers, and some small 200m W TEM 00 units are available for $2000 to
$5000. The 1.06-µ, wavelength precludes the use
of this laser for writing on photosensitive films
or plates. However, it may find wide use in fiber-
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LARGE AREA SILICON PHOTODIODE
PREAMPLIFIER
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GALVANOMETER DRIVEN MIRROR

5. A gallium-arsenide laser emits light from a narrow
junction, or line. This type of laser can output peak
powers of 10 W; duty factors are about 0.1 % .
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6 . Facsimile equipment employs a laser-based flyingspot scanner. High-resolution laser light scans an image
a line at a time, while a photodiode detector picks up
the intensity-modulated signal. The image, or scanned
copy, moves vertically.
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optic communication systems, since fiber attenuation is very low at this wavelength. Lifetimes
are very high for the Nd:YAG laser, although
pump lamps must be replaced every few hundred
hours.
Presently available GaAs lasers operate only
in a pulsed mode and at room temperature. Peak
powers up to 10 W can be obtained, and maximum duty factors reach about 0.1 %. GaAs lasers
emit light from a thin line along the side of the
GaAs chip (Fig. 5). The line or junction typically measures 1 µ, x 50 µ,. Beam divergence is
typically 30 ° in the plane normal to the line and
10 ° in the plane of the line. The 10 ° divergence
is several times larger than that of a TEMoo
beam of the same size.
Pulsed GaAs laser units can be purchased for
less than $50, making them the least expensive
of the available lasers. A relatively simple SCR
pulser can be used to produce the 20-to-100-A
drive pulses needed. The high efficiency and
small size of the GaAs laser make it attractive
for use in hand-held communication and ranging
instruments. When room-temperature cw units
become available--probably later this yearthese lasers will probably find wide application
throughout the industry.
Some uses for low-cost lasers

One application for low-cost lasers is in a
flying-spot scanner (Fig. 6), presently in use
in a number of facsimile and newspaper platemaking systems. The term "flying spot" refers
to the fact that illumination is confined to a
single resolution element, while the detector field
of view encompasses the entire object being
scanned. In a typical example, the distance from
ELECTRONIC DESIGN
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7. A laser-based fiber-optic communication link exhibits
40-dB signal-to-noise ratio, even though the He-Ne
laser's wavelength isn't the one recommended for minimum fiber-attenuation loss.

lens to paper might be about 30 in., so that an
8-in. scan would subtend an angle of slightly
over 15 degrees. This degree of scan is obtained
with a total scan angle of 7.5 degrees at the
mirror.
For a laser spot diameter of 0.005 in. (125 µ,)
at the l / e2 intensity points, the laser beam
diameter at the lens is 4.9 mm to the l / e 2 points.
(The l / e 2 point refers to the point in the beam
where the optical intensity falls to about 13.5 %
of the maximum.) This size beam can be accommodated by a mirror of approximately 1 cm
diameter.
If the photodetector ,i s 1/ 2 cm wide by 20 cm
long and located 1 cm from the paper, a photocurrent of about 10 µ,A results for a 1-mW laser
beam incident on a white page. These values provide a 40-dB S/ N (peak signal to rms noise) for
a 50-kHz bandwidth.
A fiber-optic communication link appears in
Fig. 7. The photograph shows a system that was
built to transmit three real-time TV channels,
three digital data channels and three voice channels. All channels are frequency-multiplexed, and
they modulate the intensity of a single 6-m W HeN e laser beam. Though the laser's wavelength
isn't the best one for fiber transmission, the system has a 40-dB S/ N ratio at the receiver, despite a 1000-ft. length of fiber. ••
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TDK introduces another series of ~(9firsts''
•
•
in
microwave
technology
Building on several decades of
experience in ferrite manufacturing, TDK
has continued to develop high
performance microwave materials and
products. Two outstanding materials
which have been making headlines
recently are a polycrystalline ferrite which
utilizes electron gyration, and a dielectric
material which is used in the matching of
microwave impedance.
TDK has put these basic materials to
work in several innovative devices
developed by the company-circulators,
isolators, and hexalators-all of which are
indispensable to top performance of
microwave equipment.
0 Spine I Ferrite
This polycrystalline ferrite has a 4trMs of
810 to 5100 (gauss) and minimal loss. It
can be made into any shape desired.
@Garnet Ferrite

Two types are availalbe.
Yttrium (Y-AI): 4trMs=250 to 1800 (gauss)
Yttrium-gadolinium (Y-Gd-AI):
4trMs=800 to 1000 (gauss)
Like the spine!, loss is extremely small,
and it can be made into any shape.
@Dielectric Material (KU Material)
KU material is a dielectric material
used for microwave circuit elements and
developed exclusively by TDK. It has
minimal loss over a wide frequency range
and the advantage of being exceptionally
easy to work with. The range of its
dielectric constant is 4 to 25.
0 Circulator
TDK offers and entire line of
compact, high performance circulators
which can be adapted to frequencies
ranging from several dozen MHz to
10 GHz. The circulators come in two
basic types: a distributed parameter and

lumped parameter. Both types come in
an external case which is itself a closed
magnetic loop, and are therefore totally
unaffected by stray magnetism.
0 Isolator
Depending on its use, a circulator
requires a dummy load. In such cases,
TDK makes an isolator-terminated
circulator with a built-in dummy load.
Most circulators are so equipped (with
consideration given to heat radiation)
when power input is less than lOOW.
0 Hexalator
This TDK exclusive can be used both
as a cir cu la tor and isolator by connecting
matching external circuits for adjusting
its tuning frequency. It is a stable,
compact apparatus which is virtually
unaffected by the external load.
Frequency range is from 100 to 1000
MHz.

Representative in U.S.A. & Canada for telecommunication and industrial use ferrites

MH&W INTERNATIONAL CORP.
280, Midland Avenue, Saddle Brook. N.J. 07662 USA
Phone : N.J. (201) 791-6277, N.Y. (212) 2444·0695 Telex : 134484. 134545

MH&W INTERNATIONAL (CANADA) LTD.
81 Kelfield Str., Rexdale, Ont. M9W 5A3 CANADA
Phone : 4 l 6·245·3606 Telex : 06-965656 TWX : 610·492·2352

TDK EL.E.CTRONICS CO., L..TD.
14-6, 2-chome, Uchikanda, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 101, Japan
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Thew~our

distributors stock
Wood Mini-Mag
Circuit Breakers, theyl-e
practically on their way
to you riglit now.
·
Say you need a supply of circuit breakers, the kind that trips instantaneously on short circuit.
And you need them installed now.
Call your authorized Wood Electric Circuit Breaker distributor. He's nearby to give you
quick delivery. And chances are he has what you need, right in stock: Mini-Mag compact
magnetic-hydraulic circuit breakers. Ratings from 0.5 to 30 amperes.
Voltages from DC to 400 Hz. Trip times from
.009 to 10 seconds at 200% of rated load.
In single, double and 3-pole units.
He also has a complete line of other
magnetic-hydraulic models, plus thermal types.
For technical literature, call the Wood
Electric Circuit Breaker distributor or our sales
representative nearest you, or write
Potter & Brumfield Division AMF Incorporated,
Princeton, Indiana 47671.
Telephone 812-385-5251.
I

A~F

Potter & Brumfield
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Quartz-crystal timing accuracy
is hard to beat. Crystals don't wear out; they improve with
age. But Qs must be high for good stability and settability.
Quartz crystals have been used for many years
for precise frequency control. However, the design and production of subminiature, low-frequency crystal units as used in wristwatches is
a particularly difficult challenge. Tiny crystal
blanks must be precisely cut, crystal Qs must be
made high and the unit's mounting and housing
must be carefully designed and processed under
white-room conditions.
Despite initial start-up problems, crystal engineers have been able to design units for mass
production with accuracies of ± 5 seconds per
month. This is 12 times better than metal tuningfork timing devices.
Further, quartz-controlled oscillators are unaffected by altitude or position; timekeeping accuracy improves with the passage of time; and
significantly less deviation occurs because of temperature change.
A quartz-controlled wristwatch's "heart" beats
at a frequency of 32,768 Hz. To achieve this

exact vibration rate, quartz bli;mk crystals must
be aligned along three specifically selected atomic
planes with the help of X-rays.
Then each plane is precision-cut, ground and
fine-lapped to an exact dimension. Vacuum-deposited electrodes convert the quartz blank into
a rugged two-terminal electromechanically resonant assembly. An almost zero-temperature coefficient-measured in a few parts per millioncan be attained for the assembly's resonant frequency if the crystal-plane orientation is properly chosen.
There are 12 identifiable crystal cuts. They
divide into four general modes: flexure, extension, face shear and thickness shear. Each mode
works best within a particular frequency range
(Table 1). For wristwatches at 32.768 kHz, the
XY' cut is usually used.
Electrical equivalent of a mechanical assembly

Anthony S. Matistic, Chief Crystal Engineer, Quartz Time
Products, Communications Div., Motorola, Inc., 2553
N. Edgington Ave., Franklin Park , IL 60131.

A quartz assembly
structure, but it can be
lent electrical circuit
represents the quartz'

Before World War II, Brazilian natural quartz was employed for most oscillator crystals. Now artificially cul-

tured crystals are usually used to make crystals for
watches, such as these 32.768-kHz units.
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is an electromechanical
represented by an equiva(Fig. 1). Inductance L 1
mass; cl> its mechanical
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compliance, or elasticity; R,, friction, which produces heating; and C the shunt capacitance of
the crystal unit, which is composed of two parallel parts-Ce the capacitance between the crystal's metal electrodes with the quartz as the
dielectric, plus C11, the crystal-holder capacitance.
In a series-resonant mode, L 1 and C ~ cancel
each other at the crystal's resonant frequency, and
the crystal impedance is then mostly' a low resistance, R,. In a second mode, the resonant circuit behaves as a parallel-resonant circuit, with
the crystal acting as an inductance in parallel
with C0 • The parallel-resonant frequency is slightly higher than that of the series resonant.
The way the crystal is cut relative to its atomic
planes, shape and size, and the way it is mounted
and electrically coupled in a circuit, all determine
the values of these electric-equivalence parameters.
Inductance Li can vary from 300,000 H for a
low-frequency crystal to about 5 mH for a 200MHz unit operating on the ninth overtone. And
C1 can range from 0.00005 to 0.2 p.P; C.,, from 1
to 50 pF; and R, from ~ few ohms to 1 M.n.
0,

most determines the stability and settability of
an oscillating device is its Q. Table 2 lists correlations between Q and timing accuracy for the
four different timing devices.
In mechanical terms, a crystal's Q is the ratio
of energy stored to energy dissipated when the
unit is oscillating; electrically it is the ratio of
the equivalent inductive reactance to resistance.
The formula is Q = 27T f , L, / R 1 , where f~ is the
crystal's series resonant frequency.
In a sample crystal unit for wristwatches, f .
was 32,'768 Hz, Li was 4451 H and R 1 was
11,200 n.
Then
Q = 6.28 x 32,768 x 4451 - 81 780
11,200
'
.
In a group of over 300 such identically designed crystals, Q values varied from 40,000 to
160,000. This 4 :1 distribution of Q is typical for
wristwatch quartz crystals. Of the equivalent circuit parameters, L ,, C,, R, and C0 , resistance, R,,
varies the most, and thus accounts for most of
the spread in Q. The other parameters deviate no
more than 10 % from the average.

Q is a measure of quality
All timing systems employ an oscillating or
vibrating device. For example, in mechanical
watches, a balance wheel oscillates at 2.5 to 10
Hz. In a tuning-fork watch, the frequency of the
fork is 360 Hz. And an atomic frequency standard operates at 9000 MHz. The parameter that

CRYSTAL ASSEMBLY
EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT

FOR A SAMPLE XY ' FLEXURE - CUT
32 .768-kHz CRYSTAL
Cl •0.005 pF
{ CO• 1.84 pF

LI • 4451 H}
RI • 11.2 k

1. A quartz crystal is an electromechanical piezo-effect
assembly, but its characteristics can be represented by
an equivalent two-terminal electrical circuit..
ELECTRONIC DESIGN
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Q controls circuit performance
An oscillating crystal dominates its circuit; all
other components play a subservient role. Dominance results from high crystal Q.
A crystal oscillator circuit can be considered
to consist of a feedback network containing a
quartz resonator and an amplifier (Fig. 2). Ideally the amplifier provides a 180-degree phase shift
between its input and output, and the feedback
network provides an additional 180-degree phase
shift. The net gain around the loop must be equal
to or greater than unity to sustain oscillation.
But in most cases the amplifier's phase shift
is not precisely 180 degrees, and the shift varies
because of variations in supply voltages, component values, semiconductor performance and
temperature. To maintain the required over-all
360-degree loop phase shift, the feedback network provides a compensating phase change for
changes in amplifier phase shifts. The compensating phase change is brought about by a shift
in oscillator frequency. But the higher the Q of
the crystal in the feedback network, the less the
required frequency shift. Large Qs also allow
more accurate initial setting of the frequency.
Fig. 3a shows the pass response of a crystal.
Frequency f s is the series-resonant frequency
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Table 1. Crystal-vibration modes and frequency ranges
Mode of
vibration

Crystal
cut

Crystal
frequency

Approximate
G force

Drive
level

Mechanical
displacement

XY'

1 kHz

5,000

0.1 mW

1

W/Lflexure

XY'

10 kHz

5,000

0.1 mW

1 x

Face shear

OT

100 kHz

100,000

2.0mW

2 x l0-4 in.

Face shear

OT

1,000 kHz

100,000

2.0mW

2 x 10-6 in .

Thickness shear

AT

1,000 kHz

1,000,000

:20.0 mW

2 X l0-5 in .

Thickness shear

AT

10,000 kHz

1,000,000

20.0 mW

2
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OT CUT
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I
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a nd f" t he anti-resonant, or parallel-resonant,
frequency. The 3-dB bandwidt h points ar e related
to Q by
BW=fs/Q,
where BW and f . are in Hz.
Relatively inexperienced personnel can set a
watch wit h a trim capacitor to st ay within approximately 1 % of t his 3-dB bandwidt h. T imekeeping accuracy depends upon t his initial setting, of course. Table 3 shows t he relationship
between Q, the 3-dB BW and t iming error per
day, based upon setting ability of 1 % of BW.
To prove that high Qs prod uce high-stability
oscillators, consider again t he crystal's equivalent circuit (Fig. 1). From the circuit parameters, reactance vs frequency characteristics
can be determined (Fig. 3b). Note t hat t he crystal unit behaves as a capacitive reactance at frequencies both above f .. and below L, and as an inductive reactance at frequencies between f . and
fa. At fa and f ., t he reactances of t h e cr yst al cancel
each other. Thus the crystal acts as a resistance
at these frequencies.
Note also t hat the slope of the reactance-vsfrequency curve is approximately linear near C
Thus, as the crystal reactance passes t hrough
zero at f" a small change of reactance in the positive, or inductive, region has about t he same
magnitude as a small change in t he negative, or

x

lQ - 3 in.

AT CUT

_1_

T

71)

x 10-1 in .

WI L flexure

Table 2. Stability increases with Q
Drift
seconds
per day

Timing
device

Frequency

Q

Atomic clock

9000 MHz

108

0.00000864
0.01034

Quartz crystal

32.768 kHz

10

Tuning fork

360 Hz

10 3

0.864

Balance wheel

2.5-10 Hz

102

8.64

1

180°
t+----PHASE S H I F T - - - - + !
AMPLIFIER GAIN

Vour

FEEDBACK NETWORK
WI RESONATOR

180°
t+----PHASE SHIFT------..

2. Feedback oscillators must contain an amplifier wi th
suffic ient ga in t o ove rcome all signa l losses arou nd t he
circuit 's loop. The feedback -net wo rk and ampl ifier phase
sh ifts must total 360 degrees , wit h eac h shift prefe rabl y
an exact 180 degrees.
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capacitive, region. As a result, the total change
of reactance for a small frequency shift that
symmetrically straddles f s can be said to be
t..X. ~ 6X1, + t..Xc ~ 2 .:lX L,
since

60
.J GI

I! ...
fl)

u2

!ii

I

N:::I

li:z

Therefore
2 6XL ~ 2 .:lwL.
The phase-shift change near f. is then
,i.. ~ .:lX. ~ 2 .:lwL
tan 6 '+'
= R, =
R,
and since the tangent of small angles equals the
angle value in radians,
t.. cf>
2L

40

~z

20

~5

0

I

's

+XL

FOR A 32.768 kHz

SAMPLE CRYSTAL
0. I •11 -fa• C1f1 /2C0 •47.2Hz

Clw ~ Fi·

For crystal oscillators, it's reasonable to define frequency stability by an index, S i = Cle/> / ~w.
Thus

XLAT la• 916 Mn
XcATl.•2 .64Mn

S i = Cle/> ~ 2 Q.
Clw

w

Conclusion: Large crystal Qs require only
small frequency shifts to produce a given phase
change that compensates for phase shifts in a
crystal-oscillator's amplifier and other sections of
the circuit.
Phase-angle changes, .:l<f>, and corresponding
frequency shifts, .:lf, for a sample crystal unit,
where L is 4451 H and R , is 11,200 .fl, are plotted
in Fig. 4. Phase shifts are tabulated for oscillator-frequency shifts of 1 to 5 ppm for frequencies
near f . and fa. Because of scale limitations, these
tabulated small changes can't be readily determined from the curve.

- - FREQUENCY -

+

3. A crystal's signal-pass response (a) and reactance
(b) can be calculated with help of the equivalent electri·
cal circuit.

PHASE CHANGE ( o.cp) VS FREQUENCY SHIFT (di)

-

WATCH CRYSTALS : 32768 Hz,XY'FLEXURE
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ltl
Factors affecting

Q

Any impediment to the free mechanical vibration of a crystal increases its equivalent seriesresonant resistance, with a resulting decrease in
Q. At frequencies below 1 MHz, the greatest
single factor that increases a crystal's resistance
is an air or gas-loaded crystal enclosure. An enclosure with 90 % nitrogen and 10 % helium at
1-atmosphere pressure produces three to five
times the resistance of an evacuated holder.
In addition gas-filled holders exhibit a detrimental phenomenon called acoustic reflectionwell known to low-frequency crystal designers.
The vibrating quartz transmits a supersonic wave
motion to the confined gas. When these waves
strike the inner surfaces of the crystal enclosure,
they are reflected back to the vibrating crystal.
In-phase crystal impacts enhance or reinforce
crystal vibration, and out-of-phase impacts impede them. Disturbing perturbations result that
produce vacillating series resonant frequency and
resistance values.
A solution to this problem is to evacuate the
crystal holder. Motorola quartz watch crystal
units are cold-weld sealed in a vacuum. However,
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0.032768

0 08178

%4.67°

2

0065536

0 16356

:t 9 29°

3

0098304

0.24534

:!:13.78°

4

0131072

032112

±18.11•

5

0 .163840

040890

±22.24°

L• 4451 H
RI• 11200n

4 . The phase of a signal passing through a crystal
changes sharply from - 90 to + 90 degrees as it passes
through its series-resonant frequency, f 5 • It changes
from +90 to -90 at its anti-resonant frequency, f •. The
higher the Q," the sharper the change,
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Q

Table 3. Settability increases with

Q

3d8 BW

Timing error
seconds
per day

10•

100 ppm

0.0864

106

10 ppm

106

1 ppm

0.00864
0.000864

TIME DEV IATION VS TEMPERATURE
WATCH CRYSTALS, NT ANO XY' CUTS
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evacuation does not solve all crystal resistance
problems.
In low-frequency XY' flexure crystal units, the
crystal mounting structure is part of the resonating system. Thus the lead wire length must
be in odd quarter-wavelength increments. Otherwise out-of-phase resonance is generated in the
wires, resulting in interference with the crystal's
oscillation and increasing the crystal's resistance.
Crystal lead wires should be attached to the
nodal-point locations on the quartz blank; deviations from these points produce another out-ofphase impediment to crystal oscillation. In addition crystal leads that are attached in a stressed
condition interfere with crystal motion.
Another factor affecting resistance is the surface finish on the quartz blank. Lapping can produce microscopic cracks and chips that add
weight. Although etching after lapping can remove most of such a disturbed surface layer,
some flaws may remain to impede crystal oscillation.
And there are other potential problems. Excessive solder on the lead attachment to the crystal
increases the crystal resistance. Poor plating adhesion produces a loosely attached plated film
that interferes with crystal oscillation. If the
plated film is not firmly attached to the crystal,
there is parasitic drag as the crystal moves and
an accompanying impediment to crystal oscillation. And, of course, any dirt is detrimental.
Although each of these effects can be readily
demonstrated, even microscopic examination cannot pinpoint why they occur. The variations persist in spite of many processing refinements and
in spite of 1-mil tolerances in the placement of
plating patterns and the control of crystal-lead
wire lengths and bends.
Temperature effects are minimal

TIME DEV I ATION VS TEMPERATURE
WATCH CRYSTALS . NT ANO X y' CUTS
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5. Temperature has a small effect upon properly cut
and processed crystals. The effects of ambient tempera·
ture off the wrist (a) are clearly greater than on the
wrist (b). The wrist acts as a partial heat regulator.
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If the designer chooses the proper crystal
planes when he cuts a quartz blank, a finished
unit will have a zero temperature coefficient at
the midpoint of the unit's ambient-temperature
range. For XY' and NT cuts, frequency deviation
plotted against ambient temperature is a parabolic curve; the frequency reaches a maximum
at the zero temperature-coefficient point, To
(Fig. 5).
Frequency deviation at any temperature, T"
above or below T o can be calculated from the
formula
- .lf = K ei.t 2 ,
where - ..\.f is frequency change in ppm, the parabolic curvature constant, K, is 0.04 for an XY'
or NT cut, and c.t = T 0 - T x in degrees C.
The nominal value of T 0 for quartz watch applications is usually
T 0 = 28 ±7 C.
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6. A crystal's mounting leads are part of the vibrating
structure and must be carefully placed and dimensioned.

AGING OF QUARTZ CRYSTALS- 32.768 kHz, XY' FLEXURE
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is less than 10 % for both tests.
After shock tests, frequency and resistance are
only temporarily altered to, at most, 5 ppm at
1000 G to 20 ppm at 3000 G and ±10 % , respectively, for 40 to 60 minutes after the tests. With
the passage of time, the crystal units tend to recover or return to their pretest values. For a
1000-G shock, recovery is complete for most of
the crystal units in 18 to 30 hours. Longer periods
of 4 to 12 days are required for 3000-G levels.
Recovery time results from a wire "memory"
effect. Severely stressed and slightly deformed
wire returns to its original equilibrium condition
after a time lapse.
A sketch of a crystal support structure (Fig.
6) shows the lead length dimensioned in increments of 1/ 4 A.. For 0.0035-in.-diameter lead wire,
the calculated length is 0.056 in. at 32.768 kHz.
The two bends in the wire reduce the effective
displacement range at the crystal mount's resonant frequencies and provide balanced crystal
support in three orthogonal vibration planes.
Quartz crystals get better with 'age'

2
3
TIME IN YEARS

4

5

7. Quartz-crystal watch oscillators gradually approach
an equilibrium state as they age. Thus accuracy improves as the watch grows older.

And the usual ambient temperature range is from
0 to 60 C. For timekeeping applications, the frequency-change formula becomes
.ls = 0.003456 ~tz.
where -lS is time deviation in seconds per day
and 0.003456 is a new constant-0.04 x 0.0864.
The quantity 0.04 is the prior K factor, and
0.0864 derives from the 86,400 seconds in one
day divided by 106 , since M is in ppm. Three
curves based on Tx = 21, 28 and 35 C have been
normalized at an ambient temperature of 25 C
when the watch is off the wrist (Fig. 5a).
Tests of watch~s worn on the wrist result in
much lower time variations, as would be expected (Fig. 5b). The wrist acts as a thermal
regulator.
Vibration of no major concern

Although vibration is generally not of major
concern to watch manufacturers, it's reassuring
that quartz watch crystals have excellent immunity. When vibration tests are performed over
a frequency range of 5 to 55 Hz at a 0.06-in.,
double-amplitude, the crystal's frequency changes
less than 2 ppm. For vibration frequency range
50 to 500 Hz at a level of 10 G, the frequency
change is less than 5 ppm. The resistance change
ELECTRONIC DESIGN
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A quartz crystal asymptotically approaches an
equilibrium frequency as it "ages" (Fig. 7). The
type of crystal cut, frequency, mounting, plating
and sealing methods used all affect so-called
aging.
The main factors that change with time are
the transfer of mass to or from the crystal surface, the migration of mass on the crystal surface and stress changes in either of the plating
film or in the crystal mounting structure. These
factors must be stabilized by good process techniques.
Stabilization can be accelerated by heat.
Though most crystal manufacturers employ a
heat treatment, they don't use identical temperatures, exposure periods and other conditions; they
consider their processes proprietary. However,
a general description is possible.
Organic and inorganic solvent baths and
rinses are used to remove contaminants from
plated crystail surfaces. Dried and mounted, the
watch crystals are then subjected to heat. This
eliminates future chemical reactions by fixing
them and making them irreversible. It also prevents galvanic cell erosion by outgassing all volatile compounds, and it promotes the buildup of a
protective oxide coating.
After cooling, the crystal units are adjusted to
final frequency in a clean-and-dry process and
cold-weld sealed in a vacuum. A second heat treatment, annealing, then removes stresses from the
plating film and mounting structure. Thus, with
the unit's mass content fixed and stresses removed, stable operation and a low aging period
are assured. ••
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We stake

our claiml

with the first C-band microwave power transistors
Microwave. semiconductor technology takes
a giant step forward with the introduction of
the first commercially-available, high performance transistors for C-band power applications - the
FLC series from Fujitsu. These three specially-designed,
N-channel Ga As Schottky-Barrier FETs feature an overlaid gate electrode construction, and are fully suitable for
use in common source Class A microwave linear power
amplifier and oscillator applications at frequencies up
to 8GH z.
What kind of power can you expect? Well, the high power
1111111111111111111111111111111111111

FU.JITSU

1111111111111111111111111111111111111

FLC30 provides a substantial 2.4 watts at 6GHz (1.9W
at BG Hz), the mid-range FLC15 offers 1.2 watts at 6GHz
(1.0W at BG Hz), and the FLC08 gives 0.7 watts at 6GHz
(with 0.6W at 8GHz); and all models with third-order
intermodulation products typically below -25dB. Remember, these outstanding microwave transistors are
available NOW for your state-of-the-art equipment needs.

FUJITSU LIMITED
Comnuw.icaiionJ and [tectronicJ
Marunouchi, Tokyo, Japan

For further information please contact
•Components Olvlsion(Head Office): Syuwa Onarimon Bldg ., 1-1 . Shinbashi 6-chome. Minato-ku, Tokya 105, Japan Phone: Tokya(03) 437-2111 Cable: FWITSU LI MITED TOKYO Telex: 2422808 FT S IN J • New York
Office: 680 Fifth Avenue, New York. N.Y. 10019, U.S. A. Phone: ( 212) 265-5360 Telex: 23-234969 a London Office: Norman House. 105/109 Strand, London. W. C. 2, England Phone:240-0461/0462 Telex: 51-22305

MAIN PRODUCTS OTelephone Exchange Equipment DCarrier Transmission Equipment ORadio Communication Equipment OSpace Electronics Systems DElectronic
Computers & Peripheral Equipment (FACOM) D Telegraph & Data Communication Equipment DRemote Control & Telemetering Equipment D Electronic Components
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 45
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Rockwell is there
with a complete
microcomputer on
two chips.
CPU for system thinking.
In fact, with Rockwell's
unique parallel processing system (PPS),
your 4-bit system will
actually outperform
many 8-bit systems.

games and low-end
cash registers to name
a few.
It will also serve well as
peripheral controller on
larger microprocessing
systems, including nonRockwell CPUs you've
already programmed.

For samples, specs
or sage advice, call

7104·
~31•37119)

WE'VE CUT THE NUMBER
OF COMPONENTS
One chip of our new PPS 4/ 2 contains a clock,
CPU, and 121/ 0 lines.
The other holds 2K x 8 ROM, 128 x 4 RAM and 16
bidirectional 1/ 0 lines.
There you have it: a complete microcomputer
on two chips. For many applications, that's all
you'll ever need.

SO YOU CAN CUT COSTS
For example, the complete PPS 412 system is
priced at less than $35 in quantities of 1000.
As your needs grow, you can add any of
seventeen 1/ 0 , memory, or peripheral controller chips to your system at similar cost savings.

The PPS 4/ 2 will control
any number of mechanical or electromechanical devices - office
machines, vending
machines, electronic

Because Rockwell's
applications people
and engineers all have
backgrounds in systems and product design, they'll be able to
give you specific answers as to how the PPS
412 relates to your product. Just call (714)
632-3729 and ask for
Scotty Maxwell.
For technical literature
or samples - without
the advice - just drop
us a line:
Department 3 C 117
Microelectronic Device
Division
Rockwell International
P.0 . Box 3669
Anaheim , CA 92803

EIGHT-BIT PERFORMANCE
FROMAFOURBIT MICROPROCESSOR
Rockwell's parallel processing and
independently intelligent I/ Os throughout
the microprocessor system permit simultaneous
performance of various functions, freeing the

Rockwell International
.. .where scierce gets down to business

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 46
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Ideas for Desil'~ ·
Programmable divide-by-n counter provides
symmetrical outputs for all divisors
Most counter frequency dividers don't give
symmetrical outputs for odd divisors unless an
analog type of delay device is used in the otherwise digital circuit.' Here's a programmable fourstage counter divider with symmetrical output
for both odd and even divisors that is built with
only conventional digital I Cs (Fig. 1). Each
stage of the counter consists of only a J-K flipflop , an Exclusive-OR gate and an AND gate.
The circuit can be programmed to divide by
any number, n, from 1 to 16 by application of a
binary number equal to 16 - n to the four inputs
S ,, S,i. S" and S ,. For example, if n = 9, then
binary number 0111 = 7 is applied, respectively,
to the four S inputs.
The input to each flip-flop is controlled by the
externally programmed inputs to S,, S,, S 3 and S,
and a feedback signal, I, from the output of FF,.
When either a programmed input is a logic ZERO
or the feedback is ZERO, a flip-flop input
is of the same phase as the output of the previous
flip-flop stage. But when both the program input
and the feedback signal are logic ONE, the signal from one flip-flop to the next is inverted by
the Exclusive-ORs.
In the timing waveforms (Fig. 2), n = 9.
Note that for every n/ 2 input time periods, the
output and feedback, I, change state. Whenever I

changes state, all flip-flop inputs programmed
with a ONE also change their phases. This action
is delayed by time t, which results from the combined switching delays of the flip-flops and gates
in the signal path. Note the phase changes in the
waveforms between E and F, C and D, and A and
B where S,, S" and S 3 = 1. The phase between G
and H doesn't change; S 4 = 0. The resulting output I is symmetrical.
Any number of stages can be cascaded. The
last flip-flop provides the feedback signal to all
stages. But a buffer might be needed to prevent
overloading of the last flip-flop when many
stages are connected in tandem.
In general, the circuit can divide by n where
1 L n < 2:-1 and the binary number Sx, Sx-1, SN-"
... . S, is set equal to 2N - n at the program
inputs.
Reference

1. Huertas, J. L. and Civit, A. , "Sq uare-Wa ve Frequency Divider Provides Symmetrical Output for Odd
Divisors," Electronic Design No. 13, June 21 , 1975, p.
100.

M. V. Su bba Rao, S cientist, Centml Electrnnics E nginee1·ing R esea1·ch Institut e, P. 0.
Pilani-Rajasthan 333031 , India.
CIRCLE No. 311

INPUT:
f
A

I 112131415l617IB l 911 l213l415l6
AT-A
AT- B

FF I

AT-C
AT - 0

~ FF2

AT-E

::>

a.

AT-F

sO FF3

AT-G
~

FF4

DATA INPUTS~

1. This programmable divide-by-n-counter can provide symmetrical outputs with the use of only conventional digital ICs.
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AT-H

AT-I

2. When n = 9, the output and feedback line, I,
can cause a phase reversal in inputs to only FF,,
FF, and FF 3 , because program inputs S,, S3 , S, and
S, are 0111, respectively.
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H PRIZES!

One Grand Prize of

tSOO
Ten First Prizes of

~\
}

t200each
fSOeach

Ten Second Prizes of

f-\

v~~

21 WINNERS IN ALL!
YOUR CHANCES ARE GREAT!
It's easy to enter. Design or select a hybrid or discrete
circuit that can be hybridized by Crystalonics. Send your
circuit design, along with a description of the circuit, the
function it performs and how it operates, to Crystalonics.
(All entries must be accompanied by an entry form.)
Winners will be selected by a panel of 3
independent judges, active in hybrid design, on the basis of:
1. General usefulness.
2. Ratio of complexity of circuit to ease of hybridization.
Winners will be notified by May 1st and announced in the
May 10th issue of Electronic Engineering Times Magazine.

CONTEST CLOSES APRIL 1st, 1976.
Don't delay . .. circle the reader service number for your entry form today!

~~TELEDYNE

CRYSTALONICS
147 Sherman Street, Cambridge, Mass. 02140
Tel: (617) 491-1670 •TWX: 710-320-1196
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-Digital probe shows voltage,
duty cycle and signal quality
plied signal is a rectangular wave, two LEDs
light. The duty cycle of the waveform can then
be estimated, since the brightness of each LED
is proportional to the time it is on.
A 12-V nickel-cadmium battery is used as a
power supply. The UAAl 70 IC will not operate
properly with less than 9.5 V. An internal zener
regulator establishes the voltage range, determines the biasing of the chip and makes the probe
insensitive to normal changes of battery voltage.
The probe's design allows the probe's input to
be plugged into a source of voltage somewhat
greater than 12 V to charge the battery. Zener
D, protects the input during the charge process.
A combination battery charger and calibration
zener are shown in Fig. 2.
Dennis Bahr, P.E., Director of Resea1·ch & Development, and Tom Sute1', Technician, Advanced
Instrumentation Corp., 7433 Hubbard, Middleton,
WI 53562.
CIRCLE No. 312

An IC digital logic probe not only quantifies
TTL signals into 16 levels but also shows the
signal's quality and duty cycle.
The probe has 16 LEDs, arranged in a column,
with each LED representing a potential difference of 400 mV. With the probe's two input terminals open· or shorted, the bottom red LED lights
to indicate that no potential difference is present.
The probe circuit is scaled so the top diode lights
when a potential difference of 6 V is applied
across the input (Fig. 1).
Three red LEDs are used at the top of the array
to indicate voltages that are higher than those
normally used for TTL. The red LED at the bottom of the array turns off when the adjacent
green LED turns on as the input voltage rises
above 200 m V. Thus the lowest, or first green,
LED is on when the probe is connected to a logic
ZERO.
In this way the probe indicates the quality of
the logic signal as well as its value. If the ap-

16 LED's __... R
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1. A digital logic probe indicates a signal's level
from zero to 6 V in 16 steps, and also shows its
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duty cycle. The probe is calibrated with use of the
variable resistor R.

24 VAC
CT

/11

1500.0. I 1/2 W
LOGIC
PROBE

t
IN4001

!

1000 µ.F /20 V
IN5231
5.1v

CALIBRATION
ZENER
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COMMON

2. The probe's design allows charging of the battery
through the probe's measurin g termina ls. Me rely
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connect the probe's signa l input terminals to the
out put of thi s charger circuit.
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A QUICK PEEK

AT A MICROPROCESSOR'S
PRIVATE PARTS.
PACE, THE EASY TO USE, STATE OF THE ART MICROPROCESSOR
DATA MANIPULATION
Four accumulators provide temporary onchip storage for intermediate and arithmetic results, thus reducing program
length, instructions during program operation and the number of memory operations.
Ten addressing modes provide easy access
to system memory. That mea:ns short,
simple and efficient programs for you.

PARALLEL COMMUNICATIONS (16-BIT ADDRESS
AND DATA BUS.)
All address, input
and output data
are transferred on
a common 16-bit
bus, making inter•
facing easy and
reducing the
number of system
bus buffers
required, thereby
simplifying interface logic and
cutting system cost.

PARALLEL
COMMUNICATIONS

SYSTEM CONTROL

IR 1

16-BIT
•
ADDRESS
AND
DATA BUS

MULTIPLE
VECTORED PRIORITY
INTERRUPTS

MULTIPLE VECTORED
PRIORITY INTERRUPTS
Multiple {>E!ripheral control is
made easier by six hardwarevectored, priority interrupt
control lines. These lines allow
PACE to rapidly identify and
service interrupting devices.
The benefits are faster interrupt response and lower
memory cost.
INTERFACE CONTROL. All
address decoding and system
control is done on chip.
IDS (Input Data Strobel-An
output signal that enables
external devices that are sending data to CPU.

SERIAL
COMMUNICATIONS.
These serial inpuV
output lines are fully
decoded on the CPU
chip and provide a
means of direct interface
to a teletype, tape cassette or any other serial
device. They also provide
for direct control of user
system functions or
peripherals.

INTERFACE
CONTROL

ODS (Output Data Strobe)An output signal that enables
external devices that will receive data from CPU .
ADS (Address Data Strobe)An output signal used to clock
address information to the systems' memory or peripherals.
EXTEND (Extended Data
Transfer)-An input signal
that allows the processor to
accommodate a slow memory
or peripheral.

POWER SUPPLIES

PACE CHIP

r--------------------,
Please send PACE Technical Description to:

NAME

COMPANY

T I TLE

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

ZIP

Mail to: National Semiconductor Corporation
2900 Semioonductor Drive, Santa Clara, Calif. 95051
____________________
J

NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR~
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IDEAS FOR DESIGN

Line drivers made from 555 timers
provide inverted or noninverted outputs
A 555 timer can be used as a medium-current
line driver with either an inverting or noninverting output (Fig. 1). Its output voltage swing
almost reaches each rail, and the device can
source and sink 150 mA. This drive capability
is adequate for either single-ended or balanced
lines that terminate in optical isolators (Fig. 2).
Since the 555 input operates as a comparator,
it can simultaneously serve as a level shifter. For
example, with only a 5-V input signal, a 12-V
swing can be applied to the line.
But there are some problems. If the TTL input
level to the 555 is less than one-third of Vee, the
circuit of Fig. la will not work. However, a resistor pull-up circuit to pin 2 can make it work

for a limited range of such low inputs. Also, the
speed of the device is limited to about 100 kHz.
Mark R. Gardner, Electrical Engineer, Illinois
State Water Survey, Box 232, Urbana, IL 61801.
CIRCLE No. 313

2. A pair of 555s, or a sin&le 556, can be used to
drive a balanced twisted-pair ffne tllat terminates
in an optical isolator.

INVERTING OPERATION

5OR12V

NClNIN\'llmNG OPERATION

47k

4
0 - 5V (TTLl

47k

8
0 · 5V<TTU

2

o -12v ICMOSl

o-12v<CMOSl
7

OUTPUT

OUTPUT

1. A 555 timer can drive a line either in an inverting (•) or noninvertlng mode (b).

IFD Winner of September 13, 1975
Ulrich L. Rohde, President, Rohde & Schwarz
Sales Co., Inc., 14 Gloria Lane, Fairfield, NJ
07006. His idea "Match Antenna Over 1.5-to30-MHz Range with Only Two Adjustable Elements" has been voted the Most Valuable of
Issue Award.
Vote for the Best Idea in this issue by circling
the number for your sele.ction on the Information Retrieval Card at the back of this issue.

SEND US YOUR IDEAS FOR DESIGN. You may win a
grand total of $1050 (cash)! Here's how. Submit your
IFD describing a new or important circuit or design
technique, the clever use of a new component or test
equipment, packaging tips, cost·saving ideas to our
Ideas for Design editor. Ideas can only be considered
for publication if they are submitted exclusively to
ELECTRONIC DESIGN . You will receive $20 for each
published idea, $30 more if it is voted best of issue
by our readers. The best -of-issue winners become
eligible for the Idea of the Year award of $1000 .

ELECTRONIC DESIGN cannot assume responsibility for circuits shown nor represent freedom from patent ·infringement.
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Two function generators in one box
equals ten good reasons to buy one.
HP's 3312A function generator gives
you FM signals, AM signals, de· levels,
sweeps, sme waves, square
waves, triangle waves,
ramps, tone bursts and single or multiple pulses. You
get all these functions for
only $900* plus many other

output waveforms. And you get top performance too ... like square waves that don't
become sine waves above
lOMHz. For all the details
on this dual function generator - HP's 3312A- give
your local HP field engineer a call today.
*Domestic USA price only.

Unretouched sco pe display of the
3312A 's 10 MHz sq uare-wa ve
output. s howing 18 nsec ri se time .

HEWLETT"' PACKARD
Sales and service from 172 offices in 65 countries.
1501 Page Mill Road Pato Alto, Calilomra 94304

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 49
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l L watch eliminates
switches on the case
The first production-model electronic watch to use I~L technology
has been announced by Sinclair
Radionics, Europe's largest manufacturer of calculators. Electronic
circuitry to control the watch is
contained on a single, Sinclair-designed chip that contains over 2000
active devices on a 117 x 123-mil
base. This size has an area saving
of over 1.5 to 1 compared with ionimplanted CMOS devices.
The chip, produced by ITT Semiconductors in England, provides a
three-function watch that displays
hours, minutes or seconds, depending upon which switch is operated.
The watch uses a 32.768-kHz flexural bar crystal for the oscillator.
In production, the crystal is trimmed to frequency to give typical
accuracy of 5 seconds a month.
The most innovative feature of
the watch is the absence of switches on the case. The four-digit LED
display is illuminated when the
front of the case is touched. The
lefthand side indicates hours and
minutes and the righthand side
minutes and seconds.
The switches were eliminated in
the Sinclair watch by use of flexible diaphragms of spring plastic.

more resistant to passivation.
Niposit 468 is operated at a bath
temperature of 65 C, compared with
90 C for Shipley's Niposit 65 nickelphosphorous bath, and at the recommended loading of 1.2 dm 2 liter
(0.5 fV / gallon) the plating rate is
7.5 microns/hour.

Monolithic counter,
a 'first,' developed

These diaphragms form an integral
part of the case and are totally
sealed.
Contact is made inside the watch
by the shorting of two conductor
paths with a conductor mounted on
the plastic diaphragm.

Nickel process viewed as replacement for gold
A new low-boron, phosphorousfree, electroless nickel process developed by Shipley Chemicals Ltd.
of Coventry, England, is seen as a
possible replacement for gold in
many electronic applications. The
process, designated Niposit 468,
produces deposits that are at least
99.5% pure nickel, with the remainder boron.
The process was developed for
88

plating semiconductor devices,
PCBs and connector contacts.
The primary advantages of Niposit 468, compared with the more
usual nickel phosphorous deposits,
are a high melting temperature of
1400-1450 C (against 890 C for
nickel phosphorous), improved ductility and better appearance. The
deposits also etch more easily, because of the high purity, and are

The first truly monolithic counter, a dual-mode, 8-bit a/d and d/a
converter, has been developed by
Ferranti in England. Designated
ZN425E, the device incorporates on
a single chip an R-2R ladder, an
array of precision bipolar switches,
an 8-bit binary counter and precision voltage reference.
A feature of the device is the
low cost of $5 for quantities of 100
up. The ladder network was designed to eliminate the need for
expensive deposited film resistors.
Ferranti says it will not disclose
details until its patent applications
are processed.
The other major feature is the
use of a high-density collector diffusion isolation process, which allows the counter to be included on
the chip without need for excessive chip size. A complete a/d converter requires the addition of only
one 7400 quad gate and one op amp.
In the DAC mode, the accuracy
and differential nonlinearity are
one-half the least significant bit,
and settling time is typically 1.6 µs.
When used as an ADC, the minimum conversion time is typically
250 µs. An optional internal reference is nominally 2.55 V, and i l
has a slope resistance of 2 and a
temperature coefficient of 40
ppm/°C.
ELECTRONIC DESIGN
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When Rf I problems get sticky,
trysfir:i
Attaches faster, shields better than anything else!

SERIES 97-500 The original Sticky
Fingers with superior shielding
effectiveness.

SERIES 97-520 A smaller size Sticky
Fingers for high shielding effectiveness in less space.

SERIES 97-555 New Single-Twist
Series for use when space is at a premium. Measures a scant %" wide.

SERIES 97-560New1/2" wide DoubleTwist Series, ideal for panel divider
bar cabinets.

Now you can specify the exact type beryllium copper gasket
that solves just about every RFl/EMI problem. Perfect for
quick, simple installation; ideal for retro-fitting. Self -adhesive
eliminates need for special tools or fasteners. Write for free
samples and catalog .

•

INSTRUMENT SPECIALTIES COMPANY,

Dept. ED-65

Little Falls, N.J. 07424
Phone-201 -256-3500 • TWX-710-988 -5732
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Here's the inside story of the
Airpax Type 209 Circuit Breaker:
Solderless Connector Accepts 14-0 copper and 12-0
aluminum wire. (Also available with
back connected stud terminals)

Barrier - Integral part
of molded case.

Mounting Foot - Provides for - - versatility and ease
in mounting.

Arc Chamber -Ten positioned
metal baffles and screen
to quickly diffuse and
extinguish arc.

Contact Terminal Self-cleaning contacts,
sliding under pressure, insure
low resistance and long
contact life.

Inertia Wheel - Prevents
nuisance tripping due to inrush
currents of 20 times breaker
rating without affecting
delay curve.

Handle - Definite ON-OFF
positions. Automatic reset.

Mechanism - Positive latching
with trip-free construction .
Balanced armature.
Moisture-resistant finishes.

Hydraulic-Magnetic Unit Accurate protection throughout
ambient temperature range.

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 51
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Hybrid isolation amplifier avoids
transformers but maintains isolation

Burr-Brou·n, International Airport
Industrial Park, Tucson, AZ 85734.
( 602 ) 294-1431. See t ext.

Need total isolation, yet you
don't have the space for a transformer-coupled isolation amplifier?
Burr-Brown has managed to shrink
the size of the amplifier by using
matched opto-couplers in a hybrid
microelectronic circuit instead of
transformers to provide 2000 V of
isolation without sacrificing: p~r
formance.
The two basic versions of the
isolation amplifier, types 3650 and
3652, are housed in DIP-like packages that measure 0.22 x 1.75 x
1.15 in. Because of the small size,
an external, isolated power supply
is required to maintain rated operation. However, even with the additional cost of the supply, prices
for the isolation amplifier are
about the same as for equivalent
transformer-coupled amplifiers.
Isolation mode rejection at de is
140 dB, and this drops to 120 dB
at 60 Hz. Common-mode rejection at
60 Hz is a high 90 dB even with a
source imbalance of 5 kn. Leakage
ELECTRONIC DESIGN
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currents are less than 0.5 µA (for
240-V, 60-Hz input) , while the isolation impedance is a high 50 x
10 9 n. Slew rate for both amplifiers is 0.8 VI µs, and small-signal
bandwidth is specified as 10 kHz
(for ±3-dB response ) . Output distortion at the 10-kHz frequency,
though, is 5% . The amplifiers require 400 µs to settle to within
0.01 % of the output and 200 µ,s
to get within 0.1 % .
Four versions of the 3650
series are available: the 3650HG,
3650JG, 3652HG and 3652JG. Both
HG models have an initial input
offset of ±5 mV, while the JG
models have ± 1 mV. Offsets for
all four, though, are trimmable to
zero. Offset drift vs temperature is
different for each model: for the
3650HG it's ±25 µV /° C, for the
50JG, ± 10 µ, V l° C; for the 3652HG , ±50 µV /° C; and for the
52JG, ± 30 µ V /° C. Gain nonlinearity is ±0.7 % , max, for the HG
models and ±0.25 % for the JG
units.
The only head-to-head competition for this type of amplifier is

from Analog Devices (Norwood,
MA ) with its 270 and 280 isolation amplifiers. The lowest-cost
Analog Devices units, the 285
series, start at $89 for single
quantity. They have 2500-V isolalation capability ( 60-s duration )
and a minimum of 115 dB CMRR
with a 1-kO source imbalance at 60
Hz. Available input offset drifts
are ± .15, 10 or 5 µ V l° C, and nonlinearities of ±0.05, 0.04 or 0.03%,
maximum, are available.
Single unit prices for the BurrBrown isolation amplifiers start at
$41 for the 3650HG and increase
to $49. $55 and $62 for the 3650JG, 3652HG and 3652JG, respectively. Prices for 100-up quantities are
approximately 40% lower. Delivery
is from 10 to 12 weeks.
Burr-Brown
CIRCLE NO. 301
Analog Devices
CIRCLE NO. 302

Multiplying 8-bit DACs
operate in 4 quadrants
Dynamic M easurements, 6 Lowell
Ave., Winchester, MA 01890. ( 617)
729-7870. $66 (unit qty. ); stock.

A four-quadrant, 8-bit multiplying d/ a converter, the Model
2013, has an over-all gain temperature coefficient of 40 ppm/°C
and a bandwidth of 100 kHz. The
converter has a maximum differential nonlinearity of ± 1/2 LSB.
The 2013 is completely self-contained and includes an output amplifier. The converter's input circuits are compatible with DTL and
TTL. These circuits are designed
to protect the unit from failure if
active inputs are applied before
power is turned on.
CIRCLE NO. 303
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MODULES & SUBASSEMBLIES

Complete hybrid a/d
comes in 32-pin case
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Telephone tone receiver
just requires power

Micro data system uses
calculator circuit

Mitel Corp., P.O. Box 704, Ogdensburg, NY 13669. (613) 592-2122.
Under $150 (prod. qty.).
A complete telephone-tone receiver in a dual-in-line module, the
CM8822, costs less than $150 when
purchased in production quantities. Just add power to the CM8822, and it is in service for control systems, data transmission or
mobile radio applications. The
module measures only 5.3 x 3.5 X
0.47 in. and is designed to mount
on PC cards. Power consumption is
20 mA at 12 V de and the input
impedance is 30 kn.

Elcom Industries, Civilian T erminal, Hanscom Field, B edford, MA
01730. ( 617 ) 274-6656. $289; stock
to 60 day.
The Procal-4, a programmable,
micro data system, accepts BCD
inputs from any source. It performs arithmetic calculations ( + ,
- , x , ...;- ) and provides outputs
for printers, machine control functions, LED displays, d/ a converters,
etc. It supplies eight latched BCD
decades and a multiplexed sevensegment output. The system is
TTL-compatible and operates from
a + 5-V supply. The module is
externally programmable-it accepts function commands from external keyboards, ROMs, switches,
or any other BCD device. A second model, the Procal-4U, comes
with thumbwheel programming
switches, an eight-digit LED display, and is housed in a small instrument case.

CIRCLE NO. 305

<>Ret Out

Burr-Brown, International Airport
Industrial Park, Tucson, AZ 85734.
( 602 ) 294-1431. S ee text.
The ADC80 successive approximation a / d converter includes
clock, comparator and reference,
all within its 32-pin ceramic package. It is available in 12-bit and
10-bit versions that cost $47.50 and
$45, respectively, in 100-up lots.
Performance characteristics for
the 12-bit unit include 0.01 %
maximum nonlinearity, 25-µs conversion speed and a gain-drift error of only ±30 ppm /° C. Gaindrift error is identical for the
10-bit unit, while maximum nonlinearity is 0.048 % and conversion
speed is 21 µs. Both operate over
- 25 to +85 C and include a
"short cycling" mode which offers
conversion speeds of 5 ,µs for 8
bits and 12 µs for 10 bits using
an external clock. Internal scaling
resistors permit selection of input
signal range of ±2.5, ±5, ±10, 0
to +5 , or 0 to +10 V.

Richard L ee Co., Box 724, New
Providence, NJ 07974. (201 ) 6651333. $460 / pair.
The Models TX-1 and RX-1
transmitter-receiver systems can
transmit analog data on a telephone line. The transmitter section
accepts standard input ranges of
0 to 100 mV, 0 to 1 V or 0 to 10 V.
Other ranges are available on a
special order. The receiver will reproduce and / or factor the analog
signal with a worst-case error of
± 0.1 % of full scale. The maximum output signal is 1 mA or 1 V
across 1000 n. Telephone couplers,
required to interface between the
telephone line and the TX-1 and
RX-1 , are supplied as part of a
normal telephone company installation.

Q-Tech Corp., 11529 W. Pico Blvd.,
Los Angeles, CA 90064. (2 13 ) 4794231. From under $30 ( 100-up) ; 6
wk.
The QT-4 series of crystal clock
oscillators is available with TTL
or CMOS-compatible outputs. They
are intended for low-frequ ency applications, down to a fraction of a
hertz. Tolerances of 0.005% are
available over the full military
temperature range of - 55 to + 125
C. Multiple outputs and custom
logic are also available.

CIRCLE NO. 304

CIRCLE NO. 306

CIRCLE NO. 308

Data transceivers work
over telephone lines

CIRCLE NO. 307

Crystal clock oscillators
designed for low f use
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Silicon camera 1:ube
gives 50% less bloom
RCA Solid State Div., Route 2,02,
Somerville, NJ 08876. (201) 7333200. $1750; production available
first quarter 1976.
A new development in silicon
target manufacturing has made
possible a si licon intensifier target
(SIT), Type C21200, camera tube
that reduces bloom . The bloom effect is reduced about 50% at more
than 100 times light overload, according to RCA . The tube is a
variant of the RCA 480'4 family of
camera tubes, but with a 16-mm
f iber-optic facep late. All of the
features of the 4804 are incorporated in the C21200 . Three product
grades are available, which differ
in responsivity and picture blemishes. The tubes operate at light
levels near the photoelectron noise
limit.
CIRCLE NO . 309

Chicago Miniature Lamp, 4433 N.
Ravenswood Ave., Chicago, IL
60640. (312) 784-1020. $0.45 to
$1.00; stock.
Three new microminiature incandescent lamps, designed primarily for liquid-crystal wristwatches, are rated at 1000 h, though
the new lamps have exceeded 3000
h in actual life testing and provide a 95 % reliabi lity at the 1000h level. Other similar lamps offer
only 50'% reliability at 100 to 800h design-life. Two styles come in
T-3/ 8 size with vertical-filaments.
Both an axial-lead, type CM83986, and a radial-lead, 3982, provide lateral illumination for edge! i g h ti n g . I n a T - 1 I 2 s i z e, a
C2R-type arched filament, CM83970, provides a more directional
illumination for backlighting applications. Input is rated at 1.5 V
with a current of 15 ± 2 mA and
output is 0.06 lumens.
CIRCLE NO . 3 10

DIP switch allows easy
flux flush-out
Control Switch, 1420 Delmar Dr.,
Folcroft, PA 19032. (215) 5867500. $1.10; 8 pole ( 10,000 up).
Series SL DIP switches feature
a depression in the slide button to
prevent tool slippage during actuation . Flow soldering and flux washout are made possible by a combination of a UL-rated polyester case,

stand-offs and integral drain holes.
An overcenter switch action gives
both a decisive contact makei or
break and a positive tactile feel.
Other features include 30-micron
gold-plated and heat-treated beryllium-copper terminals and contacts,
low-contact resistance and a current-carrying capacity of 100 mA
max at 50 V de. Standard units are
available for 4, 7 and 8 bits.
CIRC LE NO . 32 0

THE NEW '1151.
WORLD'S FIRST
MONOLITHIC IC VFC.
Raytheon Semiconductor
introduces the 4151 Voltageto-Frequency Converter. $5 in
lots of 100, versus $30 to $60
for other VFC's - there is no
comparison. And that's not all.
The 4151 comes in a standard
8-pin dual in-line package or
a T0-5 metal can. The pulse
output is compatible with all
logic forms. It has high noise
rejection, single-ended input
referenced to ground. And it

provides frequency-to-voltage
conversion, too. It's the simplest
and most cost-effective method
for analog-to-digital conversion.
And Raytheon Semiconductor
is the only company with a
device like it.
Contact Raytheon Semiconductor or your local distributor for complete details. For
your free sample, write Raytheon
Semiconductor on your company
letterhead.

RAnHEON SEMICONDUCTOR
Dept. 4151, 350 Ellis Street, Mountain View, CA 94042
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AN HISTORIC PUBLISHING EVENT
YOU'LL NEVER SEE ANOTHER ISSUE LIKE THIS ONE FOR 200 YEARS!

Elect~nlc Design

4

NO PUBLICATION HAS EVER
ATTEMPTED THIS BEFORE IN
OUR INDUSTRY!
A UNIQUE PUBLISHING "FIRST'
On February 16, 1976, Electronic Design 's editors are presenting a special
BICENTENNIAL ISSUE - a salute to the 200 years of technological progress
that has led to the electronics industry as we know it today. This material will
be in addition to all of the regularly-scheduled technical articles and features .
Is history or nostalgia a worthwhile topic for a technical magazine? Our 20th
Anniversary issue proved that it is. Electronics engineers are proud of their
profession and proud of their industry. They 're deeply involved . They care
about its past, present and future . Our anniversary issue brought tremendous
reader response. Readers dug into their own pockets to buy extra copies.
Letters and phone calls to the editors broke all records . And almost 70,000
inquiries from this single issue clearly showed that information about the past
can produce business in the present.
Now our editors are going to do it again - only more so - with the issue for
this century ... for a lifetime.
The February 16 BICENTENNIAL ISSUE traces the electronics industry from
experiments in the Colonial period to today 's large-scale integrated circuits;
shows how it's been shaped and re-shaped, not only by technological
breakthroughs, but by the socio-economic, political and even artistic climate of
the times. It's a technical review that engineers will read, reread and treasure as
the industry continues its march upward to new heights ; new achievements.

ALMOST EVERY TYPE OF PRODUCT IS INVOLVED
There isn 't a component or system manufacturer that hasn 't been affected by
this technological revolution - from capacitor and resistor suppliers to
communications and computer system companies.
America, the melting pot of peoples, is also the melting pot of technology.
And this is especially evident in electronics. America has become the focus for
electronics engineers from all nations. Each has contributed to the growth and
progress of our $40 billion industry.
When Benjamin Franklin demonstrated the electrical nature of lightning a
little more than two centuries ago, he not only advanced man 's knowledge, he
created an industry as well. Lightning rods spread quickly throughout the U.S..
to England , and the Continent.
The story is the same today. Each major development is almost always
dependent on work that had preceded it. The tube from Lee DeForest, from
J. A. Fleming , from J. J. Thompson , from Thomas Edison . The transisto r, in
part, from Julius Lilienfeld . And so on .
But the timing , the rate of development, is bound to the human condition: to
population , to climate, to wars, to the industrial revolution , to automation , to
education , to art, to people.

AN ISSUE THAT WILL BE READ, REREAD,
KEPT AND TREASURED

Electronic Design
A HAYDEN PUBLICATION
50 ESSEX STREET, ROCHELLE PARK, NEW JERSEY 07662

Electronic Design 's BICENTENNIAL ISSUE is possibly the most valuable issue
for readers and advertisers that we 've ever published .
It presents a perspective, a design overview of an industry that is probably
poised for its greatest growth period of all time.
The way this growth will take place, and the speed with which it evolves is
bound to the imaginations of all of us, scientist and citizen alike. As the U.S.
approaches its BICENTENNIAL year, we hope to draw lessons from the past
that can and will help to shape a more positive electronic future for all nations.

COMPONENTS

on 0.5, 0.7 and 1-in. heights-and
six-digit instru ment and timer
displays in 0.5 and 0.7-in. heights.
The displays require no edge card
connector or other type of mounting. Evenly spaced, 0.10-in. substrate clips si mply plug in and are
soldered. The displays are CMOScompatible, offer 50,000 h of always-on life, and they are available in voltage ranges of 3 to 6 V
or 9 to 18 V. Use in battery-powered equipment is especially appropriate, because of their extremely
low power drain.

Liquid-crystal displays
come in 14 versions
Liquid Xtal Displays Inc., 24500
Highpoint Rd. , Cleveland OH
44122. (216) 831-8100.
Dual in-line liquid-crystal digital readouts, designated the DIL
Felix series, come in 14 versions
that include 3-1 / 2, 4 and 4-1 / 2digit instrument and clock displays

CIRCLE NO. 321

Readout for PC boards
provides 1-in. number

~

Dialight, 203 H arrison Pl., Brook lyn, NY 11237. ( 212 ) 371-8800.
$2.99 ( 1000 up) ; 4 to 6 w ks.
For r eadouts on P C boards, the
Model 710-0307 is recommended
for use with incandescent illumination or unbased neon lamps
(NE2H-l ) , which ensure a bright
reading display in 1-in. characters.
CIRCLE NO. 322

Thermal breaker meets
UL requirements

Up to 86 %efficiency in Tecnetics
DC to DC regulated converters.
When your design calls for a
highly efficient regulated converter
in .a compact package, Tecnetic's
3000 series fits the bi IL Efficiencies
range from 66% to 86% with packing densities up to 2.78 watts per
cubic inch. Our broad product line
gives you a choice of models with
25, 50, 100 and 150 watts of power
and outputs from 5 to 48 volts.
Standard features of the 3000
series include input-output isolation, overload and short circuit
protection, input filters to reduce
conducted EMI, and remote error

sensing to insure that the proper
voltage is maintained at the point
of load. All units are fully encapsulated and designed to meet the
vibration, shock, humidity and altitude specs of MIL-E-5400.
So, when you are looking for
state-of-the art power converters,
look to Tecnetics, the company
with proven expertise. For more information and prices on the 3000
series, or three-hundred other
power supplies, write for our 26
page catalog.

3000 SERIES HIGH EFFICIENCY REGULATED CONVERTERS
Output Power
Output Voltages
Input Voltages

150, 100, 50, & 25 watt models
13 standard outputs from 5 to 48 V
28VDC or 48VDC
(48 voe only on 150 w units)

Dlmensloris (excluding terminals):

Regulation:

25 & 50 watt :

Line
Load
Load
Temp

4x4x2 inches
36 oz. Fully encapsulated
100 & 150 watt : 6x4x2Y• inches
60 oz. Fully encapsulated

(LL to HL) 0.3%
('h to FL) 0.1%
(NL to FL) 0.4%
0.01%/ ' C

teCnetiCS ~he

Power conversion specialists P.O. Box 910,
1625 Range Street, Boulder, Colorado 80302 (303) 442-3837 TWX 910-940-3246

E-T-A Products Co. of America,
7400 N. Croname Rd., Chicago, IL
60648. (312) 647-8303 .
The compact Series 45-700-PCL2 t hermal circuit breaker satisfi es UL requirements for Class 2
transformer protection (UL506 ) .
Said to be trip free and foolproof,
the single-pole breakers are especially suited for transformers with
secondary outputs of 3.2 A at 16
to 30 V or 5 A at 15 V or less.
Maximum voltage ratings are 250
V ac or 24 V de and maximum interrupting capacity is 100 A. Life
is 5000 cycles at rated current, and
dielectric strength is 1500 V ac.
CIRCLE NO. 323
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1, 700 answers
to electrical enclosure needs
by Hoffman.

EDITORIAL
SPECIALS

Quick answers too. Hoffman offers you " off-theshelf" shipment on most of over 1,700 standard
electrical/electronic enclosures.
Each of them is built to meet the quality standards
that made Hoffman 's reputation . They include :

SCHEDULED FOR

1976

1•

NEMA1 , 3, 4, 9
and 12 enclosures
I

FEBRUARY 2

LOGIC
ANALYZERS

2.

JIG-type boxes

·.~

FEBRUARV16

BICENTENNIAL
ISSUE
MARCH1
FOCUS:

DIODES AND
RECTIFIERS
MARCH15
FOCUS:

Pushbutton
enclosures
I

.. l\

4.

Wireways

,,1

(i
1

I

I

]

PHOTODETECTORS
MARCH 29

SEMICONDUCTOR
SPECIAL

--

Fiberglass
enclosures

Consoles and
consolets

7.

. {)I

Cutout and
pull boxes

8.

Transformer
cabinets

If you have a need that isn't met by one of our over
1,700 standard enclosures, we can modify them or
custom engineer and fabricate per your specifications. Our free catalog gives details on quality
Hoffman enclosures and is available on request.
Put Hoffman to the test.
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INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

Aerospace
Optics
make this
theonlY
miniature
pushbutton
switch
that is
Sunlight
Readable

2-k bit NMOS RAM
has 500-ns access
Fairchild, 464 Ellis St., Mountain
View, CA 94042. (415) 962-3816.
$8.50 to $9 ( 100).

A 2048-bit static n-channel RAM
- the 3539-has a 256 x 8-bit
organization and comes with maximum access times of 650 or 500 ns
( dash-2 version). The 3539 has
two separate chip-select inputs,
which allow direct expansion to
512 bytes of memory. Power dissipation is less than 500 mW, and
the device requires only a single
5-V power supply. Inputs and outputs are compatible with standardTTL circuitry. The 3539 comes in
a standard 22-pin DIP, and it uses
the company's Isoplanar process.
CIRCLE NO. 324

VIVISUN 20/20 "'
Tested and Proven
Only Vivisun 20/20 legends are readable in a light .ambient of 10,000 footcandles (sunlight). When the lamps are
not energized the hidden legend characters are not discernable in a 10,000
foot-candle ambient (sunlight).
• Switches are designed in accordance with
MIL-S-22885
• Single or multi-color legend option
• Individual unit or matrix mounting options
• Momentary or alternate pushbutton action
available with SPOT, DPDT, or 3PDT
switches
• Companion sunlight readable annunciator
available (without switching)
• 1, 2, 3, or 4 separate messages
• Messages available in green, yellow, red , or
white
•Designed for low power consumption (5, 12,
14, 18 or 28 volts available)
• Lamps replace from front without tools

AEROSIMCE OPncS INC.
7112 Burns Street. Dept. 33,
Fort Worth , Texas 76118
(817) 284-2293 (Ext 33) Telex 75-8461

Natiorwl Semiconductor, 2900
S emiconductor Dr., Santa Ciara,
CA 95051 . ( 408 ) 732-5000. $4.95
to $8.45 (1 00 ); stock.

All the random logic needed for
a TTL a/ d converter is avai lable
in the form of a single-package
successive-approximation register.
Three versions are offered. The
DM2502 has an 8-bit capacity and
serial capability but is not expandable. The capacity of the DM2503
is 8 bits, and it is expandable, but
it doesn't have serial capability. A
12-bit version, the DM2504, is expandable, and it has serial capability. The 8-bit devices come in
16-pin packages while the 12-bit
register comes in a 24-pin DIP.
Registers allow short-cycles as well
as continuous or start-stop operation. Also, they are compatible
with d/ a converters using any logic
code.
CIRCLE NO. 326

See the Microprocessor Design
section for microprocessors and
related products.

A/ d converter has
MIL-temperature range

Illuminated Pushbutton Switch

IC holds random logic
for a/ d converter

8-bit d/ a converter
costs $8.95

Precision Monolithics, 1500 Space
Park Dr., Santa Clara, CA 95050.
( 408 ) 246-9222. $150 to $227 ( 100999 ) .

A complete successive-approximation a / d converter that offers
12-bit resolution comes in a single
40-pin DIP and guarantees specs
over the f u I I MIL-temperature
range. The converter has maximum nonlinearity of ± 0.2 % over
the full temperature range and
maximum full-scale tempco of 60
to 120 ppm/° C. The package includes a high-speed d/ a converter,
a high-speed comparator, and a 12bit successive-approximation register. Eight bits can be enco<led in
8 ,µ s and 6 bits in 6 µs. Input
voltage ranges of 0 to +5 V, 0 to
+10 V, ±2.5 V, ±5 V, and ±10 V
are pin-selectable and may be precisely adjusted for binary, offset
binary, and 'two's-complement output modes in both parallel and
serial form. Outputs are TTLcompatible and the converter uses
just 500 mW with ± 15 and +5-V
supplies.

Datel Systems, 1020 Turnpik e St.,
Canton, MA 02021. ( 617 ) 828-8000.

Monolithic 8-bit d/ a converterthe DAC-IC8B-costs just $8.95
in quantities of 1 to 9. The device
can deliver either 2-mA full-scale
unipolar output in response to a
straight binary-coded digital input
or a ± 1-mA bipolar output in response to an offset binary code.
Compliance voltage is + 0.5 and
- 0.6 V. Also, the DAC-IC8B can
perform one, two and fourquadrant multiplication between
moderately fast analog and digital
signals. The digital response accommodates a 3.3-MHz update rate,
with the output settling in 300
ns to within 0.5 LSB. Analog, or
reference, response is 4 mA/ µs.
CIRCLE NO. 327
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Researchers, Designers and Manufacturers
of Sun light Readable Lighted Displays
ELECTRONIC DESIGN
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LAST YEAR'S J.C.E. WILD CARD
'

Distributed
in U.S.A. by
SPEEDIMPEX
23-16 40th Ave.
L.I. City, N.Y.

SELEZIONE
RADIO - TV

''

I

I

'

t

•

SERAFINl'S HISTORICAL
TV ISSUE
* 100 years of research
* 50 years of development
* 25 years of mass media
* The future of televisioo
* Interview with
Dr. Y.K. Zworykin
* Exclusive photographs
* General Sarnoffs role
* Much, much more

Jacapa Castelfranchi Editare; also publishes

THE WINNING CARDS FOR THE ELECTRONIC GAME OF KNOWLEDGE
ELETTRONICA OGGl ••.• Far the design engineer, manager
MILLECANALI .... Far the broadcaster, CATV operator
SPERIMENTARE •••• Far the hobbyist, student

THE LEADING ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS ON THE ITALIAN SPEAKING MARKET
Far mare information and rate card write:
in l t a l y - -

in U.S.A.

...__ _...__ _ ____. Domenico Serafini
J.C.E. Publications
J.C.E. Publications
via Peliua da Yoljido 1
L.I., N.Y. 11951
Cinisello B., Milan
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 58
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Board tester handles
both analog & digital

Delays: 2 to 180 Sec.*
Hermetically sealed - not affected by altitude,
moisture, or climate changes .. . SPST only normally open or normally closed ... Compensated for ambient temperature changes from
-55° to + 80°C .. . Rugged, explosion-proof,
long-lived . . . Standard radio octal and 9-pin
miniatures.
Price, standard or min., under $4.00 ea.
*Miniatures delays: 2 to 120 seconds.
PROBLEM? Send for Bulletin No. TR-81.

Hughes Aircra,ft, 2020 Oceanside
Blvd., Oceanside, CA 92054 . (714)
757-1 200. $150,000 to $225,000; 90
days.
This circuit-board test sys.tern,
the 1024H, features analog and
digital capability plus an in-circuit
component test capability. The system is one of a series designed for
high-speed functional testing and
troubleshooting of printed-circuit
assemblies during prototype design, production testing and depot
repair. Common failures such as
open etch runs, etch-to-etch shorts,
faulty IC components, shorted inputs and multiple failures are
rapidly identified by the probe
control software.

"off the shelf"
a rugged, well
constructed,
high quality switch
from Capitol it has the
same solid reputation
as our custom
ordered switches

CIRCLE NO. 328

Automatic tester
works at 50 MHz

SP-310
SINGLE POLE
DOUBLE THROW
CONTACT
SQUARE BUTTON,
NON-ILLUMINATED
Contacts : Palladium
rated at 3 amp, 11 OVAC, non-inductive

Same rugged construction,
hermetic sealing and stability as the shorter Delay
Relays described above ...
For delays beyond 300 seconds, these Relays may be
used in series.
Price, under $6.00 ea.
Write for Bulletin No. L0-73.

-

DIFFERENTIAL RELAYS
For automatic overload, over-voltage or undervoltage protection ... Made only to specifications for 70V, BOV, 90V and lOOV.
Price, under $6.00 ea.

AllPIRITI

BALLAST REGULATORS

OUR COMPLETE PRODUCT LINE CAN BE
IN ELECTRONIC DESIGN 'S GOLD BOOK.

FOUND
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TRW Colorado Electronics, 3450
N. Nevada A ve., Colorado Springs,
CO 80907. (3 03) 475-0660. Station
price: $65 k to $200 k ; 3-6 mos .
SYSTEM IV is a productionoriented automatic test system
that operates to 50 MHz-said to
be faster than almost any other
similar ATE. The tester consists of
a computer-controlled central station and one or more test stations.
The flexible building-block approach permits either identical or
mixed test stations for digital , rf
and analog testing. Up to 264 programmable drivers and comparators, programmable power supplies
and multimeters are standard digital test station features. Standard
peripherals include disc files, magnetic tape and cartridge storage,
paper tape punch and readers, line
printers, keyboard/ printer, and
keyboard/CRT terminals. Test language consists of an expanded
Basic.
CIRCLE NO. 329
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We manufacture
top quality push button
and lever circuit
selector switches
single switches or
banked assemblies.
Write for our catalog.

Representatives in principal cities.

CAP·ll~L SWITCHES
THE CAPITOL MACHINE & SWITCH CO.
B7 NEWTOWN RD. DANBURY, CONN. 06B10
(203) 744-3300
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 63
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3-1/2-digit DPM
sells for $49
Int ernational Microtronics, 4016 E.
T enness ee St., Tucson, AZ 85714.
( 602 ) 7 48-7900. $49; stock-4 wks.

The Series 500 sells for $49 in
singles. The unit offers: 3-1 / 2digits, 0.4-in. LED readout, unipolar operation, with linearity and
accuracy rated at ± 0.05 % ± 1
digit. Other features include zero
and full-scale front-panel adjustments, lamp test, reading hold a nd
display blank. The standard unit
operates at 5 V de ± 10 % with
115/ 230, 50 / 60 Hz or 12 V de
± 10 % available as options.
CIRCLE NO . 330

Scope? DMM? Counter?
It's all three!

Ptoblem solving ...
vlith Victoreen
High Voltage 1echnology
I UNORTHODOX CRT DRIVE
How did we meet ever·expanding requirements
for increased bandwidth and lower power con ·
sumption, coupled with the availability of high·
voltage zener·type diodes (Victoreen Coro·
trans)? With an unorthodox drive scheme for
CRT's.
Instead of supplying the CRT anode with
very high voltage, we ground the anode and
supply a drive signal, riding at approximately
- 1800 volts, to the grid. The advantages?
Being direct·coupled there are no reactive
components to limit high.end frequency re·
sponse or cause roll-off at the low end.

ppm, and a Quantech noise of less than 1.5
V/volt at 20M ohms. They are available in
values from lOOK to 10,000M ohms in 1, 2, 5
and 10% tolerances.

3
Vu-D ata, 7170 Convoy Ct., San
Diego, CA 92111. ( 714 ) 279-6572.
$1250; 30 days.

Model PS915 / 975 is the world's
first and only test instrument that
includes a digital multimeter
( DMM ) , a frequency counter and
an oscilloscope packaged together
in a single unit with all three
measuring devices possessing their
own dedicated displays. All three
"subinstruments" can be · used
simu ltaneously or independently.
The Model PS915 miniscope offers 20-MHz bw, triggered sweep
and single-trace operation. Vertical sensitivity is 10 mV / div, and
fastest sweep rate is 10 ns/ div,
which can be increased to 20 ns /
div by a X 5 magnifier. Model 975
DMM-counter includes a 3-1 / 2
digit, autoranging digital multimeter (ac V, de V, and kl1 ) , as
well as a 4-digit, 20-MHz frequency
counter.
The unit can be operated from
the ac power line, from an external
12-V-dc source, or from an optional battery pack. Basic dimensions
for the Model PS915 are 2-1 / 2 x
8-1 / 2 x 12-1/ 2-in. With the 975
added, total package height is increased to 3-1/ 2 in. Combined
weight is 10 lb.
CIRCLE NO. 331

Even though the Corotron operates in the
corona mode of discharge, it has no voltage
jumps or jitters. Corotrons are not tied to
"natural" operating voltages and are adjust·
able in manufacture from 350 to 30,000 volts.

2 FROG MUSCLES TO BRAIN WAVES
Colleges and universities, medical research
laboratories and R&D firms need amplification
of low level signals. Such signals are derived
from frog-muscle experiments, brain -wave
measurements, cardiac research, avalanchebreakdown, currents in ionization chambers as
well as from a range of constant-current sources.
Victoreen MINI-MOX resistors are used
widely to modify op-amp characteristics to:
1. Stabilize output and eliminate oscillation.
2. Define gain so measurements can be quantified. 3. Restrict bandwidth to the region of
specific interest.
They typically have a voltage coefficient of
-5 ppm/volt, full -load drift of less than 2%
in 1000 hours, temperature coefficient of 100

A PROBE FOR HIGH POTENTIAL

Two Victoreen MAXI -MOX resistors used in
series can serve as a probe in radar circuitry
capable of measuring voltages up to 60,000
volts. The probe, compatible with a number
of voltmeters of different manufacture, has
both short- and long-term stability. Short-term
stability assures negligible drift and fluctuation
during measurement, while long-term stability
maintains the original calibration accuracy of
the probe.
Each MOX-5 resistor used in the probe has
a maximum operating voltage of 37,500 volts
with a power rating of 121h watts. The voltage
coefficient is 1 ppm/volt over the complete
voltage range of the MOX-5, while the temperature coefficient is better than 300 ppm for
-55° to 125°C.

MAXI -MOX resistors have full-load drift less
than 1% in 2000 hours of operation, and are
available in tolerances of 1, 2, and 5% in
values from lOK to 2,500M ohms. A silicone
varnish conformal coating provides environmental protection while allowing a maximum
hot-spot temperature of 220°C.

Victoreen Instrument Division
of VLN Corp.
10101 Woodland Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio 44104
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DATA PROCESSING

Matrix printer
operates at 180 char/s

ENERGY MANAGEMENT:

Can your
company afford
to be without
this vital
management
function?

• Five series: 1A, 3A, SA, 15A & 30A
(lo) with 20V, 30V and 40V (V...,).
• Extremely fast recovery (t..), very
low forward voltages ('F), high reliability and low cost.
• VSK 120, 130 & 140-1A series in
D0-41 packages. 550 mV (vF). 40A
peak Y2 cycle surge (I m,) . 10 mA
(IR) at T, = 100 °c.
• VSK 320, 330 & 340-3A series.
Epoxy package, axial leads. 475
mV (VF). 150A su rge. 30 mA (IR)
at T, = 100 °c .
• VSK 520, 530 & 540-SA ser ies .
Epoxy package, axial leads. 450
mV (vF). 250A surge . 75 mA (IR) at
T, = 100 °c.
• VSK 1520, 1530 & 1540-15A series
in D0-4 metal stud cases. 600 mV
(vF). 300A surge. 75 mA (IR) at
Tc= 100°c.
• VSK3020T,3030T&3040T-30Aseries.
Center-tapped , common cathode,
15A r,er leg in T0-3 package. 630
mV ( F). 300A surge. 75 mA (IR) at
Tc = 100 °.
All series have j unction operating
temperature range of - 65 °C to
+ 150°C.

Call Mike Hawkins
214/272-4551 for more Information

Design us in We'll stay there

VARO

VARO SEMICONDUCTOR, INC.
P.O. BOX 676, 1000 NORTH SHILOH,
GARLAND, TEXAS 75040
(214) 272 -4551 TWX 910 -860 -5178

Digital Equipment Corp., One Iron
Way, Marlborough, MA 01752.
( 617) 481 -7400. $1975 (100 up);
available e:;,rly 1976.
A 180-char/ s printer, the LA
180, provides a 96-character ASCIIset output with a 7 x 7 dot-matrix
impact head . The printer features
upper and lower-case symbols, up
to 132-column capability and h andles forms from 3 to 14-7 / 8 in .
wide. Seven constant-current solenoid-dr iven wires are used to
form the output characters, and t h e
unit is operator adjustable to accommodate multicopy forms.
CIRCLE NO. 332

Graphic terminal uses
conic contour sections
H ughes Industrial Products Div.,
6855 El Cannino R eal, Carlsbad,
CA 92008. (714) 438-9191 . $9750:
Basic price; 120 days.
The new fu lly interactive Conographic-9 terminal does with hardware what most terminals do with
software. Standard features include a 17-in., 1029-line-can video
monitor with high screen-light
output, a built-in zoom/ pan; a joystick for graphics interaction and
a hardware graph ics processor for
scaling graphics and alphanumerics. Architecture of the terminal embodies a microprocessor
driven by microprograms contained in read-only memories. Curvilinear information is displayed by
use of conic curves. This produces
smoother curves t han conventional
X-Y plotting and needs considerably less data.
CIRCLE NO. 333

~~~
Frederick B. Dent

Secretary of Commerce

We would like to tell you how Energy
Management can help maintain your
company's profitability. So we have
prepared a free booklet called "How
to start an energy management
program." It is based on actual
company case histories, and it is filled
with all the basic information you
will need to get your energy .savings
plan underway. We will also send you
another booklet called "33 MoneySaving Ways to Conserve Energy in
Your Business," all practical, proven
methods based on the real-life
experiences of businessmen like
yourself.
For both of these useful booklets,
just fill in the coupon.

r ·- - - - - - - - - - - ,
To: U.S. Department
of Commerce
Office of Energy Programs
Washington, D.C. 20230
Please send me your two free booklets
on " 33 Ways to Conserve Energy" and
"How to Start An Energy Management
Program."

Title-----------Company -

---------

Address - - - - - - - - - City -----.....,1tate--ZIP-Type of Business - - - - - - L- -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

...J
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Interface matches
computer to instrument
California Avionics Laboratories,
P.O. Box 701, Palo Alto, CA 94302.
( 415 ) 328-7999. $445; stock to 6
wks.
Compatible with either bus or
instrument-oriented computers, the
Model 600A interface provides control of up to eight BCD programmable digits for counters, timers,
delay generators, etc. The interface
operates with 12 or 16-bit computers and it provides the necessary "handshaking" routine for
multiple-word data transfers. Input
and output logic polarity are independently switch selectable, and
the interface includes a switchselectable address code of up to
eight bits. The unit is available as
an 8 x 7.2-in. card, and also in
cabinet, rack and NIM versions.
CIRCLE NO. 334

Data terminals share
dot-matrix printer

Polaroid uses TM/ clad contact springs in both their
Square Shooter and their SX 70 cameras for the best
of reasons . Economy. Ease of Manufacturing . Reliability.

ECONOMY. Where sliding friction makes the use of silver
alloy possible (such as the battery clip) , TMI provides
Polaroid with a coin silver contact. And where gold contacts
are required (low voltage passing through the electronic
shutter) , Polaroid has found that TMl 's 14 karat gold alloy
inlay meets their performance requirements at a 50% gold
savings over 24 karat gold.
R esearch Inc., P.O. Box 24064,
Minneatpolis, MN 55424. ( 61 2) 9413300.
Teleray CRT terminals are now
offered in clusters of two to six
terminals with a common printer.
Individual terminal operators can
select hard copy by pressing a button on their keyboard . An indicator light shows that the printer is
being operated by a particular
CRT. Other terminals in the
cluster are not disturbed. The new
printer forms characters with a
5 X 7 dot matrix. Printer speeds
of 110 or 300 baud automatically
match the terminal in the cluster
that is asking for hard copy.

EASE OF MANUFACTURING. When Polaroid selected clad
contacts , a prime consideration was that cladding would
allow the stamper to provide a one-step , completed assembly
rather than having to rely on multiple sources inherent with
either plating or welded contacts. A second consideration
was the different stresses each of the springs would be
subjected to . Here, Polaroid engineers were able to utilize
base spring metals that included stainless steel , nickel
silver, phosphor bronze , and beryllium copper.
RELIABILITY. Polaroid cameras are in use from the tropics
to the Antarctic and continue to function time after time
with exceptional reliability. If you ' re beginning to get the picture ,
why not write to TMI and see what we can develop for you.

TECHNICAL MATERIALS, INC.
5 Wellington Road , Lincoln , Rhode Island 02865
Telephone 401 •728-7200

CIRCLE NO. 335
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PACKAGING & MATERIALS

Socket assemblies hold
11-pin relays or timers
Reed Devices Inc., 21 W. 183 Hill
Ave., Glen Ellyn, IL 60137. (312 )
858-2050. $2 .11 (100-up); stock.
The SMll series of 11-pin socket
assemblies is designed for plug-in
relays and timers. They are molded
of U.L. grade polycarbonate plastic
and use socket pins of phosphorbronze material. Captive wideclamp plates on screws provide fast
wiring. The sockets are rated for
10 A, 300 V.
CIRCLE NO. 336

Breadboards can hold
from 1 to 50 ICs

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 68

SAM® IS
THE lDWEST PRICED
READERYOU CAN

BUY. BUT YOU DON'T

GETSHORT

CHANGED.

Garry Manufacturing Co., 1010 J ersey Ave., New Brunswick, NJ
08902. (201) 545-2424. From $4.80
per IC position; stock to 4 wk.
A series of plug-in breadboards
created to facilitate prototype design can hold 14 or 16-pin DIPs
and other packages. They are available in various sizes to accept from
one to as many as 50 integrated
circuits. A fu ll range of accessories
for t hese boards is also available.
CIRCLE NO . 337

You could spend a lot
more for a tape reader and
still not get all of SAM 'S
quality features. SAM clips
along at 300 cps, has our
sure-footed dual sprocket
drive and our state-of-theart fiber optic light source
and photo transistor read
head . We can make SAM do
all this and save you money
because we do things differently.

This is the plain , brown
wrapper SAM comes in.

The more you know about punched
tape equipment, the better you read us ..

ill)mdj (D;JIUJrmdj JlK
250 CHANDLER STREET. WORCESTER . MASSACHUSETTS 01602. U.S.A. (617) 798-8731

Miniature bi-pin socket
holds T-1-3/4 lamps
Chicago Miniature / Drake, 4626 N.
Olcutt Ave., Harwood Heights, IL
60656. (312) 784-1020. 18.7¢ (250piece lots) ; stock.
The 4999-004 bi-pin lampholder
permits the installation of replaceable T-1-3 / 4 bi-pin lamps on PC
boards. The lampholder has an
above-board height of 0.115 in. and
an outside diameter of 0.215 in. It
has a cylindrical nylon insulating
body, with beryllium-copper goldplated pin sockets.
CIRCLE NO. 338
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Power to the µP
Sola offers DUAL and TRIPLE OUTPUT POWER
SUPPLIES for MICROPROCESSORS and accessories:
RAM's, PROM's, ROM's, FPROM's, CLOCKS and
10 devices.
All available from your local electronic distributor. At competitive
pricing. From a name you can count on-Sola.
Our versatile power supplies offer fully isolated independent
outputs for either positive or negative operation. Series or parallel
operation. Plus, remote sensing/programming, and complete
serviceability. Just call or write for Catalog 647.
For added protection, consider our minicomputer regulators,
UPS, and Standby units. Everything you need for
MPU power and protection.
Sola Electric, 1717 Busse Road, Elk Grove Village, Ill. 60007

(312) 439-2800 .

SOLA ELECTRIC
BOLA BABIC

Think of us as your supply line.
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 70

Rose
New. Beautiful

Quality. standards.

Rose Enclosures. made specifically for electronic
use. culminate years of design, engineering and
production experience. Extra high quality, precision-finished units provide functional protection.
easy access. excellent esthetics. Available materials: Lexan, Aluminum. Polyester and ABS. Clear
plastic covers with Lexan and ABS. A competitively-priced stock of Rose Enclosures is maintained in Belding.
C!'l'A 'I.ft W..'I'
Mich. tor immediate
&n.A&l&n
shipment. Contact
~i
·rgTH
. MichE~n, INC.
us at (616) 794-0700.
°""'"'
..,.... 48809

I
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Test sockets handle
units with up to 12 pins

Solderless breadboard
holds up to 6 DIPs

Conductive spheres
make resilient contacts

Technit, 129 D e1·mudy Sl., Cranford, NJ 07016. ( 201 ) 272-5500.
From $0.14 (250 0 up) .
Conductive elastomeric spheres
make resi li ent contacts without expensive tooling charges. The
sph eres use a si lver or carbon filled
elastomer, and are molded with a
0.05 in. ± 0.003 in. diameter. They
have an operating range from - 70
to + 350 F. Other sized spheres
can be produced for specific elements and applications.

Garry Manufacturing, 1010 J er13ey
A ve., New Brunswick, NJ 08902 .
( 201 ) 545-2424. $0.25 to $3; stock
to 6 wk.
A line of test sockets that accepts
uncut transistor leads has smoothly
chamfered entry holes for fast insertion. The sockets are available
for three to 12-lead components,
with pin circle diameters ranging
from 0.2 to 0.51 in. They are made
in two basic versions : one to accept leads with minimum lengths
of 0.187 in. and the other for leads
with min. lengths of 0.5 in. Both
accept leads with diameters ranging from 0.015 to 0.032 in. Contact
resistance is 0.015 n maximum.

CIRCLE NO . 370
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Continental Specialties, 44 Kendall
St., P.O. Box 1942, New Ha·l'en, CT
06509.

(2 03 )

624-3103.

$15.95;

.~tock.

The Proto-Board 6 solderless
breadboard kit can handle six 14pin DIPs. The PB-6 includes one
of the company's QT-47S solderless breadboarding sockets, two
QT-47B bus strips, four 5-way
binding posts, a metal ground and
base plate, rubber feet to prevent
scratching work surfaces, all nuts,
bolts and screws and complete easyassembly instructions. The breadboard measures 6 x 4 in.
CIRCLE NO . 372
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Small Wonder

* It's PICOTEMP

thermal cutoff
New from Micro Devices
CActual Size)

PICOTEMP thermal cutoffs.
Fit tight spaces - and
limited budgets. Same
accuracy and similar capabilities as the widely used
MICROTEMP® safety thermal cutoffs ... but smaller in
size. Weighs just 1 /4Bth of
an ounce. Installed costs
are less, too .
Use PICOTEMP thermal
cutoffs when installation
or space restrictions rule
out MICROTEMP. At present, motors and transformers are two leading
applications .
But, wherever you use
PICOTEMP thermal cutoffs,
you're assured of positive,
low cost protection against
overheating caused by malfunctions in electrical circuits and components .
The PICOTEMP thermal
cutoff is completely sealed

against atmosphere. Because of its unique design
and construction, it won't
derate. And it is unaffected
by age or extended use.
Here are some other
things you'll want to know:
• current capacity-to 5
amps. at 120 VAC. Will hold
this rating up to and including 24Q VAC.
•temperature tolerance
+ 0° c.-3.3° c.

•temperature ratings63 °c.-150° c. c145° to
300° F.l
• leads are 26 gauge silver
plated wire .
Recognized under the
Component Program of Underwriters ' Laboratories,
Inc. UL File #E40667A. MITI
approved.

For more information, check the reader
service card, or call or write.

1881 Southtown Blvd., Dayton , Ohio 45439
Ph : (513) 294-0581 Telex : 28-8087
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 74
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DISCRETE SEMICONDUCTORS

/4. WIDEBAND /4.MPLIFIER
WITl1 WIDEBAND FEATURES
It's IFl 's Model 5100. Exclusive features include automatic
remote leveling and remote level control. Also prominent in
its broad performance spectrum: auto pulse and auto limit to
confine amplifier current to safe levels in pulsed
operation .. . Operates into any load from open to short ... Frequency range , 10 KHz to250 MHz ... Peak RF input, 1 V ; 40 dB
gain ; output , 10W ... Model 5100 was designed primarily as a
preamplifier for IFI and other high power wideband
ampli.fiers. As such , it's a direct replacement for IFl 's Model
5000-with all of that unit's proven performance AND the
advanced features you will find only in Model 5100 . Write for
techn ical data.

Power transistors have
20-A collector rating
RCA, Route 202, Somerville, NJ
08876. (201 ) 722-3200. $2.54 ( 100up) ; stock.
The RCS258 power transistor
provides the voltage and current
capabilities of the widely accepted
2N3772 but with a higher power
dissipation rating. T he transistors
are hous·e d in JEDEC T0-3 packages and have a power-dissipation
rating of 250 W. Its ratings
include a continuous collector current of 20 A, a peak collector current of 30 A and a collector-toemitter voltage of 80 V.
CIRCLE NO. 344

Double-drift Im patts
deliver up to 3 W

iqstru1qeqts for iqdustrlJ. il)c.
151 T OLEDO STREE T e FARMINGDALE_, N.Y. 11735
516.Q94-1414 Cable : Electronic Hallendale, Fla. Telex : 51-43-32
INFORMATION RETRIEVA L NUMBER 76

We 're on the move ...
with a 15-ns traek/hold!
The new Computer Labs modular THS
Series track-and-hold amplifiers have
acquisition times from 15 ns; ultra -fast
apertures of 20 ps; linearity of 0 .01 %; decoupling; and input buffering . The THS
Series and slower-speed THC Series
modules offer the user the industry's
broadest line of track-hold modules.
(Note in the scope trace the THS output
reacquires the input just 12 ns after the
end of the hold t ime.)

Ver•icca\
0.2 V,div.
Horizon• ca\
20 n•ec.ldiv.

(10 MHz sine wave)

COMPUTER
•e..,_ LABS

COMPUTER LABS, INCORPORATE D
505 EDWARDIA DR . e GRE EN SBORO, N. C. 2 7409

e 9 19/ 292 ·6427

Hewlett-Packard, 1501 Page Mill
Rd., Palo Alto, CA 94304 . ( 415 )
493-1501. From $150 ( 1 to 9) ;
stock.
High-efficiency sil icon, doubledrift Impatt diodes have an output
up to 3 W from 5.9 to 8.4 GHz.
The Model 5082-0608, 3-W unit can
be used as the output stage for a
transmitter. The 5082-0607 is
rated for 1.5 W over the same frequency range. Efficiency of the
5082-0607 is typically 11 % and
10.5 % for the 5082-0608. Both devices are designed to exceed the
reliability requirements of MIL
S-19500.
CIRCLE NO . 345

Power transistors have
15-A, 150-W ratings
W estinghous e Electric Semiconductor Div ., Youngwood , PA 15697.
( 412 ) 925-7222. 100-up prices:
$1.40 ( 2N6254) , $3 .45 ( 6262 ) ;
stock.
The JEDEC 2N6254 and 2N6262
transistors are rated at 15 A and
150 W. The 2N6254 transistor is
rated at 80 V and the 2N6262 device at 150 V. A 200-C temperature range permits reliable operation in high ambients, and a
hermetically sealed T0-3 case ensures high reliability and long life.
Both devices are 100 % power
tested at full rated load.
CIRCLE NO. 346
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POWER SOURCES

H-V lab supplies show
high stability

,..-..

Brandenberg Ltd., 939 London Rd.,
Thornton Heath, Surrey CR4 6JE,
England.
Alpha Mark II are stabilized de
high-voltage power supplies. Five
models are available, with output
voltage ranges from 500 V to 5 kV
at 5 mA up to 6 kV to 60 kV at 400
µ,A from a 220/ 240-V, 50/ 60-Hz
input at approximately 100 VA.
Output stabi l ity against l oad
changes (250 µA to full load) is
20 parts in 10 6 , and against mainsvoltage variation ( ± 10 %) is 10
parts in 106 per deg C, and drift
is within 30 parts in 10 6 over a
15-min period 2 h after switching
on. Ripple (33-kHz conversion frequency ) is 100 parts in 10 6 •

.
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375-W switcher
weighs just 7-1/2 lb
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LH R esearch, 1821 L angley Ave.,
Irvin e, CA 92714. ( 714 ) 546-5279.
$445; 8 wks .
MM Series 100 single-output
power supp l y switc h er ( the
"Mighty Mite" ) offers high power
in a small package. The MM 100
measures only 4 x 5 x 12 in. and
weighs 7-1 / 2 lb. Standard output
voltages are 5 V at 75 A, 12 V at
31 A, 15 V at 75 A, 18 V at 21 A
and 24 V at 15 A. Like all Series
MM units, the 100 is up to 80 %
efficient, features 1 % pk-pk or 50
mV pk-pk r ipple and noise on output, line regu lation of 0.4 % over
the entire input range, load regulation of 0.4 % from no-load to fullload. Response time is 200 µ,s to
1 % after 25% load change.
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10MHz 3" Triggered Sweep Scope
... YJ the size of comparably
performing scopes

Facts.
The GOULD 2400
delivers more of them with
less fuss, bother and cost
than any other oscillograph

Model
1431

you can buy.

$399.00

And it does it on a wide 1OOmm channel and at a remarkable 30Hz. Available in 2, 3 and 4 channel models
with all the Gould exclusives, of course.
For the full Gould 2400 story, write Gould Inc.,
Instrument Systems Division, 3631 Perkins Avenue,
Cleveland, Ohio 44114. Or Gould Allco S.A., 57 rue St.
Sauveur, 91160 Ballainvilliers, France.
PHONE FREE (800) 648-4990 FOR BROCHURE.

only 43/4"
high

It's a lightweight 13 pounds in your hand with heavyweight wideband scope performance on your bench or
jobsite. Only 35 nanosecond rise time, 10 millivolts /
division sensitivity and 19 calibrated auto or triggered
sweep speeds from 0.5 usec / cm to 0.5 sec/ cm with 5X
magnification . Pushbutton selected sync modes include
internal , external , pos and neg slope, and TV horizontal
and TV verti cal with exclusive TV sync separator. If
you 've been waiting to buy a portable scope until you
could get all the features you ' ll ever need at a price you
want to pay, you 've been waiting for the B&K Precision
Model 1431. See your distributor or write Dynascan
Corporation .

/Bi/f~N

Chicago, IL 60613 • (312) 327-7270
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POWER SOURCES

Switching units
give four outputs

Switcher protects
against line problems
Pioneer Magnetics, 1745 B erk eley
St., Santa Monica, CA 90404. (213 )
829 -3305. $665; stock-30 days.
Model PM 2497, type 5Dl50, a
5-V-dc, 150-A unit, joins the company's DEPENDABLES line of
brownout proof switching power
supplies. This line is designed for
add-on memories and other computer peripherals. The uint provides full power to 50 C without
derating and can deliver 150 A at
60 C on special order. The unit
operates from 92-to-138, or 184-to250-V rms input and maintains
regulation through line dips to 80
or 160 V rms. If utility power is
lost, the 5D150 maintains output
regu lation for up to 30 ms. Typical transient response is less than
50 mV excursion for 25 % load
steps.
CIRCLE NO. 347

Mag-amp regulators
work at high efficiency

Boschert Associates, 3010 Lawrence Expwy., Santa Clara, CA
95051. ( 408 ) 732-2441. $55.90 to
$349 ( 100) .
This series features open-frame,
general-purpose, quad-output supplies for the computer peripheral
OEM market. Power outputs of 10,
60, 150 and 300 W are available
and all are short-circuit proof, reverse polarity protected and have
overvoltage protection. Output voltages are customized for each application and a single unit replaces
four linear supplies. Output voltage up to 300 V and currents up
to 25 A are available. Efficiency is
typically 75 to 80 % depending on
output voltage. Ripple and spikes
are held to 40 m V rms and 100
mV pk-pk. Weight for the 300-W
unit is 4.5 lb., the 150 W is 3.5 lb. ,
the 60 W is 15 ounces and the 10
W is 6 ounces.
CIRCLE NO. 349

Isolated, floati ng unit
aims at strain gauges

Arnold Magnetics, Union Bank
Plaza, 20<1 S. Lake A ve., Pasadena,
CA 91101. (2 13 ) 795-5985. $152;
stock-6 wks.
Thermal efficiency as high as
90 % , subminiature packaging and
many performance options characterize the ARF-Series of submodular power supplies. The mini magnetic-amplifier-regulator line provides up to 90 W from a package
only 0.9 x 1.4 X 3.2 in.-20 W
per cubic inch. De-voltage outputs
range from 4.2 to 30 V, ac inputs
from 100 to 440 V, at line frequencies from 47 to 500 Hz. Specs include line and load regulation of
0.2 o/c , with output ripple 0.5 %
max. Tempco is 0.02 %/°C from
- 10 to +71 C.

lncor Instrumentation, 144 Lamar
St., W est Babylon, NY 11704 .
(516) 643-7070 . $130; stock.
Model 215A isolated floating
power supply provides adjustable 0
to 30 V de at 200 mA for transducer excitation. 10 kMn and 0.1pF isolation from ac line power is
provided. A unique sensing circuit,
requiring only 1 µ,A, virtually
eliminates errors resulting from
sensing lead line changes. p to 10
channels may be mounted in Series
103 19 x 3-1 / 2-in. high rack
adapters.

CIRCLE NO. 348

CIRCLE NO. 350

you r move
check Centralab

Visual display

~

.

ON

~

in a non-lighted
pushbutton
switch
Now you can add visual display to Centralab non-lighted
pushbutton switches. Our new
status indicator button with a
unique fluorescent reflective
surface operates with ambient
light to indicate switch status
when activated. No power is
required. There are no lamps to
burn out.
Other features include:
• Choice of 6 display colors, 3
lens options and 5 button
colors.
• Available with push-push or
interlocking action.
• 140° peripheral viewing angle.
• Vertical or horizontal button
mounting.
See your Centralab Pushbutton
Distributor or send inquiry card
for complete specifications.
lsostat Licensed

CENTRALAB
Electronics Division

GLOBE-UNION INC .
P.O. BOX B5B
FORT DODGE , IDWA 50501
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Fast Connections with the
Trifurcated KLIP-WRAP Post

T49 in
.042"

hole,
1/ 16" card

Clip-action clutches .010" to .040" leads for substitution/testing, or as a handy holder prior to soldering .
The T49's .025 inch' shank takes high wrapping torque and
may be spaced as closely as alternate .10" centers. We
also sell a low-cost hand insertion tool, P-156. We'll send
you FREE SAMPLES of all 5 wrap post designs shown, and
data on solder types, at your request.

ACTUAL
SIZE

R32. IC socket
pin wrap post
with knurl for
.042" VECTORBORD holes.

T44. square wrap
post tail with
slotted end to
accept leads .

K32. lowest cost
.025 inch' "J"
Klip wrap post.

I

T46-2. unique
star-shaped swage
stabilizes above
and below board

uC

development system

The capabilities of the Intellec
MDS microcomputer development
system are described in a six-page
brochure. Intel, Santa Clara, CA
CIRCLE NO. 351

DIP switches
Features of slide-action DIP
switches are covered in a fourpage brochure. A cutaway view of
the SL series switch dep·i cts how
the switch is constructed. Dimensional diagrams are included.
Control Switch, Folcroft, PA
CIRCLE NO. 352

Digital multimeters
Specifications, features and options of seven digital multimeters
are detailed in an eight-page brochure. Data T echnology, Santa
Ana, CA

40115
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 85

USC'S UMI
most compact
ULTRA
MINIATURE
CONNECTORS

CIRCLE NO. 353

Little Red
Reed Relays
In Quantities
as low as

Highest reliability -- proved in
Gemini/ Apollo flights! 1 of over
20 ,000 types of connectors . Write
or phone for UMI Series catalog -today!

U.S. COMPONENTS, INC.
leader in advanced engineering & design
1320 Zerega Avenue , Bronx , N.Y. 10462
(2f2) 824-1600 TWX: 710-593-2141
Cable : COMPONENTS , NYK

**
**
*** ...
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The impossible hookers . . .

C

Red Flame Retardant Shell
Instrument Grade Contacts
Coto's High Reliability Testing
Premium Grade Catalogued
Switches
Epoxy Encapsulated
Low Water Absorption
and Much More!

Write or Call for Bulletin MR 12.1

Elm
·,

I

·

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 86
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An eight-page thick-film mat erials catalog covers applications
for microcircuits, optoelectronics,
trimmers and potentiometers. Du
Pont, Wilmington , DE
CIRCLE NO . 354

-~,,~

7 UMI Series -- Standard &
Closed-Entry
MIL-C-287 48/7 ,8 and others .

Thick-film materials

COTO-COIL
COMPANY, INC.
59 Pavilion Ave .
Providence , R. f. 02905
Tel: (401) 467-4777

Fifty-two illustrated pages provide complete specifications on test
connectors, leads, coaxial cables
and adapters. Color-coded sections
make it easy to find the tester
needed. E-Z-Hook, Arcadia, CA
CIRCLE NO. 355

Magnetic reed switches
A 12-page magnetic reed switch
catalog includes a guide to aid in
selection of the right switch for
the right application. All models
are cataloged with their capacities,
specifications and physical dimensions. Hamlin, Lake Mills, WI
CIRCLE NO. 356
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Power supplies

Power

Power

De, HV, high-speed (wideband )
programmable, digital, bipolar and
laboratory power supplies are featured in a 32-page catalog. Kepco,
Flushing, NY

Power

CIRCLE NO. 357

your move
check Centralab

Microci rcu its
A catalog of high reliability microcircuits includes circuits for commutation, analog and de switching,
gating, multiplexing, chopping, d/ a
conversion, s/h, modulation, demodulation, solid-state relays,
lamp / relay driving and TTL-toMOS level shifting. Teledyne Crystalonics, Cambridge, MA
CIRCLE NO. 358

Technical journal

;

.......

Monochip T echnical Journal No.
10 contains the design of an inte~
grated EIA receiver. The 12-page
journal also describes a novel design in which one circuit uses a
loudspeaker both as a beeper and
a microphone. A third article discusses unexpected effects of metal
resistance in ICs. Interdesign,
Sunnyvale, CA
CIRCLE NO. 359

Data logger

MODEL 220-2K30

Specifications, options and expansion features of a data logging
and/or acquisition system are covered in a 14-page brochure. E-H
Research Laboratories, Oakland,
CA
CIRCLE NO. 360

*
*
*
*
*
*

2000 WATTS
BROADBAND
2 - 35 MHz
LINEAR, CW
-34 dB l.M.D.
RELIABLE, SAFE

Electronic enclosures
Cabinets, small cases, racks, consoles and electronic desks are described in an eight-page· booklet.
Optima Enclosures,_ Scientific-Atlanta, Tucker, GA'
CIRCLE NO. 361

5amp
pushbutton
switch
You 'll meet even the most stringent requirements with this new
line switch. It's UL listed forTV-5
rating (120V, 5A, 78A peak inrush current) .
Other features include:
• Furnished as a single station
or for left or right mounting
on any Centralab pushbutton
switch assembly.
• Three circuit options-SPOT,
SPST, normally open and
SPST, normally closed.
• Button options include
lighted.non-lighted or status
indicator button (shown
above).
See your Cenrralab Pushbutton
Distributor or send inquiry card
for complete specifications.
lsostat Licensed

De and ac motors.

R.F. POWER LABS, INC.
11013-118th Place N.E .
Kirkland, Washington 98033
Phone (206) 822-1251
Telex No . 32-1042
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 88
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"Design Engineer's Guide to DC
Stepping and AC Synchronous
Motors," a 52-pager, covers terminology, construction and operation,
ratings and specifications, selection and applications. The Superior
Electric Co., Bristol, CT

CENTRALAB
Electronics Division
GLOBE-UNION INC .
P.O. BOX B5B
FORT DODGE. IOWA 50501

CIRCLE NO. 362
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What every IC

systenl designer

needs is easy
to get.
Cambion's Integrated
Packaging catalog
119A has 70 pages full
of products for the
designer. Breadboards, Wire-Wrap*
cards, card files and
hardware, logic assemblies, power supplies,
sockets. These are only
a few of the quality
Cambion products
featured . Write today
for your FREE copy,
Cambridge Thermionic
Corporation., ED-1,
445 Concord Avenue,
Cambridge, MA 02138.
Standardize on

Multi-Bath Test Stand
for efficient production line testing

For chilling charpy specimens, calibration , shock testing and
other special test requirements, rely on CSZ Multi-Bath test
stands. Stainless steel chambers, liquid agitators, immersion
heaters for high temperature operation, mechanical refrigeration
systems for low temperature operation. Eye level indicating
controllers and switches for each chamber. Caster mounted
units for portability.
Write for literature kit

CINCINNATI

CllMmO•®
The Guaranteed Electronic Components

SUBQZERO

"Reg. TM
Gardner Denver Co.

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 90

PRODUCTS INC.
2612 Gilbert Ave ., Cincinnati, Ohio 45206
Phone : (513) 751-8810
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SMART new data system
learns from your finger
to do YOUR job

Small-but Powerful

ELECTRONIC SIREN
Now, for Panel Mounting!

Model
ES-175

1. Measure up to 248 low level signals accurately, immune from noise-analog, digital, non linear. Print them
out, tape them, feed your computer (alarms too!) .
2. Key program-with one finger-all clock timing, scan
intervals, channel gains, 1/0, engineering units, powerful subroutines like automatic programming and optional integration. Everything to do your job.
In the new PD-2064, a proven microprocessor, RAMs,
and ROMs replace a bushel of expensive circuitry to
make a versatile, standardized data acquisition system
you can use for general or specific jobs. The big benefit to you is more data reduced per dollar. Request
Bulletin B110 from Esterline Angus Instrument Corporation, P.O. Box 24000, Indianapolis, IN 46224. 317 /
244-7611.

W::l I ESTERLINE ANGUS I
a:::I AN
E S TERLINE

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 91
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COMPAN Y

®

ER~~Fl_\llE.~
Loud yelping signal in small space-ideal for
alarms, machines & equipment: 3" x 3"-depth ,
l l;,1i " . Self-contained; completely electronic. 6 to
12 VDC-uses only 175 milliamps at 12 V.
Low cost, $4.37 ea. , in quantities of 100.
Write or phone for illustrated bulletin-today!

KOLIN INDUSTRIES. INC.
Manufacturers ol Electronic Warning Signals and Alarm Devices

59-B West Pondfield Road, Bronxville, N.Y. 10708
(914) 961-5065. Telex: 137453
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 93
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recruitment
and
classified ads

RADAR SYSTEMS
Nike Hercules, Nike Ajax, M-33, MPS-9,
SCR-584, TPS-1 E, TPS-28, FPS-6, FPS·
14, FPS-18, FPS-75, UPX-6, MPQ-10A,
lllM 705 Computers, HUNDREDS MORE.
RADAR SYSTEMS
K BAND
KU BAND
X BAND
X BAND
X BAND
X BAND
X BAND
C BAND
C BAND
SBANO
SBANO
L BAND
L BAND

UHF

X BAND
X BAND
X BAND

MONOPULSE 40KW E-34
SEARCH 135KW B-56
WEATHER/SEARCH 250KW AN/CPS-9
AIRBORNE TRACKER SOKW 8-47
MOBILE TRACKER 40KW AN/MPQ-29
WEATHER/SEARCH 40KW AN/SPN-5
TRANSPONDER 100W AN/OPN-62
HGT FDR SMW FPS-26 1MW TPS-37
SEARCH 285KW AN/SPS-58/D
ACQUISITION 1 r-.1w NIKE AJAX/HERC
TRACKER 10' O!SH SOOKW AN/MPQ-18
SEARCH SOOKW AN/TPS-10/GSS-1
IFF SYS. 1.SKWAN/TPX-27
DRONE CONTROL SYSTEMS
COMMAND SYSTEM AN/URW-14
DATA LINK AN/UPW-1
TRACKER AN /MPQ-29
TRACKER AN/MSQ-51
SEND FOR FREE 24 PAGE
CATALOG ON YOUR LETTERHEAD

~ ~~~!~. ~~~~~w~~Het !~!~~0~1E~~-~!·o
1

J

KEEP
Electronic Design's

GOLD BOOK
HANDY

When You Call
Save time when you contact
suppliers. Check their catalog
pages first in Electronic Design's GOLD BOOK. Maybe
the information you need is
right at your fingertips.

Electronic Design
Advertising Sales Staff
Tom W. Carr, Sales Director
Rochelle Park, NJ 07662
Robert W. Gascoigne
Daniel J. Rowland
50 Essex Street
(201) 843-0550
TWX: 710-9990-5071
Philadelphia
Thomas P. Barth
50 Essex Street
Rochelle Park, NJ 07662
(201) 843-0550
Boston 02178
Gene Pritchard
P.O. Box 379
Belmont, MA 02178
Chicago 60611
Thomas P. Kavooras
Berry Conner, Jr.
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(312) 337-5088
Cleveland
Thomas P. Kavooras
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(312) 337-0588
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Stanley I. Ehrenclou
Burt Underwood
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(213) 641-6544
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Burt Underwood
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(213) 641-6544
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Robert A. Lukas
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your move
check Centralab

NEW!

lowcost
lighted
pushbutton
switch
Centralab reliability , low cost
and new design freedom can be
yours in this new lighted switch.
Its T1-3 / 4 wedge base lamp
brings the price way down* . Its
many options make it easier
than ever to achieve an aesthetically harmonized panel. You get
features like these:
• Flat , concave or recessed
lenses with uniform light diffusion.
• Eight lens colors.
•PC terminated independent
lamp circuit.
• 15mm , 17 .5mm or 20mm.
spacing options.
• Ganged assemblies through
16 stations.
See your Centralab Pushbutton
Distributor or send inquiry card
for complete specifications.
• Pe r stati o n cos t at 1000 pi eces . $1.3 6
... 2 PDT swi tc h in c lu des bulb .
lsost at L ice n sed

CENTRALAB
Electronics Division
GLOBE-UNION INC.
P.O. BO X 85B
FOAT DODGE . IOWA 5D5D1
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quick ad1

HIGH Q MULTILAYER CAPACITORS feature very liigh quality factors at microwave frequencies. Offered in three stand ard sizes: .050 x .040, .080 x .050, .125 x
.095. Capacitance values from 0.1 pf to
1000 pf with close tolerance and voltages
to 1000 VDCW. Johanson/Monolithic Dielectrics Div., Box 6456, Burbank, Ca.
91510, (213) 848-4465.

MULTILAYER CHIP CAPACITORS

601

AMPLIMITE HOF CONNECTOR mass-terminates quickly, at low cost. Accommo dates solid or stranded round-conductor
flexible cable on .050" centers. Forks penetrate cable from, opposite sides, trap
each conductor, then interlock with housing. Pin and socket contacts intermateable with industry standards . From the
people who offer you technical assistance:
AMP Incorporated, Harrisburg, Pa. (717)
564-0100.
HOF CONNECTOR

602

New and current products
for the electronic designer
presented by their manufacturers.

Optima 17- a combination chassis and
case. 4 models are offered with handles,
tilt-feet and rack adapters. Panel heights
are 3 .47", 5.22" , 6.97" and 8 .72." . Panel
width is 16.44" and panel-to -panel depth
is 16.22"_
Optima Division, Scientific-Atlanta, Inc.
2166 Mountain Industrial Blvd., Tucker,
Ga. 30084 (404) 939-6340

TRAN-BAL, INVERTER BALLAST; allov.
designer to utilize fluorescent lamp fc
long photo electric light source by elim
nating flicker associated with 60 H, 01
eration . Models available for all lam~
through 40 watts. Input voltage 12 to 4
v.d.c. The Bodine Co , 236 Mt. Pleasar
Rd., Collierville, TN (901) 853-7211

ELECTRONIC ENCLOSURES

INVERTER BALLAST

604

60

DIGITAL SIGNAL ANALYSIS, S. Stearns.
Contains the most recent advances, brand new design material, and a comparison
between continuous and digital systems,
making it an ideal master reference to today's signal processing techniques and
systems. # 5828-4, 288 pages, $18.95 .
Circle the Info Retrieval Number to order
15-day exam copy. When billed, remit or
return book with no obligation . Hayden
Book Co., 50 Essex Street, Rochelle Park,
N.J. 07662.

Free Catalog. 112 pages of hard -to-fin1
precision tools-pliers, tweezers, tool kit~
etc . Contains more than 2,500 items . Al
so includes ten pages of useful "Toe
Tips" to aid in tool selection. Jense1
Tools and Alloys, 4117 No. 44th St.
Phoenix , AZ 85018 (602) 959-2210.

DIGITAL SIGNAL ANALYSIS

PRECISION TOOL CATALOG

605

601

STRIP/BUS BY ROGERS. Low Cost Bussing Systems; easy installation, reliable
solder joints; greater pin exposure. Write
or call for details. Rogers Corporation,
Rogers, CT 06263. Phone (203) 7749605 .

World's Smallest Displacement Transducer.
Make precision, noncontacting displacement measurements at points never be fore possible. This new transducer, 0.080"
OD, gives accuracy of < 100 µ.in. in a
range up to 0.020". Temperature stable.
Repeatability and resolution is better than
10 µ.in . Price $485, including associated
electronics. Kaman Sciences Corporation,
P. 0 . Box 7463, Colorado Springs, CO
80933 . (303) 599-1892.

Basic Electricity & Basic Electronics by
Van Valkenburgh, Nooger & Neville, Inc.
Derived from the COMMON -CORE Training Program initially developed for the
U.S. Navy. Thorough, comprehensive coverage. Available in separate paperbacks or
cloth volume . Write for FREE brochure.
Hayden Book Co., Inc., 50 Essex St.,
Rochelle Pk, N.J . 07662 (201) 843-0550.

STRIP/BUS

TRANSDUCER

TRAINING TEXT

603

606
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Electronic Design
ELECTRONIC DESIGN'S f u nction is:

DIGITAL TO SYNCHRO CONVERTERS14, 12 o r 10 bit input, l l.8/90V, 400 or
60Hz transformer isolated output, accu racy ±4, ±15 or ±30 min . Driving IVA,
2VA (2.6" x 3.1 " x 82"H module) or 5 VA
loads (4 1;2 " x 91;4 " PC card). Price from
$350 in qty. Other CCC products are
Synchro to Digital or DC, and DC to Synchro Converters, Solid State C.T.'s or
CDX 's, and Absolute Encoders. Send for
Free Catalog & Application Notes. Computer Conversions Corp., East Northport,
N.Y. 11731 (516) 261 -3300.
DIGITAL TO SYNCHRO
610

• To a id progress in the electronics
manufactu r ing ind ustry by promoting
good design.
• To give t he electronic design engineer concepts and ideas t hat make his
job easier a nd mor e prod uctive.
• To provide a central source of
timely electr onics information.
• T o promote communication among
members of t he electronics engineering community.
Want a subscription? ELECTRON IC DESIGN is sent free to qualified engineers
a nd engineeri ng manager.s doing desig n wor k, super vising design or set t ing standards in t he Un ited States
a nd Western Europe. For a free subscription, use the application form
bound in t he magazine. If none is
incl uded, write to us direct for an
appl ication form.
If you do not qualify, you may take
out a paid subscription for $30 a year
in the U.S.A., $40 a year elsewhere.
Single copies are $1.50 each .
If you change your address, send us an

old m a il ing label and yo ur new ad dress; there is gener a ll y a postcar d
for t his bou nd in t h e magazi ne. You
will have to requalify to conti n ue
receiving ELECTRON IC DESIGN free .

6800 µ.P HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE.
Hardware modules include MPU , RAM ,
ROM , 1/0, cabinet, power supply, etc.
Software includes cross assembler, simu lator, WINTEK PL/M , linking loader. Custom ha rdware , software, consulting. Software also available on TYM -SHARE. WIN TEK CORP., 902 N. 9th St., Lafayette, IN.
47904. (317) 742-6802

6800 MICROPROCESSORS

The accuracy policy of ELECTRON IC
DESIGN is:
• To make di ligent efforts to ensure
the accuracy of editorial matter.
• To publish prompt correction s
whenever inaccuracies are brought to
our attent ion. Corrections appear in
"Across t he Desk.''
• T o encourage our reader s as r esponsible members of ou r busi ness
comm un ity to repor t to us misleading
or fra udu lent adver tisi ng.
• To r efuse any advertisement deemed
to be mi sleading or fraudulent.

611

Microfilm copies are available of complete volumes of ELECTRONIC DESIGN
a l: $19 per volume, beginning with
Volume 1, 1952 through Vol ume 20.
Reprints of individu a l articles may be
obtained for $3.00 each , pr epaid ($ .50
for each additional copy of t he same
article) no matter how long t he
article. For further detail s and to
place orders, contact the Customer
Services Department, University Microfilms, 300 North Zeeb Road, Ann
Arbor, Michigan 48106 telephone
( 313) 761 -4700.
LOW COST MAGNETIC FLUX DETECTOR
Model FDOl series provides continuou s
north reference when used with directional gyro or servo compass. TSO 'd for
autopilots and ideal for guidance and
control systems for RPV 's, drones, marine vehicles, buoys. Sensing element uses
flux gate windings suspended in pendu ·
lous position . Freedom to ± 45° pitch and
roll. Operates on 14 mA, frequency 400Hz. 2 .28" dia. x 1.91" high. Humphrey,
Inc. , 9212 Balboa Ave., San Diego, CA
92123 . (714) 565 -6631.
FLUX DETECTOR
612

Want to contact us? If you have any
comments or wish to submit a manuscript or article outline, addre·ss your
correspondence to:
Editor
ELECTRONIC DESIGN
50 Essex Street
Rochelle Park, N.J . 07662
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 101
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FREE CATALOG AVAILABLE
Falstrom designs
for special purpose
cabinets

Where "stock" does not give you what you want, and
"custom" sounds expensive, the Falstrom "standard"
approach to special purpose cabinets, racks, and consoles satisfies the requirements of the responsible buyer!
Enclosures in steel or aluminum are illustrated, Including
cross-sectional views and details of tops, sides, doors,
and inner brackets for chassis, panels and drawer installation . Economical sizes, configurations, paint finishes,
and other design data are included.
CIRCLE NO. 171

Falstrom Company
22 Falstrom Court
Passaic, N. J. 07055
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HERE TODAY ...
HERE
TOMORROW
For years, NEC Microsystems has quietly
demonstrated extraordinary competance and dependability as a supplier of economical, high
quality hybrid microcircuits. Let us evaluate
your requirements for custom hybrids. We'll do
the job right today and we'll still be around
when you need us, tomorrow.

111111

Affordable frequency counter for
jobs that have always needed one

-

s::c::::::t

MODEL 1801

$230

With a good auto ranging frequency counter you can watch
oscillator adjustments, monitor RF and audio frequencies precisely, do fast production testing , check critical
countdown chains, calibrate signal generators, check
pull-in range of AFT circuits and CB frequencies accurately. The 1801 is good because its accuracy is
typically better than 10PPM; it typically reads 10Hz60MHz and is guaranteed to read 20Hz-40MHz. It's automatic-there's just one control and gate times, decimal
points and scalings are automatically selected for best
speed and accuracy. And it's fast-the display is refreshed up to 5 times per second.

In stock at your distributor.

~~[j NEC MICROSYSTEMS

111111

DIVISION OF NORTH ELECTRIC
A UNITED TELECOM COMPANY

1150 N. W. 70 ST. FORT LAUDERDALE, FLA. 33309
PHONE (305) 974-5400
TWX 510- 956-9897

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 102

PRODUCTS OF DYNASCAN
1801 W . Belle Plaine Avenue Chicago. IL 60613
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL' NUMBER 79

Choose

Terminal
Blocks
from our
wide range of stock molds
. 250,. 187, .110 terminal sizes
• Centralized wiring assembly • Temperature resistant
• Completely insulated
• Specific identification
• Kit-form blocks available
• Easy laboratory or experimental assembly
Underwriters Safety Device Co. delivers all of
these features and more in the versatile terminal
blocks offered out-of-stock. If we do not have
the stock mold to suit your purpose, our staff
will design one to fit your specific need. Send
for brochure describing many models.

Underwriters
Safety Device Company
7300 W. Wilson Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60656 • 312-867-4600
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 103
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Fail-ProOI
miniature

BITE =~~J;~.~~··

Indicators
e

Complete selection
from one source!

• Mil-spec or commercial quality

e

Ball or Flag Indicators
and Annunciators

• Magnetic Latching,
Self-Restoring and
Manual-Reset models

e
e
e
e
e
e

Micro-miniature sizes
Positive indication
Excellent visibility
Fast reliable
response
Negligible power
drain
Standard voltages

1.5, 3, 6, 12, 24,

2s voe

e

Off-shelf delivery

• Write or phone for
catalog

Sudden
serulce
on small
Quantities I
PROTOTYPES
available on phone or letterhead request

MINELCO Div. General Time
135 South Main St. , Thomaston, Conn . 06787
Phone 203-283-8261
A
TALLEY INDUSTRIES COMPANY

121
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Product Index
Information Retrieval Service. New Products, Eval uation Samp ies (ES) , Design Aids
(DA) , Application Notes (AN) , and New Literature ( NL) in this issue are .listed
here with page and Information Retrieval numbers . Reader requests will be
promptly processed by computer and mailed to the manufacturer within three days.
Page

IRN

Components
capacitors
capacitors, monolithic
circuit breaker, thermal
circuit breakers
circuit breakers
crystals
diodes and resistors
display, numeric
displays, liquid -crystal
electronic siren
iconoscope
indicators
indicators
lamps
lamps, miniature
potentiometer
relays
relays, delay
single-turn cermet
switch, DIP
switch, PB
switch, PB 5-A
switch , lighted -PB
switch, pushbutton
switch , slide
switch , toggle
switches
transformers
transient protection

16
15
96
73
90
42
103
96
96
116
93
13
122
121
93
II
97
102
33
93
113
115
117
100
112
112
102
107
45

15
14
323
44
51
28
64
322
321
93
309
12
106
103
310
282
56
62
22
320
84
89
94
57
81
80
63
71
30

Data Processing
data cartridge
data system
data terminal , graphic
interface circuit
minicomputer
printer, dot-matrix
printer , matrix
tape reader

19
121
104
105
5
105
104
105

16
104
333
334
4
335
332
69

Discrete Semiconductors
lmpatts, double-drift
110
rectifiers
104
transistors , power
110
transistors, power
110

345
66
344
346

Category

Instrumentation
amplifier, wideband
automatic tester
communications
equipment
DPM
frequency counter
function generators
logic· analyzer
oscillograph
oscilloscope
PC-board tester
scope
scope/DMM / counter
scopes
signal generator
spectrum analyzer

110
102

76
329

112
103
116
87
39
112
25
102
112
103
51
1
119

83
330
91
49
271
82
241
328
79
331
33
2
101

Category

Page

IRN

100
93
97
67
41
49
57

325
53
55
42
27
32
39

Microprocessor Design
computer on a board
43
disc -based micro
50
language, high-level
50
microcomputer
48
microcomputer
109
micro fa mily
48
81
,µ,C chips
µ, P
46
IV
µ,P
multiply/ divide hardware 43
sequencer, program
50
supplies
46
three-card system
48

571
577
578
574
75
575
46
573
284
570
579
572
576

Integrated Circuits
converter, a/ d
converter, v /f
custom ICs
op amps
RAMs , 4-k
RAMs , 4 -k
ROM, 16-k

Microwaves & Lasers
microwave devices
microwave materials
microwave transistors
power splitter
rf generators, TWT amps

66

72
80
2
11

Modules & Subassemblies
amplifiers , isolation
91
amplifiers , s/h
110
92
converter, a/ d
converter, multiplying
91
hybrid circuits contest
83
hybrid microcircuits
121
ignition
104
92
v / f converter

41
43
45
3
~

301
77
304
303
47
102
65
52

Packaging & Materials
bus , mini
ceramic parts
connectors
connectors , coaxial
connectors , miniature
contact springs
copper gasket
enclosures
enclosures
integrated packaging
PC-board connectors
posts
terminal blocks
test stand
wire, cable and cord

13
20
29
12
114
105
89
65
107
116
47
114
121
116
9

17
20
10
86
67
50
40
72
90
31
85
105
92
7.

Power Sources
converters , de-de
de voltage source
power supplies
power supplies
voltage sources

96
108
10
53
108

54
73
8
36
73

11
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lldm-odu~ing.

Cl ~ew oe-i~n lpe~fm-0111* of

low Pm-olile

llele1~-·
Engineering excellence, a tradition at Magnecraft,
is reflected in our new printed circuit relays.
Three low cost classes are available in stock
with performance specifications including
absolute reliability, long mechanical life,
and a wide choice of contact configurations
and switching capabilities.
Packaging flexibility includes, a
truly low profile dust proof design,
with a minimum height above
the P.C. board, and a vertically
mounted space saving
version. The relays
feature industry
standard .1 inch
grid spacing for terminals, and high
density center to center
board spacing. Contact
arrangements include SPOT,
DPDT, 4PDT, and 6PDT
rated from 1 to 8 amps. Bifurcated contacts are optional on certain configurations.
These compact relays are particularly
suited for communication systems, data processing equipment, automatic control systems,
process control, automotive and consumer
electronics.
*Family of Relays

l•ee!
LOW PROFILE
RELAY BROCHURE

Find Magnecraft Relays in EEM and the Gold Book

Specifications, photos, and line drawings are included
in Magnecraft's latest 4 page bulletin, number 750.
A 36 page stock relay catalog will accompany the
bulletin for all your relay applications.

Fi

ELECTRIC COMPANY

55 75 NO RTH LYNCH AV ENUE• CH IC AGO , ILLI N OI S 60630 • 3 12 • 282-H OO •TWX 910 22 1 522 1
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What's new in sol id state ...

RCA announces a
no-nonsense price for
the no-nonsense p.R
Has high cost kept you away from microprocessors? RCA just demolished that reason. Even in
small quantities you can buy our versatile
CDP1801 8-bit CPUs at only $40 for the 4-6-volt
version , $56 for the 3-12-volt version .
This, of course, is the RCA 1800 no-nonsense
microprocessor family. Simple, easy to program,
flexible. COSMAC architecture was designed with
one no-nonsense objective : maximum flexibility
with minimum cost. COSMAC costeffective features include: single
power supply ; single phase
clock; compact programs
and strong 1/0 to reduce
memory and 1/0 circuit
requirements. Plus
the CMOS benefits of
low power and high
toterance of temperature ext rem ,
supply variations and noise.
Compare support systems, too. T
ware Development Package is ava·

in Fortran IV and on GE Timeshare. Our Microkit
gives you low-cost systems breadboarding . And
for low-budget programming we offer a Resident
Software Package. A listing of memory and logic
(1/0) parts, M icrokit cards and other Iiteratu re avai 1able to you is in the RCA 1800 brochure 2M1135.
Microprocessors (CPU), 1-99 quantities
CDP1801D (3-12 vo lts) ........ ..................... .. ........ .....$56.00
CDP1801CD (4-6 volts) ..... ....... .... .............. ............. $40.00

Hardware support
CDP18S001 Microkit (basic) ......... ....................... .$2250.00
CDP18S002 Microkit (Stand-alone) ........ .. ............ $3000.00
(Includes resident Assembler & Editor)

Software support
CDP18S900 Software Development Pkg ................ $2000.00
CDP18S902 Batch Assembler ............... ................. $700.00
MPM-101RCA1800 User Manual. .............................. $5.00
MPM-102 Program Development Guide ........... ......... $10.00

For more information, contact your local RCA
Solid State distributor. Or RCA.
Write: RCA Solid State. Box3200, Somerville, New
Jersey 08876; Ste. Anne de Bellevue 810, Canada ;
Sunbury-on-Thames, U.K.; Fuji Bldg.,Tokyo,Japan.

RCJI

